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Abstract
This thesis discusses the development of active noise control and voice communication systems
for personal hearing protectors. The main focus is on implementing active noise cancellation
(ANC) techniques for a personal earcup-type hearing protector.
A personal passive hearing protector has two drawbacks that can be eliminated with electronic
systems. These are poor attenuation of low frequency noise and blocking of speech and other
important sounds. It is well-known that ANC methods can improve the poor low frequency
performance of a passive hearing protector. Despite the apparently simple principle, the
practical implementation of an ANC hearing protector is not as straightforward as might at first
appear. It is, in fact, a rather complex mechatronical problem. This study will consider some of
the reasons it has taken so long to progress from Paul Lueg’s patent of 1936 to the practical
implementation of an ANC system.
To understand the basics needed to design ANC systems, the function of the ear and the
operation of a passive hearing protector are reviewed. The modeling of a passive hearing
protector is also discussed. In addition, the operation of a closed-box mounted loudspeaker
element is analyzed, and some previously implemented ANC hearing protectors are also
reviewed. This review provides the basis for combining existing theories and models to develop
a more complete model for a hearing protector with an internal closed-box mounted
loudspeaker.
Performance and usability of hearing protectors in actual situations are both important factors,
though there is a trade-off between them. A major challenge, therefore, is attaining good active
attenuation performance with reliable operation in demanding environments, while at the same
time retaining the original performance and comfort of the passive hearing protector. To achieve
this, the electronic, mechanical, and acoustic designs of the hearing protector must be in balance
with each other. One specific challenge is to achieve adequate dynamic range.
In addition to the development of an ANC hearing protector, two methods are presented for
enabling communication while wearing a hearing protector. First, short-range communication is
made possible by means of an active sound transmission (AST) hearing protector. An AST
hearing protector transmits speech and other useful sounds through the earcup while also
limiting the sound pressure of the transmitted sound to a safe level. Secondly, long-range
communication is made possible by a wireless Bluetooth radio link. Bluetooth itself is a
shortrange radio link, but here its purpose is to establish a link between the hearing protector and
a cellular phone. As a result, a cellular phone can be used while wearing a hearing protector
without the need for inconvenient cables between the hearing protector and the cellular phone.
As a result of this research, a series of electronic hearing protectors is developed through several
prototypes. The improved low frequency noise attenuation is valuable in very loud
environments: it reduces the risk of hearing loss and prevents the development of noise-induced
stress. In addition, communication is made possible in conditions where hearing protection is
necessary.
The developed AST hearing protector outperformed several commercial equivalents on the
market in 2000. The developed ANC hearing protector performs well in practical situations and
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is comfortable to wear since there are none of the external battery packs or controller boxes that
are fitted to the few commercially available ANC hearing protectors. Earlier theories are
successfully combined and applied in a practical solution.
The developed ANC hearing protector was tested with authentic noise samples in the laboratory
and under actual noisy conditions. The system has been tested with both wideband and tonal
noise. The results show that a maximum active attenuation of 18 dB can be achieved while also
retaining passive performance and the comfort of the passive hearing protector. Thus, prior
knowledge and previously developed theories were successfully combined to implement a
prototype which provides significant improvement to the low frequency performance of a
passive hearing protector.
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1. Introduction
After vision, hearing is the most important human sense. People are often exposed to
dangerously loud noise at work and in their leisure time. The simplest solution to noise
problems is to decrease the generation of noise but this is often difficult or expensive to do.
While long-term exposure to loud noise leads to permanent hearing loss, this can be effectively
counteracted by a personal hearing protective device (HPD). However, a passive HPD may
sometimes be uncomfortable or inconvenient to use because it isolates the user from the
environment. This sense of isolation can cause communication difficulties and create hazards,
such as when alarm signals go unheeded. Another drawback of a passive hearing protector is
that physical constraints undermine performance at low frequencies.
These drawbacks of a passive HPD can be solved with the aid of electronics. A hearing
protector containing any kind of electronics can be called an electronic hearing protector.
Electronic hearing protectors can further be divided into several groups: A hearing protector
with FM-radio receiver is an entertainment hearing protector, which improves comfort in a
work situation. Communication hearing protectors enable short- or long-range communication
for the wearer. For example, an active sound transmission (AST) hearing protector transmits
part of the sound through the earcup, thus alleviating the sense of isolation and enabling shortrange communication with co-workers. Longer range communication is achieved by connecting
a com-radio to a headset-type hearing protector, either by means of cable or wireless RF-link.
AST hearing protectors are sometimes marketed as active hearing protectors, although they
actually attenuate noise using passive methods. Truly active hearing protectors attenuate noise
by employing active noise control (ANC) methods. The principle of ANC has been known since
it was first patented by Paul Lueg in 1936 [1]. However, the technology needed to implement
active noise control systems did not then exist.
The terminology in the field of active noise control can be ambiguous. The widely used
abbreviation ANC can designate active noise control or active noise cancellation. Moreover, the
term active noise reduction (ANR) is used in the same sense. Strictly speaking, active noise
reduction methods reduce noise whereas active noise cancellation methods cancel the noise. It
should be noted that only partial cancellation is achievable using real ANC systems. Total
cancellation is possible only in theory. Practical ANC systems reduce or attenuate noise.
Furthermore, active noise control includes both active noise cancellation and active noise
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reduction. To conclude this terminological confusion, the fundamental idea behind all the terms
above is the same, namely to use an artificially generated anti-noise signal to attenuate noise.
Because the abbreviation ANC and its meaning are familiar to professionals in the field, it is
used here to designate “any method to attenuate noise by anti-noise”.
Active control of sound is a field which includes not only ANC, but also the techniques for
modifying sound in a certain way. Thus, for example, AST and ANC methods can both be
classified under this more general term.

1.1 Objectives and scope of this thesis
The objective of this thesis is to overcome the above mentioned drawbacks of a passive hearing
protector by the introduction of electronics. Low frequency performance of a passive hearing
protector will be improved by active noise control techniques. Short-range communication and
audibility of useful sounds will be achieved by means of active sound transmission techniques.
Long-range communication is accomplished by connecting a communication terminal device to
the hearing protector.
This thesis concentrates on earcup-type HPD’s to the exclusion of earplugs and helmet-type
HPD’s. With further development the ANC system can also be installed into helmet-type
hearing protectors, but earplug applications lie outside the scope of this thesis.
The fundamental theory and nature of active noise control has been known for many decades. It
is not, therefore, the purpose here to dwell needlessly on this subject. However, the existing
theory must be well understood before proceeding to research and implementation, and so it is
reviewed here in Chapters 4 and 5. Another important field which has been well studied is the
operation of the passive hearing protector. The essential elements of this theory are considered
in Chapter 2, though a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this study.
The focus of the present study is the development of an ANC hearing protector. The objective is
to successfully translate well-known theories from several fields into practice. Despite the
known and relatively simple theory, implementation of an ANC hearing protector is by no
means a simple task. In addition to active noise control theory, several acoustic, electronic,
mechanical and psycho-acoustic issues must be thoroughly considered. The biggest scientific
challenge in this work is in fluently combining the existing theories of several fields of science.
As a result of this seamless combination of several theories, a new and versatile model of
passive and active attenuation will be developed.
Achieving good usability in practical situations is a specific objective of this thesis. The goal is
to achieve good active attenuation performance and reliable operation in demanding
environments, while also retaining original performance and user comfort. To achieve this, the
electronic, mechanical, and acoustic design elements of the hearing protector must be in balance
with each other. The developed model is of great help in finding the appropriate design
compromises. An outstanding design detail is the novel automatic gain control circuit, which
remarkably narrows the gap between several well known theories and practical implementation.
The main objective of the research is to develop a general purpose ANC hearing protector to fill
the gap between existing consumer-oriented ANC headphones and the application-specific ANC
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headsets used by pilots. To achieve this objective, the hearing protector will not be optimized for
any single specific application, thus allowing it to be used in a variety of conditions.
As a result of this work, a series of electronic hearing protectors are developed. The improved
low frequency noise attenuation is of value in very loud environments: It reduces the risk of
hearing loss and prevents the development of noise-induced stress. Communication will also be
enabled in conditions where hearing protection is necessary.

1.2 Structure of the thesis
Chapter 2 reviews the operation of the human ear and some of the effects of noise as well as a
discussion of the relevant theoretical aspects of a passive hearing protector. It is important to
understand such information in any consideration of hearing protectors. Chapter 3 deals with
communication hearing protectors in general terms. Modelling of a passive hearing protector is
discussed and simulation results are presented in Chapter 4. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 form the main
part of this thesis. In Chapter 5 the history and theory of ANC is discussed briefly and some
previously developed ANC hearing protectors are reviewed. The developed communication
hearing protectors are introduced in Chapter 6, and the developed ANC hearing protector along
with its measurement results are presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 summarizes the author’s
publications included in and related to this thesis.
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2 Hearing and its protection by passive methods
At the outset it is useful to define some essential terms used in this thesis. Acoustics may be
defined as the generation, transmission, and reception of energy in the form of vibration waves
in matter [2 p.1]. Sound can be defined either as a physical phenomenon or as an auditory
sensation. From the physical point of view, sound is the vibration of fluid particles. Sound waves
are longitudinal, three-dimensional waves, meaning that fluid particles move in the direction of
propagation of the wave [3 p.227]. The presence of a sound wave produces changes in the
density, pressure, and temperature in the fluid [3 p.229], and this can be detected as a change in
pressure or as volume velocity [4 p.6]. The total energy density of a sound wave consists of
potential energy density and kinetic energy density [5 p. 40]. Detailed analysis of sound waves
lies outside the scope of this thesis; more information on this can be found in various sources
[3], [2], [5], [6].
An auditory sensation is produced when a sound wave with the appropriate frequency and
adequate amplitude reaches the ear. Sound with a frequency of less than 20 Hz is called
infrasound, and sound with a frequency greater than 20 kHz is called ultrasound. In today’s
world, much of the sound that enters the ear can be considered as noise. Noise is usually defined
as disturbing or harmful sound. The separation between sound and noise is often subjective.
Loud speech, for example, can be considered noise under certain circumstances. The problem
with noise is that it restricts communication and causes hearing loss and other health problems.
Two main purposes of hearing are to obtain information about the environment, which is
usually an unconscious process and to communicate, which is a more intentional process
[7 p.11]. For communication, sound is an excellent medium [7 p.11]. People use voice to
communicate, and speech is an advanced form of voice communication. Usually speech
contains information, though in everyday life this is not necessarily always understood correctly.
There are, for example, lingual, social, medical, and psychological factors that affect speech
intelligibility. In the present study, however, the focus is on technical issues, such as electric
signal processing. To fully enable communication, the electronic system should also be able to
clearly reproduce the prosodic features of speech, such as pitch, rhythm, accent, tone, and
loudness.
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Fig. 2.1 Structure of the ear [7 p.66].

2.1 Structure and operation of the human ear
An understanding of the human ear is important since it sets requirements on the electronic
sound reproduction system. The structure of the ear is shown in Fig. 2.1. The ear is divided into
three sections: the outer ear, the middle ear, and the inner ear. The eardrum converts sound into
a mechanical vibration, which is transmitted to the inner ear by ossicles. These have two
functions: They amplify the vibration, and they provide nature’s own hearing protection
mechanism, called acoustic reflex, aural reflex, or stapedius reflex. The acoustic reflex
decreases the amplification of the middle ear by as much as 20 dB, and thus protects the inner
ear from loud sound and sudden pressure changes [8 Ch.5]. However, the aural reflex cannot
protect the ear from very loud noise or very fast impulse noise. Latency of the aural reflex is
35 – 150 ms, depending on the intensity of the stimulus [9 p.95]. Thus, strong noise can reach
the inner ear, especially in the case of strong impulse noise. Therefore, it is important that the
reaction time of the electronic hearing protector is shorter than latency of the aural reflex.
Another limitation of the aural reflex is that it cannot decrease the amplification infinitely. It
also takes some time for the ear to recover from an impulse. Complete relaxation time after an
impulse of noise is 2 – 3 s [9 p.96]. If, for some reason, loud vibration enters the liquid-filled
cochlea, the receptors may be damaged. The receptors, hair cells, are located in the organ of
Corti, inside the cochlea on the basilar membrane. The structure of the cochlea is shown in

Oval window

Basilar membrane

Helicotrema

Round window

Fig. 2.2 Structure of the cochlea [8 p.69].
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Fig. 2.3 Equal loudness contours from 0 to 90 phons [10]. One phon equals one dB SPL at 1 kHz.
The 0 phon equal loudness curve is also known as the threshold of hearing.

Fig. 2.2 [8 Ch.5]. High frequencies ripple the basilar membrane near the windows and low
frequencies ripple the basilar membrane at the distal end. The frequency range which can be
sensed is 16 Hz – 20 kHz. The ear is most sensitive at 3 – 4 kHz frequency, which is due to the
resonance of the ear canal [11 p.490].
Fig. 2.3 shows the equal loudness curves from 0 phons to 90 phons [10]. The initial discomfort
threshold is at approximately 110 dB, and the initial pain threshold is at 140 dB [12, p.17]. The
dynamic range of the ear is very wide, over 100 dB. For comparison, the dynamic range of a
traditional CD is only 96 dB, and the modern multi-channel audio formats, such as SACD and
DVD-A have a dynamic range of 144 dB. The wide frequency and dynamic ranges of the ear set
certain conditions on electronic hearing protectors. These are discussed later in greater detail.
With regard to the human ear, it is noteworthy that an increment of 10 dB SPL is sensed as a
doubling of loudness. This fact helps to estimate the perceived performance of an ANC HPD.
Fig. 2.3 shows that the sensitivity of the ear decreases at low frequencies and because of this,
certain strict requirements are set on the electronics in hearing protectors. To produce equally
loud sounds at frequencies of 50 Hz and 1 kHz, the former must have a hundred times greater
magnitude than the latter. Because of the frequency-dependent behavior of the ear, several
weighting filters have been introduced. The weighted curves are shown in Fig. 2.4. The
A-weighted filtering curve amplifies the frequency range of 1 kHz to 6 kHz and attenuates low
frequencies, thus resembling the operation of the ear at low sound pressure levels. When
measuring noise exposure levels, the A-weighted curve is used, because it is proportional to the
risk of hearing loss. The C-weighted curve is used when measuring peak sound pressures.
When designing electronic systems, it is reasonable to use a linear (i.e. non-weighted) scale.
This is because electronic systems usually behave in a linear way. For example, the output
voltage swing is not usually as strongly dependent on frequency as the ear. In addition,
sensitivity of the measurement is better at low frequencies with linear scale. Linear scale is,
therefore, used throughout this thesis, unless otherwise stated.
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Fig. 2.4 Weighting curves A (solid line), B (dash line), and C (dotted line) [13].

2.2 Harmful effects of noise
Exposure to loud noise may cause temporary or permanent hearing loss. In a noisy environment
the threshold of hearing will shift upwards to protect the ear from loud sounds. If the exposure is
of short duration, the threshold shift is temporary and the threshold of hearing will return to its
original level. Noise induced temporary threshold shift (NITTS or TTS) does not cause
permanent hearing loss. However, if the exposure time is too long, the hair cells are damaged
and noise induced permanent threshold shift (NIPTS or PTS) will have occurred [7], [8], [14].
Obviously, the threshold of hearing does not return to its original level after NIPTS. NIPTS can
be caused by trauma or it can be chronic [2 Ch.12.11]. A trauma happens when a high intensity
sound ruptures the eardrum, damages the ossicles, destroys hair cells, or causes collapse of the
organ of Corti [2 p.298]. Chronic NIPTS happens when smaller sound pressure levels, repeated
or continued over a long period, cause dysfunction or destruction of the hair cells [2 p.299].
The EU Directive 2003/10/EC lays down the minimum requirements for hearing protection in
EU member states. Table 2.1 lists noise exposure limit values and exposure action values. The
limits are given for daily or weekly noise exposure levels (LEX,8h), instantaneous peak noise
pressures (ppeak, LC,peak). The exposure action values do not take account of the effect of any
hearing protectors, whereas the exposure limit values do. Based on the directive, the employer
must provide hearing protectors to workers, when the lower exposure action values are
exceeded. When the upper exposure action values are exceeded, hearing protectors must be
used. Noise exposure must not exceed the exposure limit values under any circumstance. [15]
Table 2.1 Noise exposure limit values and exposure action values. LEX,8h is daily or weekly exposure level and ppeak
is the peak pressure value. Lc,peak is the corresponding C-weighted peak sound pressure level [15].

Exposure limit values
Upper exposure action values
Lower exposure action values

LEX,8h / dB (A-weighted)
87
85
80

ppeak / Pa
200
140
112

Lc,peak / dB
140
137
135
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The EU Directive 2003/10/EC has been harmonized into Finnish legislation on the 15th of
February 2006 [16]. The measurement of noise exposure is described in detail in ISO1999 [17].
People are also exposed to loud noise in their leisure time. Noise-induced hearing loss can result
from such agents as tools, vehicles, guns, or music. In addition to hearing loss, noise can have
other adverse effects. For example, it can disrupt concentration, cause stress, disturb sleep,
reduce human efficiency and interfere with speech [8], [14]. Passive and electronic hearing
protectors provide solutions to these problems, too. Passive hearing protection helps to solve to
the first four effects mentioned above by reducing the loudness of the perceived noise.
Background music played by entertainment hearing protectors may help people to work more
efficiently. Interference of noise and speech can be decreased by AST hearing protectors, which
transmit only speech frequencies through the earcup.

2.3 Structure and performance of a passive hearing protector
The preferred way to prevent noise problems is to remove its source. From an acoustic point of
view, the source can be defined as a region of space in contact with the fluid medium where new
acoustic energy is being generated [3 p.306]. However, the noise source is often a mechanically
vibrating part of a machine, which cannot be removed. In such cases, active vibration control
methods or absorbent materials can be used to prevent noise generation through mechanical
vibration [18]. If this is not possible, the next option is to prevent the noise from being
transmitted from its source to the ear. Noise can be attenuated, for example, by covering the
noise source and applying sound absorbing materials to walls and ceilings. Such methods can be
expensive and so more cost effective solutions are needed. For example, noise exposure time
can be limited or the work spot can be moved further away from the noise source.
If none of the above solutions is successful or attainable, personal hearing protectors become the
only option for noise problems. The purpose of a personal hearing protector is to simply prevent
loud noise entering the ear. This can be achieved by either passive or active means. At present,
most hearing protectors are still traditional passive protectors. Personal hearing protectors are
divided into cup-type hearing protectors (also known as ear muffs), earplugs, and helmet-type
hearing protectors. Earplugs can be used on their own or in combination with cup-type hearing
protectors. A helmet-type hearing protector covers the whole head and contains sound-absorbing
material inside the helmet. Such a helmet must be used in extremely high sound pressure levels,
when the noise is conducted into the inner ear through the bones of the skull. This thesis
concentrates on attenuating noise inside the earcup, and thus bone conduction will not be
discussed in greater detail.
From now on, this thesis will concentrate on cup-type hearing protectors. The construction of
one earcup of a cup-type passive hearing protector is shown in Fig. 2.5. Basically, an earcuptype hearing protector consists of two earcups and a headband. There is sound absorbing
material inside the earcups and a soft cushion between the earcup and head. When wearing a
hearing protector, the cushion and the earcups enclose the ears and the headband provides
adequate spring force, which is needed to keep the earcups firmly on the head. The operation of
a passive hearing protector is based on sound isolation and sound absorption. When a sound
wave
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Fig. 2.5 The structure of one earcup of a cup-type hearing protector.

encounters the earcup, part of it is reflected and part is transmitted through the earcup. The ratio
of reflected and transmitted sound depends on the characteristic impedances of air and earcup
and the angle between earcup and sound wave [2 Ch.6.3]. In addition, part of the sound energy
is dissipated in the earcup and in the sound absorbing materials inside. Such sources of
dissipation can be divided into losses in medium and losses at the boundaries of the medium
[2 p.141]. The former can further be divided into viscous losses, heat conduction losses, and
losses associated with molecular exchanges of energy [2 p.141]. The hearing protector testing
standard EN352-1 sets requirements for noise attenuation of ear-muffs, and these requirements
are shown in Table 2.2 [19].
Table 2.2 Attenuation requirement for ear-muffs [19].

Frequency / Hz
Attenuation requirement

125
5

250
8

500
10

1000 2000 4000 8000
12
12
12
12

In this rather simple mechanical structure of the earcup, there are several factors that affect the
performance and comfort of the hearing protector. Usually the weakest link in terms of
performance is the cushion between the earcup and the head [20]. Excellent low frequency
attenuation requires a large free volume inside the earcup, a large mass of the earcup, and a tight
fit between earcup and head. In addition, the stiffness of the cushion, the area of the cushion
diameter, and the vibration of the earcup are significant parameters for noise attenuation below
1 kHz [21]. On the other hand, a comfortable hearing protector must also be lightweight and
should not place excessive pressure on the head. The headband force should not exceed 14 N
and the cushion pressure should not exceed 4500 Pa [19]. Thus, there is evidently a trade-off
between comfort and low frequency performance. The factors, which cause this trade-off, are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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3 Communication and hearing protection
Excellent noise attenuation is clearly a desirable feature of a high performance passive hearing
protector. One drawback of high noise attenuation is that a good passive hearing protector
attenuates not only noise, but also useful information. Thus a passive hearing protector isolates
the individual from the environment. For example, it is important to be able to communicate
with co-workers and heed alarm signals while wearing a hearing protector. To solve this, part of
the environmental sound will be allowed to enter the ear. This is where electronics plays a role
since discrimination between information and noise is impossible using passive noise control
methods. Another undesired effect of good noise attenuation is that it is not possible to use
cellular phones and other modern communication devices while wearing a passive hearing
protector. Again, incorporating electronics in the hearing protector provides a solution.
During this work, prototypes of an active sound transmission hearing protector and a wireless
headset hearing protector were developed. Details of these prototypes are given in Chapter 6.

3.1 Active sound transmission hearing protector
An active sound transmission hearing protector is a device that makes it possible to hear
important sounds while also protecting the hearing of the wearer. This is accomplished by
attenuating the noise by a passive earcup and transmitting certain sounds through the earcup
electronically. It is not useful to transmit all sounds through the earcup unchanged because the
device must not pose any risk of hearing loss to the user. Thus the sound pressure level of the
electronically transmitted sound must be limited to a safe level inside the earcup. According to
the EU Directive 2003/10/EC, the daily noise exposure level measured inside the HPD must not
exceed 87 dB daily exposure under any circumstance [15]. On the other hand, according to the
hearing protector testing standard EN352-4, which refers to the preceding Council Directive
86/188/EC, the SPL inside the earcup should not exceed 85 dB SPL [22], [23].
According to E. Toppila (personal communication, June 9, 2006) the general interpretation of
the directive 2003/10/EC presumes that the daily exposure inside the HPD should be lower than
80 dB. The higher exposure values are allowed in exceptional cases where the exposure levels
are very high. Thus, there is a need to lower the SPL values in the series EN352. In the case of
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AST HPDs, the 85 dB SPL rule should be applied so that 82 dB SPL is allowed to be generated
by the loudspeaker and 82 dB SPL is allowed to go through the passive structures.
The limiting function can be implemented rather easily by electronics. In addition, some
frequency discrimination can be accomplished by analog filters. The frequency range of the
transmitted sound can, for example, be selected in such a way that speech frequencies are
amplified more than other frequencies. This improves speech intelligibility and makes it
possible to communicate with co-workers over short distances while wearing a hearing
protector. In addition, alarm signals can be heard more clearly than with a passive hearing
protector.
Because of the properties of the ear, certain fundamental requirements are set for the electronics
of an AST hearing protector. First, the device should not produce any additional audible sound.
This requirement means that the noise floor of the electronic signal processing system should be
lower than the threshold of hearing. The other end of the dynamic range is even more important:
The system should be able to reproduce at least 85 dB SPL with unnoticeably low distortion. If,
for some reason, it is not possible to achieve the required 85 dB dynamic range, it is better to
sacrifice the noise floor at low sound pressure levels than the low distortion at higher sound
pressure levels.
To fully protect the ear from impulse noise, the sound pressure limiter system must react
considerably faster than the aural reflex of the ear. Similarly, recovery time after reacting to the
loud noise must be shorter than the recovery time of the aural reflex. In this way the system
effectively protects the ear and is unnoticeable in use.
The filter section of the signal processing system must be designed so that speech can be
reproduced naturally and with good quality. Spectra levels for average conversational speech
have been measured [24], and the spectra have a maximum at 300 – 500 Hz. According to
French and Steinberg, normal conversation would be completely intelligible when listening only
to frequencies above 1800 Hz, or equally, only to frequencies below 1800 Hz [8 p.377], [25]. In
specific cases such a narrow frequency range may suffice, but it is desirable that the system
should also provide additional audible information from the environment. It is important that
this information is heard naturally and also from direction of its source. AST hearing protectors
with only one microphone are extremely disruptive of localization function, whereas such
devices with two microphones, or passive hearing protectors are less disruptive [26].
An electronic signal processing system that fulfills the above requirements can be implemented
using rather simple electronics. Indeed, good quality analog electronics is sufficient and there is
also no need for digital signal processing (DSP) systems. In order to achieve a successful result,
component selection must be made with care. The most critical single component is the
loudspeaker and effort is needed to find a good quality loudspeaker from the vast selection of
those commercially available.

3.2 Hearing protector as a wireless headset
The short-range communication provided by an AST HPD may not always be adequate for the
purpose. People sometimes must use cellular phones or com-radios to communicate over longer
distances while working in noisy conditions. Since this is impossible using passive hearing
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protectors, a noise-attenuating headset is needed. As a solution, a passive HPD can be
transformed into a headset-HPD by placing a pair of loudspeakers inside the earcups and a
boom-type microphone in front of the mouth. The easiest way to implement a connection
between a headset-HPD and a com-radio or a cellular phone is to connect a cable between them.
In such a case, the headset-HPD acts like a handsfree device. However, such a solution may be
awkward to use because the cable can limit freedom of movement as it must be kept
permanently connected.
Wireless headset-HPD is a more sophisticated solution. In such a device, the cable between the
HPD and the cellular phone is replaced by a wireless link. This makes it possible to talk to the
phone and protect the hearing at the same time without the need of inconvenient cables. At
present, a Bluetooth radio link is the most suitable method to connect a cellular phone and a
headset-HPD. This is because many cellular phones are equipped with a Bluetooth link
nowadays and a wide selection of Bluetooth modules is available from different manufacturers.
Because Bluetooth is also designed for data transmission, it is a rather complicated method for
transmitting only voice signals. However, there are virtually no other options because present
cellular phones do not support other means of transmitting voice signals wirelessly. For some
special applications, wireless communication could be also implemented by integrating an
infrared (IR) transceiver, a PMR-446 radio, or even a GSM phone in the hearing protector. The
focus of the remainder of this study is on the Bluetooth link.
Bluetooth radio link is a short-range radio link operating in the globally available license-free
2.4 GHz ISM band [27, Ch.1]. Bluetooth specifications define Bluetooth profiles, which
describe how a particular application can be implemented and also which parts of the core
Bluetooth protocol should be used to support the profile [27 Ch.1]. Bluetooth-equipped cellular
phones support either headset-profile or handsfree-profile, or both. To operate with every
Bluetooth mobile phone, the Bluetooth-HPD must support both profiles.
The Bluetooth-HPD operates in such a way that when there is an incoming call, a ringing tone is
heard inside the earcups and the call can be answered by pressing a button on the earcup. The
boom-type microphone, located in front of the mouth, picks up speech. The cellular phone can
be kept in the pocket or anywhere within a 10 meter radius.
In the case of a Bluetooth-HPD, speech intelligibility and speech quality are determined mainly
by the limitations of the GSM and Bluetooth systems. Thus, the quality requirements of the
loudspeaker are not very high. More important is that the sound pressure level produced by the
loudspeaker does not exceed 82 dB SPL. Moreover, special attention must paid to the usability
and talk time of the electronics. Since the purpose of the Bluetooth-HPD is to facilitate
communication in noisy places, it should be easy and quick to use and available whenever
needed.
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4 Modeling of the passive hearing protector with an internal
loudspeaker
In communication hearing protectors, the purpose of the loudspeaker is to reproduce
information, usually speech. This can be accomplished with almost any ordinary loudspeaker in
any configuration provided the loudspeaker fits inside the earcup. The simplest solution is to
install a small loudspeaker cushioned within a soft sound absorbing material, and such a
configuration is adequate in most communication hearing protectors. However, in the case of an
ANC HPD, the correct installation of the loudspeaker is critical to the performance of the device
because the loudspeaker is an important part of the control system. The loudspeaker is also
required to have a maximum sound pressure level higher than noise pressure level, good
frequency response at low frequencies, good humidity resistance, low cost, and compact size
[28 p.323]. Because of these requirements, the operation of a loudspeaker inside the earcup is
now analyzed. Most of the theories needed to analyze the operation of an ANC HPD already
exist, thanks to studies carried out in recent decades. These existing theories are reviewed and
some are also combined in this chapter.

4.1 Previously developed modeling techniques
4.1.1 Passive hearing protectors
The fundamentals of acoustics have been set out since the early 1940s. For example, the first
edition of “Vibration and Sound” was first published in 1936 [6]. In [6], oscillations, acoustic
waves, and sound radiation were also analyzed mathematically.
In the engineering sciences, models aid an understanding of the operation of the system under
research, and also speed up the calculations. Modeling of a passive hearing protector was
theoretically possible as early as the 1940s when Olson et al. developed dynamic analogies
between electric and acoustic systems. These analogies made it possible to present an acoustic
system in terms which were familiar in electrical science. For example, using the impedance
analogy, electric current i is equivalent to velocity v in a mechanical system, and volume current
u in an acoustic system. Electromotive force e is equivalent to mechanical force F and acoustic
pressure p [29 Ch.2]. In the literature, these quantities can be described as either vectors or
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Table 4.1. Some quantities and equations related to modeling of acoustic systems.

Quantity
Acoustic resistance

Symbol
RA

Acoustic capacitance

CA

Acoustic inductance
MA

Acoustic inductance of
a tube

MA

Equation(s)
p
RA =
u
x
CA =
p
V
CA = 2
ρc
m
MA = 2
S
p
MA =
du
dt
ρl
MA = 2
πr

Explanation of terms
p = pressure
u = volume current (cm3/s),
x = Volume displacement
V = Volume
ρ = fluid density
c = velocity of sound
m = mass
S = cross-sectional area

l = effective length of the
tube
r = radius of the tube

scalars. In this thesis, vectors are used in the general case, and scalars are used when only
absolute values of these complex quantities are needed.
The acoustic impedance ZA is a complex quantity, obtained when the sound pressure averaged
over the surface is divided by the volume velocity through the surface. The real and imaginary
components of ZA are called acoustic resistance, RA, and acoustic reactance XA, respectively. The
acoustic reactance consists of acoustic capacitance CA, and acoustic inductance MA. Acoustic
resistance dissipates energy due to viscosity and is defined as the ratio between pressure and
volume current. For example, silk cloth represents acoustic resistance. Acoustic inductance, or
inertance, stores acoustic inertial energy and thus opposes changes in volume current. For
example, fluid in a tube represents acoustic inductance. Acoustic capacitance stores potential
acoustic energy, and opposes change in the applied pressure. For example, an air spring element
represents acoustic capacitance. With these quantities, it is possible to formulate and solve the
equations that represent any acoustic system. Table 4.1 shows some important quantities and
equations related to the modeling of acoustic systems. [29 Ch.2]
Before entering the world of ANC hearing protectors, it is necessary to understand the operation
of a passive hearing protector. One model for a passive hearing protector was presented by
M. Paurobally. The model is based on an enclosure whose pressure p0, volume V0, and
temperature T0 change according to Fig. 4.1. A change in volume leads to an inverted change in
pressure, as shown in Eq. 4.1 [30]. This model also includes a leakage and sound absorbing
material inside the earcup. Fig. 4.2 shows the structure of one earcup, according to Paurobally’s
model. In Fig. 4.2, ZAA is the acoustic impedance of the absorption material inside the earcup
and ZAEL is the impedance of a leakage. Two vibration modes of the earcup are also shown. The
leakage and transverse vibration are the major mechanisms of low frequency noise transmission
through the earcup [30].

p=−
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ρc 2
V

∆V

(4.1)

Po

Vo

To

Po+∆P
Vo+∆V
To+∆Τ

Fig. 4.1 An enclosure, whose pressure P0, volume V0, and temperatureT0 change [30].

Fig. 4.2 Two vibration modes of the earcup and a leakage with an acoustic impedance of ZAEL [30]. ZAA is the
acoustic impedance of the absorption material inside the earcup.

In this model, the total volume velocity within the cavity is the sum of the volume velocities of
the vibration of the earcup, the sound absorbing material, and the leakage. The transfer function
from noise pN to pressure inside the earcup pE is shown by Eq. 4.2. In Eq. 4.2, ZAE is the
acoustic impedance of the earcup, and ZAF is the acoustic impedance of free volume inside the
earcup. The symbols have been adapted to comply with the symbols used in this thesis. Eq. 4.2
shows that good noise attenuation is achieved when ZAA and ZAF are small.
1

1
pE
Z AEL Z AE
=
1
1
1
1
pN
+
+
+
Z AA Z AF Z AEL Z AE
+

(4.2)

According to Paurobally, there are two important outcomes of this model. First, the presence of
sound absorbing material inside the earcup decreases the resonance frequency of the earcup
because the compliance of the system is increased. Secondly, a leakage in the earcup shifts the
resonance to a higher frequency. [30]
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The modeling technique presented by Paurobally provides some basic information on the
operation of the passive HPD. The other important part of the ANC HPD is the loudspeaker, and
its modeling is reviewed below.

4.1.2 Boxed loudspeaker
A loudspeaker is needed to generate the anti-noise. A small dynamic loudspeaker is a suitable
choice since its basic operation is well known and easily understood. A dynamic loudspeaker
consists of a voice coil with a length of lC, a cone diaphragm with an area of SD, and a magnet
structure. In the magnet structure there is a small gap in which a magnetic flux density BG is
present. The voice coil is located in the air gap. The structure of a dynamic loudspeaker is
shown in Fig. 4.3 [8 Ch.20]. A diaphragm converts the mechanical vibration into an air pressure
variation. The diaphragm is attached to the basket by means of a flexible suspension. The
purpose of the suspension is to support the diaphragm to keep the voice coil accurately centered
Magnet

Diaphragm
Pole piece

Suspension
Voice coil

Fig. 4.3 Structure of a dynamic loudspeaker [8 p.402].

Fig. 4.4 Loudspeaker with and without baffle [8 p.404].
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in the air gap and to provide mechanical damping [8 p.403]. The flexibility of the suspension is
described by its mechanical compliance CMS. Often the mechanical compliance is expressed by
the compliance equivalent volume VAS. The equivalent volume is the volume of an air spring
with the same spring constant as the suspension. When an electric current iC is applied to the
voice coil, a force FC, given by Eq. 4.3, is exerted on the voice coil [31 p.215]. In this case, the
vector presentation of the current is used to describe the direction of the current, not its phase. In
Eq. 4.3, l and C are, respectively, the direction and path of the voice coil’s copper conductor.
FC = i C ³ dl × B G

(4.3)

C

Because the voice coil is attached to the diaphragm, the force FC displaces the diaphragm from
its equilibrium by xD = FCMS. In further calculations, the direction of FC or xD is not needed
because it is known to be perpendicular to the front plate of the loudspeaker. Thus, the
expression of FC is simplified to FC = BGlCiC. The product of BG and lC is often called a force
factor of the loudspeaker’s magnet structure. The larger the diaphragm area, the larger the
volume current that can be achieved with a displacement of xD. In order for a loudspeaker to
generate pressure variations efficiently, it must be placed in a baffle or a box. Without a baffle
or box, an acoustic shortcut occurs as shown in Fig. 4.4 [8 p.404]. This is especially important
in the case of the ANC HPD because the system must be able to produce strong air pressure
variations.
Because the purpose of ANC HPD is to improve the low frequency noise attenuation of a
passive HPD, two assumptions can be made concerning the frequency range of interest: The
loudspeaker acts as a pressure source, and acoustic modes do not build up inside the earcup.
These assumptions can be justified in the following way.
At low frequencies a closed-box mounted loudspeaker acts as a pressure source. As the
frequency increases, the wavelength of the radiated sound becomes small compared to the
dimensions of the loudspeaker, and the loudspeaker enters the acoustic radiation region. The
corner frequency f0 between piston region and acoustic radiating region can be calculated using
Eq. 4.4 [5 p.119].
c
(4.4)
f0 =
2πrD
where rD is the radius of the loudspeaker diaphragm. The practical maximum for the radius of
the loudspeaker is approximately 20 mm in hearing protector applications. Thus, the
loudspeaker operates in its piston range when the frequency is less than 2.7 kHz. In the piston
range the loudspeaker acts as a pressure source.
When an earcup is tightly fit against the head an enclosure is formed, inside which acoustic
modes may occur. Assuming that the longest dimension dmax of a typical earcup is
approximately 10 cm, the frequency of the lowest acoustic mode that can build up inside the
earcup is given by Eq. 4.5 [5 p.286].
f1 =

c
= 1.7 kHz
2d max

(4.5)
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RAS

MAD

CAS
u

RAEC

RAB

pD

CAB

Fig. 4.5 Modeling of a closed box loudspeaker by acoustic impedances [32].The loudspeaker produces a pressure
pD by moving a diaphragm, which has an acoustic inductance of MAD. The suspension of the diaphragm has certain
acoustic resistance RAS and acoustic capacitance CAS. The loudspeaker is mounted on a box with acoustic
resistance RAB and acoustic capacitance CAB.

Because ANC hearing protectors usually operate at frequencies lower than 1 kHz, it can be
assumed that the loudspeaker acts as a pressure source and acoustic modes can be omitted in the
analysis. A closed-box mounted loudspeaker inside an earcup is discussed in more detail below.
A well-known low-frequency model for a closed-box loudspeaker has been developed by Small
[32], and it can also be applied to the case of an active hearing protector, at least partially. The
original Small’s model is shown in Fig. 4.5. In this model, the loudspeaker element is modeled
as a pressure source pD, with an acoustic loading consisting of the following impedances: The
acoustic resistance of the loudspeaker suspension RAS, the acoustic inductance of the moving
mass of the diaphragm MAD, the acoustic compliance of the loudspeaker suspension CAS, the
acoustic resistance of the box RAB, and the acoustic compliance of air in the box CAB. In addition,
the impedance RAEC presents the electric resistance seen by the amplifier at the voice coil,
converted into the acoustic circuit. Equations 4.6 and 4.7 present REAC and pD, respectively [32].
RAEC =

pD =

(BGlC )2

(REG + REC )S D2

BG l C e
(REG + REC )S D

(4.6)

(4.7)

In Equations 4.6 and 4.7, REG is the electric output resistance of the voltage source, and REC is
the electric resistance of the voice coil. In Small’s model, it is assumed that the impedance of the
voice coil is resistive.
There are some differences between the modeling of a closed-box hi-fi loudspeaker and the
modeling of an earphone inside a hearing protector. The most important difference is that a
closed-box loudspeaker, which radiates sound in free space, acts as a velocity source. Instead, an
earphone inside the earcup acts as a pressure source. The low frequency performance of these
two is quite different. The sensitivity of a closed-box speaker in free space decreases at a rate of
12 dB per octave below the resonance frequency of the system. Instead, the sensitivity of an
ideal pressure source is constant below its resonance frequency.
The resonance frequency of the system is determined by the moving mass and total compliance
of the system. Below the resonance frequency the behavior of the system is determined mainly
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by the compliances of the system, and the system is said to be stiffness-controlled. Similarly,
above the resonance frequency the system is mass-controlled.
Let us assume that the frequency range, where noise is attenuated, is located below the
resonance frequency. This assumption will be justified later. It can be shown straightforwardly
that the pressure inside the earcup in the case of a stiffness-controlled pressure-type headphone
is given by Eq. 4.8.
BG l C e C AT
pE =
⋅
(4.8)
R AEC ⋅ S D C AF
where CAT is the total acoustic compliance of the system, and CAF is the acoustic compliance of
free volume inside the earcup. According to Eq. 4.8, the pressure inside the earcup depends only
on the voltage applied to the loudspeaker. Other terms in Eq. 4.8 are fixed when an actual
system is built. However, if there is a leak with an acoustic resistance of RABL in the box, the
sensitivity decreases at frequencies lower than shown by Eq. 4.9 [33 Ch.5.7].
fL =

1

(4.9)

2πR ABL C AF

4.1.3 A boxed loudspeaker inside an earcup
Next, the loudspeaker will be included in the model of the passive hearing protector. Based on
dynamical analogies, a model for a passive hearing protector with a loudspeaker can be derived
[34]. The model is shown in Fig. 4.6. The symbols have been edited to comply with the
symbols used in this thesis. Noise is modeled as pressure source pN, and the sound produced by
the loudspeaker is modeled as volume current source uD. In this model noise goes through the
earcup in two ways: By moving the earcup and through air leak ZAEL. The earcup has a mass of
mE, and a cross-sectional area of SE, and the cushion has mechanical resistance of RMH and a
spring constant of KH. The pressure pE inside the earcup is caused by volume velocity in the free
volume VE.
jωmE
S E2

pN
ZAEL

mE
pN

uD
VE
ZAEL

pE

RMH +

KH
jω

S E2

{RK

H

MH

uD

ρ ⋅ c2
jωVE

pE

SE

Fig. 4.6 Modeling a passive hearing protector and a loudspeaker by acoustic impedances [34]. The pressure pE
inside the earcup is caused by the noise source pN and the loudspeaker uD. Noise goes through the earcup because
of the air leak ZAEL and by moving the earcup. The earcup movement depends on the mass of the earcup, mE, and
the acoustic properties of the cushion.
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Cavity A

Cavity A

Piston
Fig. 4.7 A system consisting of two cavities and a piston between them [35 p.135].

Shaw deduced from this model that there is a trade-off between noise attenuation and
loudspeaker efficiency: The volume of the earcup should be large to achieve good noise
attenuation and, conversely, it should be small to achieve good loudspeaker sensitivity [34].
In Shaw’s model the loudspeaker is presented simply as a volume current source. This
assumption may be adequate for Shaw’s model, but in the case of a closed-box mounted
loudspeaker, the loudspeaker should be modeled as a pressure source.
An alternative model for a loudspeaker inside an earcup was presented by Christian Carme. He
modeled the baffle-mounted loudspeaker inside an earcup as two cavities and a rigid piston, as
presented in Fig. 4.7 [35 p.135]. This model is based on the acoustic impedances of the cavities.
The transfer function from voltage e to volume displacement ∆V can be derived from these
acoustic impedances. Carme’s equations of acoustic impedances include wave phenomena,
which indicate that the purpose of this model is to provide some stability conditions for the
controller. This model, however, is not very convincing since actual real cavities are not
regularly shaped. The ear canal, in particular, cannot be modeled accurately as a rigid-walled
rectangular box. More accurate results are obtained, for example, by using measured data of the
transfer function of the ear. Thus the results of Carme’s model are not considered further in this
thesis.

4.2 The combined model and simulation results
As the above review indicates, modeling of a passive hearing protector has already been
thoroughly researched and all the theories needed in this thesis have already been developed.
However, the existing models can be combined to form a complete model for a hearing
protector with a closed-box mounted loudspeaker inside. By combining the models of the
passive earcup presented by Paurobally and Shaw, and the model of a closed-box mounted
loudspeaker by Small, a rather complete low-frequency model can be derived. The combined
model is presented in Fig. 4.8.
In this model, the loudspeaker element is modeled as a pressure source as in Small’s model. The
loudspeaker generates a pressure pD, which induces a volume displacement uD. ZAEC represents
the electric impedance seen by the amplifier at the voice coil, converted into acoustic
impedance. Equations 4.10 and 4.11 express pD and ZAEC in known terms, respectively. The
Equations 4.10 and 4.11 are somewhat similar to those presented by Small. The only difference
is that the electric inductance of the voice coil LEC is included in this model. MAD is the acoustic
inductance of the loudspeaker’s moving mass. RAS and CAS are acoustic resistance and
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Fig. 4.8 Block diagram of the developed combination model. The noise pressure PN goes through the earcup
through the air leak ZAEL, and by moving the earcup against the cushion and the skin around the ear. The cushion
has a mechanical resistance of RMH and a spring constant of KH. RMK and KK are mechanical resistance and spring
constant of the skin, respectively. The loudspeaker, which is mounted on a box with acoustic resistance RAB and
acoustic capacitance CAB, produces a pressure of pD .The diaphragm of the loudspeaker has an acoustic inductance
of MAD, and its suspension has the acoustic resistance RAS and acoustic capacitance CAS. ZABL represents a leak in
the loudspeaker box, ZAA represents the absorption material, and CAF represents the free volume inside the earcup.

pD =

(REC

Z AEC =

BG l C e
+ jωLEC + REG )S D

(BG lC )2

(REC + jωLEC + REG )S D2

(4.10)

(4.11)

compliance of the loudspeaker suspension, respectively. When a boxed loudspeaker is installed
inside the earcup and the earcup is placed against the head, two cavities are formed. One cavity
is inside the loudspeaker box and the other is the free volume inside the earcup. Now the
loudspeaker interprets both cavities as a load. CAB and CAF are the acoustic compliances of theair
in the loudspeaker box and the air in the free volume inside the earcup, respectively. ZAA is the
acoustic impedance of the sound absorbing material and RAB is the acoustic resistance of the
loudspeaker box losses.
In a real system there are inevitably unwanted features and in this case, air leaks are one of the
most important. The acoustic impedance of the loudspeaker box leak ZABL consists of resistive
and inductive components RABL and jωMABL, respectively, and it includes the leaks of the
loudspeaker box and the loudspeaker element.
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The pressure inside the earcup, pE, is the signal that enters the eardrum. It is caused by two
volume currents, uD and uN. The latter is caused by a noise source pN outside the earcup. In this
model there are two paths for the external noise to penetrate the earcup. First, there is a leak in
the earcup, which has an acoustic impedance of ZAEL. It consists of resistive and inductive
components RAEL and jωMAEL, respectively, and it includes all the leaks and the sound
transmission through the cushion. Secondly, because the mass of the earcup, and the
compliances of the cushion and the skin around the ear together form a spring-mass–system,
noise can deflect the earcup. This deflection causes a pressure change inside the earcup. In the
model, MAE represents the acoustic inductance of the mass of the earcup. The cushion has a
mechanical resistance of RMH and a spring constant of KH. SE is the cross-sectional area of the
earcup. Because the head is not a hard surface, the compliance KK and resistivity RMK of the skin
around the ear must also be included in the model [36 p.303]. Bone conduction, though an
important issue, is not included in this model, because the main purpose here is to model active
and passive attenuation of a hearing protector. Advanced modeling of perceived noise, as well
as detailed discussion on the effects of the skin around the ear is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The purpose of this model is to provide quantitative information about the operation of the
system, not to simulate the operation of the complete ANC system. This is because there are
several uncertain parameters in the model that are difficult to measure or estimate accurately.
Such parameters include mechanical resistance and compliance of the skin around the ear. In
addition, the impedance of the leak varies significantly from wearer to wearer; for example,
eyeglasses contribute to a certain amount of leakage. In addition, every ear and head has slightly
different acoustic transfer functions. Moreover, in terms of stability the presented low frequency
model is inadequate since it ignores standing waves and sound radiation. A preferable method to
obtain stability criteria for the controller is to construct a prototype and measure the acoustic
transfer function of the system.
Though not complete, the model is very useful. It can predict, for example, how much pressure a
loudspeaker can generate inside the earcup or how much the passive attenuation of the HPD
degrades when the free volume decreases because of the integration of the electronics. The first
has already been calculated and measured [P8], but more complete simulation results are
presented next. Most of the parameters used in the simulations described below are obtained
directly from actual cases.
Firstly, the sound pressure inside the earcup, pE , produced by the loudspeaker was simulated,
and the noise source pN omitted. In the first simulation, the box and earcup were assumed to be
airtight. All other factors were kept constant and RAS was given values 2 MΩ and 4 MΩ. The
purpose of this simulation is to find some requirements of RAS, which is an important factor but
is usually not known. The result of this simulation is presented in Fig. 4.9 and shows that a
resonance peak is located at a frequency of approximately 650 Hz. Below this resonance
frequency, the pressure is constant while above it, the pressure falls at a rate of 6dB per octave.
This resonance is caused by the mass of the diaphragm and the compliances of the system. The
resonance peak must be damped by some means otherwise severe stability problems will occur.
The result shows that in this case, RAS must be at least 4 MΩ to ensure stable operation. Thus, a
loudspeaker with a properly damped diaphragm should be selected to avoid resonance peaks.
Next, a simulation was made of how a leak in the earcup affects performance. All other factors
were kept constant while different types of leak impedances, ZAEL, were evaluated. The result is
shown in Fig. 4.10. A pure resistive leak causes a slight decrease in the pressure response at low
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Fig. 4.9 Pressure produced by the loudspeaker as a function of frequency with RAS of 0 (dotted
line), 2 MΩ (dash line) and 4 MΩ (solid line). Loudspeaker voltage was 2 Vrms.
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Fig. 4.10 Pressure produced by the loudspeaker as a function of frequency with an earcup leak of
700 kΩ resistance and an inductive leak with l = 6mm and r = 0.3mm (dash line) and pure
resistive 7 MΩ leak (solid line). Loudspeaker voltage was 2 Vrms.
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frequencies. In this simulation, a leak with a 700 kΩ resistance and an inductive leak with a
length of 6 mm and a radius of 0.3 mm causes more dramatic changes in the pressure response.
Thus, a major risk of stability problems occurs when an inductive air leak is present. In practice,
the impedance of the leak is very difficult to predict and is strongly time-dependent. As a result,
the controller should be designed to be stable whenever leaks occur.
In the next stage, the effect of a leak in the loudspeaker box is simulated. All other factors were
kept constant while a pure resistive leak, a pure inductive leak, and an airtight loudspeaker box
were simulated. The simulated pressure produced by the loudspeaker is presented in Fig. 4.11.
The result shows that a resistive leak decreases the sensitivity over a wide frequency range.
However, an inductive leak produces a slight resonance peak at a frequency of 15 Hz. This kind
of peak is used to advantage in the design of bass reflex enclosures, but unfortunately the
amplification comes with phase shift, which may lead to stability problems. As a result, an
airtight system would be the most suitable solution and inductive leaks, in particular, are to be
avoided.
In the next two simulations the noise attenuation performance of the passive structures is
simulated and the pressure produced by the loudspeaker is omitted. Fig. 4.12 shows the sound
pressure level inside the earcup when it is airtight, with a resistive leak, and with an inductive
leak. The result shows that the airtight earcup provides the best overall noise attenuation.
A resistive leak decreases the noise attenuation over a wide frequency range while an inductive
leak decreases noise attenuation around a certain resonance frequency. Inductive leaks should,
therefore, be avoided in the earcup in order to obtain good passive noise attenuation
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Fig. 4.11 Pressure produced by the loudspeaker as a function of frequency with airtight system (solid line), a
loudspeaker box leak of 5M resistance (dash line), and with an inductive leak with
l = 1mm and r = 0.05mm (dotted line). Loudspeaker voltage was 2 Vrms.
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Fig. 4.12 Sound pressure level inside the earcup as a function of frequency with an earcup leak of 700k resistance
and an inductive leak with l = 6mm and r = 0.3mm (dotted line), pure resistive 7M leak (dash line), and airtight
earcup (solid line). Lp outside the earcup was 90 dB SPL.
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Fig. 4.13 Sound pressure level inside the earcup as a function of frequency with a free volume of
120 cm3 (solid line) and 200 cm3 (dash line). Lp outside the earcup was 90 dB SPL.
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performance. In the final simulation the passive noise attenuation performance earcup was
simulated with decreased free volume inside the earcup. The result is shown in Fig. 4.13. As
expected, decreasing free volume degrades passive attenuation. In this case,
a 40 % smaller free volume decreases the less passive attenuation by 4 dB. This conforms to the
known fact that to improve low frequency noise attenuation by 6 dB, the free volume or mass of
the earcup should be doubled [37 p.43].
In conclusion, the developed model provides information which can be very useful in the design
process. Yet despite its advantages, it has several drawbacks: Even if the parameters could be
estimated accurately and the controller was included in the model, a linear model would not be
accurate enough for modeling an ANC HPD for noisy real-life situations. This is because the
dynamic range of the system may be exceeded in such situations and the system enters its nonlinear region. According to Pavelcyk, the main cause of non-linearity at low frequencies is the
harmonics produced by the loudspeaker [38]. Another cause can be clipping, which is the result
of supply voltage limitations. The sources of non-linearity and real performance limitations are
discussed in greater detail in Chapters 5 and 7.
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5 Active noise control and hearing protectors
The previous chapter discussed the combination of a loudspeaker and an earcup. The present
chapter continues with a consideration of the signal processing section of the system, i.e. the
ANC controller. First, there is an overview of the history of ANC and then the basic structures
of ANC systems are presented. The factors that limit the performance of an ANC system are
discussed and some previous implementations are reviewed.

5.1 Brief history of active control of sound
The history of active noise control begins in the 1930s when Paul Lueg, a German physicist,
patented the idea of attenuating noise by anti-noise. Lueg presented the principles of actively
attenuating sound in a duct and in more complex environments. The system is presented in
Fig. 5.1 and consists of a microphone, an amplifier, and a loudspeaker. The loudspeaker
produces a sound wave that must be in opposite phase to the original sound wave to attenuate
the sound. In the case of a duct, the phase can be adjusted by altering the distance between the
microphone and the loudspeaker. Lueg states in his patent that such a system could, for
example, be applied to attenuating the noise generated by typewriters in offices. [1]
Lueg was ahead of his time with his patent because in the 1930s the implementation of an ANC
system was not possible due to the lack of technology. The next significant improvement in the
field was made in the 1950s by Harry Olson, who added a feedback loop into Lueg’s system. In
active noise control applications, the ability of the feedback loop to reduce disturbances
is exploited [29 p.220], [39]. In 1953 Olson presented an electronic sound absorber that changes
the acoustic impedance. In Olson’s system the microphone and the loudspeaker must be placed
close to each other to diminish the sound pressure in the vicinity of the microphone. According

ANC
Fig. 5.1 Drawing of an ANC system from Lueg’s patent.
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to Olson, the achievable performance depends on amplification, distance between the
loudspeaker and the microphone, phase response of the electronic controller, frequency, and the
distance of the microphone from the measurement point. Olson notes that the system could be
applied to airplanes, cars, helmets and hearing protectors. The technology was still rather
impractical since his system was implemented by electron tubes [40], [41]. However, the basic
principles of ANC systems were discovered and understood by the end of the 1950s. Other
implementations of ANC hearing protectors were also reported in the 1950s [42], [43], [44].
However, it was not until 1978 that ANC systems appeared in practical systems outside the
laboratory [45].
The 1980s saw a major advance in technology when sufficiently powerful DSP chips arrived on
the market. Digital signal processing made it possible to effectively implement adaptive
systems. From the 1990s to the present, increasingly advanced algorithms have been developed
[46].
In addition to digital electronics, analog electronics has also developed since the 1950s. The
introduction of the classic operational amplifier µA741 by Fairchild Semiconductor in 1968 has
greatly streamlined the design and implementation of analog circuits [47 p.1]. In the 1980s both
the technology and knowledge were available and research into ANC systems was reawakened
[48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53]. In 1996 there were several ANC headsets commercially
available [54].
Although the technology is now available, almost all noise control still involves traditional
passive techniques. There are a number of reasons for this. ANC is only useful for certain types
of problems, it is more complicated than passive noise control, and most noise control
practitioners have no experience in active noise control [55]. Cost is the main reason ANC
systems are not commonly found in commercial products [56 Ch.1]. The transition from concept
to mass production has taken many years. This is partly because of the time needed to develop
sufficiently powerful signal processing electronics and partly because of a lack of understanding
of the physical principles involved. Another reason for this slow transition is the
multi-disciplinary nature of the technology, which combines a wide range of technical
disciplines such as control, signal processing, electronics, acoustics and vibration [56 Ch.1].

5.2 Basic structures of ANC systems
A system is defined as an assemblage of components acting together as a whole, where a given
excitation exhibits a certain response [57 p.45]. An ANC system consists of four basic parts.
A sensor senses the primary noise or monitors the performance of the system. Depending on the
configuration of the system, there may be reference sensors and error sensors present.
A reference sensor senses the disturbance in advance before it enters the point of observation
and an error sensor monitors the operation of the system. An electronic controller does the
signal processing: it generates the anti-noise signal on the basis of the sensor input. An actuator
is an electro-mechanical device that physically produces the anti-noise. In active noise control
systems microphones are used as error sensors and loudspeakers are used as actuators. A quiet
zone is generated in the vicinity of the error sensor. The acoustic environment of the physical
system, which is controlled, is often called a plant in the literature; see, for example, [57 p.130].
In the case of a hearing protector, the plant consists of the earcup, the air inside it, and the head
against the earcup.
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Fig. 5.2 A single channel feedback ANC system [58]. The controller produces an output signal y(n) based on the
error signal e(n).

The source of noise or disturbance is called the primary source and the anti-noise source, i.e. the
actuator, is called the secondary source. The paths from these two sources to the observation
point are called the primary path and the secondary path, respectively. The point of observation
is usually, but not necessarily, the location of the error sensor. In some cases there is
an unwanted path, a feedback path from the actuator to the reference sensor. The two basic
structures of an ANC system are feedback and feedforward structures, and these will be
reviewed next. The feedback control system may also be called a closed-loop control system
[57 p.47].
The feedback ANC system consists of an error microphone, an electronic feedback controller,
and a loudspeaker, as shown in Fig. 5.2 [58]. The error microphone monitors the residual noise,
and the output signal of the error sensor, e(n), is processed by the electronic ANC controller.
The output of the filter, y(n), is fed to the loudspeaker. Feedback ANC is used in a variety of
applications, especially when the primary source cannot be directly observed [59 p.272].
Like any system with feedback, the feedback ANC system may become unstable in certain
circumstances [60 Ch.9], [61]. Instability may be reflected as squealing, rumble, or
malfunctioning of the system. One important cause of instability is the sound propagation delay,
which is caused by the distance between the loudspeaker and the microphone [45]. The sound
propagation delay and other delays associated with the system cause phase shift, which turns the
negative feedback into positive feedback at a certain frequency. The sound propagation delay
may be decreased by moving the error microphone and the loudspeaker closer together, but
there is a practical limit on this distance. This limit is set by the non-uniform field pattern of the
anti-noise in the vicinity of the loudspeaker [62]. Relative stability can be increased, for
example, by implementing simple analog compensators [59 p.286].
In addition, the acoustic properties of the environment, or in other words the transfer function of
the plant, may have a significant effect on stability. For example, in the case of a car when the
door is opened, the transfer function changes dramatically. One way to ensure stability is by
reducing the gain of the controller whenever the door is opened [63]. In conclusion, to avoid
stability problems, the distance between the error sensor and the actuator must be kept small,
and the transfer function of the controller must be designed so that sufficient gain and phase
margins are ensured in every possible situation.
The other basic structure of an ANC system is the feedforward structure. The feedforward ANC
system is rather similar to the feedback system, except that there is also a reference signal x(n),
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Fig. 5.3 Single channel wideband feedforward ANC system [58]. The controller produces an output signal y(n)
based on the error signal e(n) and the reference signal x(n).

as presented in Fig. 5.3. The reference sensor gives the controller information on the noise
before the noise reaches the error sensor. The reference sensor does not need to be
a microphone: it can be a tachometer, for example. In the case of a narrowband feedforward
system, the reference signal needs to contain only the fundamental frequency of the noise signal
[58]. The anti-noise signal is produced on the basis of the reference signal, but the error sensor is
still needed to monitor the operation of the ANC system. In a feedforward ANC system, positive
feedback is not an important issue. However, it must be ensured that the anti-noise signal does
not get back to the reference sensor via the feedback path [64]. Feedback systems, when
implemented using digital signal processing, can be made adaptive [65], [66], [67], [68], [69]. In
addition, the feedback and feedforward systems can be combined [70], [71].

5.3 Practical ANC performance limitations
The performance of practical ANC systems is limited by several factors. In an ideal ANC
system, noise would be canceled completely across the whole audio frequency range in a large
space. It is clear that such a system cannot exist. For example, the size of the quiet zone is
limited because the error microphone is located in the near field of the loudspeaker where the
sound pressure changes rapidly with distance [62].
The shape and size of the quiet zone is an interesting question. The directivity patterns of the
microphone and the loudspeaker may affect the shape of the quiet zone. In addition, the size of
the quiet zone depends on frequency. In this thesis it is assumed for simplicity, that the
wavelength of noise is long when compared to the dimensions of the space inside the earcup.
However, this is an interesting subject of research in future.
Another fundamental limitation on the performance of a feedback ANC system is Bode’s
sensitivity integral, which is shown in Eq. 5.1. This states that the integral of the log sensitivity
function over the whole frequency range must be zero, assuming that the plant and controller are
stable, and that a phase lag of 180° occurs at high frequencies. In practice, this means that for
non-minimum phase plants, noise attenuation over a finite frequency range gives rise to a certain
minimum level of noise amplification at another frequency. This is described as the waterbed
effect in the literature. [59 p.286]
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Typically, narrowband or tonal sounds can be reduced by 30 dB or more, while broadband or
random disturbances can be reduced by 15 – 20 dB [28 p.13], [72]. In addition, experiments
have shown that it is possible to achieve more than 10 dB of noise cancellation at the eardrum
for frequencies up to 3 kHz [28 p.191]. Eq. 5.2 gives a rule of thumb for bandwidth over which
noise can be attenuated for a plant with a delay of τ seconds [59 p.277].
BW ≤

1
6τ

(5.2)

To achieve complete cancellation with a feedback ANC system, the transfer function of the
controller should be exactly the inverse of the transfer function of the acoustic plant, with very
high gain. Unfortunately, the plant is usually non-minimum phase, has delay, and is strictly
proper. As a result, the ideal controller is unstable, non-causal, and unrealizable [73 p.35]. This
is why the design of a feedback ANC controller is an optimization task [74]. For example, the
achievable active attenuation depends on the gain in the feedback loop, which in turn is limited
by the stability conditions. These are usually derived from the mechanical construction of the
system, which may allow time-dependent variation of the transfer function, which may cause
instability, and so on.
In order to be suitable for industrial use, an ANC system must have the following properties:
maximum efficiency over the largest possible frequency band, autonomy with regard to the
installation, self-adaptability to deal with any variations in the physical parameters, as well as
robustness and reliability [28 p.15], [75]. Most of these requirements also apply to hearing
protector applications.
Difficulties in implementing an ANC system are often attributable to acoustic factors, as
opposed to signal processing, control software, or hardware factors [76]. For example, the fitting
between the earcup and the head affects how much active attenuation can be achieved [37 p.53].
Abbott derived acoustic design criteria for ANC systems, including the cases of diffuse field and
free field [76]. The main results were that, firstly, if the distance between the primary source and
the secondary source is more than one fifth of a wavelength, good noise attenuation can be
achieved in a volume whose characteristic dimension is approximately one tenth of
a wavelength. Secondly, global attenuation can be achieved in diffuse field only if the primary
and secondary sources are placed within one tenth of a wavelength [76]. In a hearing protector
application, the location of the primary noise source may vary significantly in relation to the
secondary source. However this is not a problem in hearing protectors because only local control
of sound is needed.
Not only are the amount of noise attenuation and the size of the quiet zone important, but also
the location of the quiet zone is critical. Noise attenuation has its maximum at the location of the
error sensor. Because of this, noise attenuation at the ear canal opening is smaller than at the
error sensor location. This is probably because the primary noise field is relatively uniform
inside the earcup, while the secondary field changes more significantly [73 p.185], [77].
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Even when the controller is designed to be stable and have high gain, and the location of the
quiet zone is correct, non-linear operation may cause the system to be unusable in practical
situations. According to the first law of thermodynamics, energy cannot be created or destroyed.
Because this law cannot be surmounted, sound energy must be transformed into some other
form of energy inside the hearing protector’s earcup. For example, sound energy can be
converted into acoustic potential energy, which can be stored in an air spring. The air spring can
be implemented as a small box with a mounted loudspeaker. High energy storage capability is
required for operation at high sound pressure levels. To achieve this capability, the loudspeaker
must be able to compress the air spring and the electronic controller must be able to drive the
loudspeaker. When either of the above conditions fails, the system becomes saturated. The result
of saturation is that the clipping of a sinusoid signal generates odd harmonic components [78].
This is one possible cause for non-linear operation. Another possible cause of non-linear
operation is that large variations in the transfer function of the plant may lead to instability or
saturation. This kind of variation can occur, for example, when there is a leak between the
earcup and the head. The leak may cause dramatic variations in the transfer function of the
system, as was shown in Chapter 4. Overdriving of the error sensor is unlikely to occur because
it is located in the quiet zone.
In addition, the ANC system may become saturated because of very loud noise or mechanical
disturbance. The ANC system tolerates strong steady signals rather well and attenuates impulse
noise in the same way as continuous noise with moderate signal levels [79]. However,
a moderate displacement of the earcup in the infrasound region or a mechanical shock may
saturate the ANC system. Assuming, that the earcup is subjected to a displacement of xe and the
cushion absorbs the mechanical displacement, the volume inside the earcup changes by
∆V = xe⋅Se, where Se is the cross-sectional area of the earcup. Assuming that the system is
adiabatic, the change in pressure can be calculated using Eq. 5.3. For example, a displacement
of 0.1 mm is very likely to occur in normal working situations. Such displacement creates
a sound pressure level of 138 dB SPL inside the earcup, which will saturate the ANC system,
even if located in the infrasound region.
∆p
∆V
= −γ
p0
V0

(5.3)

To solve the problem of nonlinear operation, some kind of adaptivity must be built into the
control system. The controller must be able to adapt to the changes in the transfer function of the
plant. In adaptive digital systems, the coefficients of a digital filter are constantly updated.
Digital adaptive systems are usually implemented by using some specific variation of the
LMS-algorithm [28], [80]. Adaptive systems are usually implemented as digital filters, but some
type of adaptivity may also be accomplished by analog electronics [P4]. Fig. 5.4 presents
a block diagram of an adaptive digital feedforward ANC system. The noise that is sensed by the
reference microphone goes through the earcup and interferes with the anti-noise signal. The
coefficients of the adaptive filter are updated constantly on the basis of the output signal of the
error microphone. An external communications signal can be connected directly to the
loudspeaker. The ANC system does not attenuate the communications signal because it does not
correlate with the reference signal [65].
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Fig. 5.4 A block diagram of an adaptive ANC system [65]. The adaptive controller produces an output signal y(n)
based on the error signal e(n) and the reference signal x(n).

A hierarchy for performance analysis techniques for adaptive active control has been developed
by Morgan [81]. This hierarchy consists of four levels. The first level derives fundamental
performance limits given continuous measurement over entire performance surface. The second
level brings in the practical constraints of a fixed number of sensors at discrete locations. The
third level incorporates knowledge of transfer function structure. The fourth level inputs all the
other practical effects and design constraints required for detailed performance calculations. The
fourth level includes selection of a closed loop adaptive algorithm, analytical or simulation
studies of dynamic performance, a model of nonstationarity, effects of measurement noise,
effects of bandwidth, and actuator power constraints. [81]
In conclusion, the controller must be stable, linear and adaptive, and the earcup must be tightly
fit. Even when all these conditions have been met, good noise attenuation can still only be
achieved within one tenth of a wavelength with a limited dynamic range. Clearly the design of
an ANC hearing protector is by no means the simple task it may at first appear. Fortunately
a number of researchers have risen to the challenge and succeeded in implementing such
systems. Some of these implementations are reviewed below.

5.4 Some previous implementations of ANC systems
One of the simplest implementations of an ANC system is the attenuation of fan noise in a duct.
Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.3 present such situations. The assumption that the sound propagates as
a plane wave in the duct simplifies the analysis and the design process considerably because the
system can be considered one-dimensional [50]. Moreover, in duct applications the noise source
and its location are known. A hearing protector is a rather more complicated case. However,
with certain constraints and assumptions its operation can, at least in theory, be modeled with
relatively simple methods, as was shown in Chapter 4. The space is three-dimensional, but the
system can be considered rather simple since the space is small compared to the wavelength of
the noise.
ANC HPD’s have been implemented with both analog and digital – and also hybrid –
controllers, at least at prototype level. Both feedback and feedforward structures have also been
used. Each controller and structure has its own special properties and is thus adapted to certain
specific applications [45]. The advantages of a digital system are cost, flexibility, adaptivity, and
stability [50]. A digital filter can easily be re-programmed without the need for hardware
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modifications. Information on the design of digital filters and digital control systems can be
found in the literature [55], [82], [83], [84]. With modern high-performance DSP or FPGA
chips, the adaptation algorithms can be integrated into the same chip with the filter. Nonadaptive feedback controllers are usually implemented in analog circuitry to minimize delay
through the controller [85]. Field programmable analog array (FPAA) circuits have recently
come onto the market. FPAA is a rather new technology and still developing and therefore
serious ANC implementations using FPAA technology are some way in the future. Some
previously implemented ANC systems are presented below.
In his Ph.D. thesis in 1986, Peter D. Wheeler developed an ANC hearing protector for use in
aircraft cockpits with special focus on voice communication in cockpit noise. The aircraft
cockpit is a very challenging environment from an ANC system designer’s point of view. Noise
in a cockpit is wideband noise with pronounced peaks in the 250 – 500 Hz band. Sound pressure
level is at maximum when flying at low altitudes, at the very time speech communication is
needed most. In the case of a helicopter, the noise comes primarily from the rotational
movement of the rotors. In military aircraft, especially, passive noise control methods would
bring extra mass, which is to be avoided. Thus, ANC methods provide a solution to the problem
of noise in military aircraft. [37]
In addition to noise attenuation, ANC HPD’s can improve the intelligibility of the
communication signal, which is very important for the pilots. The weak noise attenuation of
a passive HPD below 500 Hz makes comprehension of speech difficult. To hear the
communication signal, background noise should be minimal because the level of the
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Fig. 5.5 Feedback ANC system in a hearing protector [37 Fig.65].
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Fig. 5.6 Structure of an ANC hearing protector [37 Fig.66].
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Fig. 5.7 Active attenuation of Wheeler’s ANC hearing protector [37 Fig.138].

communication signal must not exceed safe exposure levels. Because background noise cannot
be avoided, more advanced solutions are needed. To solve the noise and communication
problem, Wheeler presented an ANC hearing protector that was implemented using analog
electronics and a feedback structure. In Wheeler’s work there were six steps in the design
process of the ANC HPD. These are the electro-acoustic design of the hearing protector,
measurement of the electro-acoustic transfer function, design of the compensation filter and
amplifier, integration of the communication signal, ensuring dynamic range, and the solution of
specific environmental problems. The block diagram of the device is shown in Fig. 5.5 [37].
In particular, Wheeler focused on compensation filters, which have a frequency response such
that the gain of the system can be increased at low frequencies while the system remains stable.
The mechanical structure of Wheeler’s ANC HPD is shown in Fig. 5.6. In his prototype the
loudspeaker is mounted on a baffle and the loudspeaker and microphone are placed close to each
other. The measured active attenuation is shown in Fig. 5.7, which shows that the system
attenuates noise actively by 18 dB maximum.
Another Ph.D. thesis dealing with ANC hearing protectors is by Boaz Rafaely in 1997. Among
the implementations is a noise canceling headset. An advantage of a digital system is that in the
case of time-varying noise, better noise attenuation performance can be achieved with an
FXLMS-based adaptive digital controller than with an analog controller. However, a drawback
of a digital ANC system is the processing delay, which causes poor wideband noise attenuation.
To overcome this, Rafaely presented a hybrid system, which incorporates both analog and
digital controllers. The analog controller attenuates wideband noise and the digital adaptive IMC
controller attenuates tonal noise [73 p.183]. A block diagram of the developed hybrid controller
is shown in Fig. 5.8, in which d(t) is the disturbance, y(t) is the output of the analog timedomain controller, and e(t) is the time-domain error signal. The response from FIR filter output
y(n) to error signal e(n) represents the plant experienced by the digital controller. Performance
was measured with a separate measurement microphone located at the ear canal opening. The
analog controller attenuates broadband noise by about 10 dB up to 600 Hz. With digital control,
an additional 10 dB attenuation of tonal noise was achieved. Tonal noise was attenuated by
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Fig. 5.8 Block diagram of the hybrid controller [73 p.183]. The system produces an output signal y(t) based on the
analog error signal e(t) and the digital error signal e(n).

34 dB, at the location of the error microphone. Theoretically, Rafaely’s system is excellent and
might also work very well in special situations where both broadband and tonal noise is present.
Open-back hearing protectors, which do not incorporate passive noise attenuation at all, have
also been developed for certain special applications. To avoid repetition, such devices are not
presented here in detail since the basic problem and the solution remains the same as in the two
examples above.
Recently ANC systems have been implemented in cars. Cars can be made quieter and more
comfortable by means of ANC and active vibration control (AVC) methods. With modern
signal processing technology, the sound of a car motor can be modified, not only attenuated
[86]. There are also commercially available ANC controllers such as Technofirst and Causal
Systems. Such controllers have their own special application, but they are not suited to HPD’s
because of their complex construction and heavy structure. Thus commercially available ANC
controllers are not discussed here further.

5.5 Conclusions on ANC and hearing protectors
The idea of ANC has been known for seventy years and even a hearing protector application
was first presented in the 1950s. However, the lack of technological know-how prevented
implementation of such systems in the early years of ANC research. Most recent work in this
field has dealt with digital systems. However, analog systems have certain properties which
make them very suitable for hearing protector applications. In the 1980s Wheeler and Carme
wrote their Ph.D. theses on subjects similar to the one presented here. In both theses a feedbacktype analog controller was developed for a hearing protector application. The prototype
implemented in the present work has the same basic structure and addresses the same
fundamental issues. However the prototype developed here utilizes certain design features
which were not documented in previous studies. In addition, the special focus of the present
work is on usability in practical situations and passive attenuation. The prototype is discussed in
more detail in Chapter 7.
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6 The developed communication hearing protectors
Communication hearing protectors were discussed briefly in Chapter 3. During the research of
this thesis, both AST and Bluetooth hearing protectors are developed. The present chapter
discusses in greater detail the devices developed here.
An active sound transmission hearing protector makes short-range communication possible
while a hearing protector is being worn. This is achieved by transmitting sound through the
earcup electronically. The user can thus obtain important information from the environment.
The block diagram of the developed AST hearing protector is shown in Fig. 6.1. The
AST microphone is located outside the earcup, and converts the sound into an electric signal.
The microphone generates an electric signal, which is amplified by the microphone amplifier.
The filters select the frequency range to be transmitted through the earcup. The limiter limits the
sound pressure level to a safe level using signal level compression. As was discussed in
Chapter 3.1, the maximum allowed daily noise exposure level, when using hearing protectors, is
87 dB, and the maximum allowed sound pressure level produced by the loudspeaker is
82 dB SPL. Because of this limitation function, an AST hearing protector can also be called a
level-dependent hearing protector. In communication hearing protectors it is very important, that
the passive hearing protector can offer good passive noise attenuation. This is important,
because loud noise inside the earcup degrades speech intelligibility, and in such a case, the
82 dB limitation may prevent communication. Although ANC systems are able to attenuate low
frequency noise, they seldom attenuate noise in the frequency range, where communication
takes place. This is another reason, why good passive performance is important in
communication hearing protectors.
Audio input

Mic amp

Limiter

Power amp

Fig. 6.1 Block diagram of the AST hearing protector.
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It is necessary for the electronics to react to noise faster than the ear. This is especially important
in the case of strong impulse noise, which is hazardous to hearing. In addition, the wide dynamic
range of the ear sets some strict conditions on the electronics of AST or ANC hearing protector.
The noise floor of the electronic hearing protector should preferably be lower than 0 dB SPL
and at the same time it should be able to produce more than 100 dB SPL sound with low
distortion. In practice, this is impossible because of the noise floor of the microphones.
The small space inside the earcup sets absolute limits on the size of the electronics. Compact
components must, therefore, be used and the circuit board layout must be carefully designed.
Furthermore, the location of the loudspeaker and the user interface controls must be considered
when designing the layout of the electronics. Because of the portable nature of the device, the
power source must be fitted inside the earcups as well as the other electronics. The supply
voltage must, obviously, be rather low. Modern rechargeable high-capacity lithium-ion batteries
extend operation time significantly over NiMH and NiCd-batteries. Nevertheless, current
consumption should be minimized to achieve long operation time.
Integration of the electronics inside the earcup has two adverse effects: it increases the mass of
the hearing protector and decreases the free volume inside the earcup. The former makes the
hearing protector slightly more uncomfortable to use, but the benefits of the added electronics
outweigh this slight increase in mass. The latter degrades the passive attenuation slightly.
Because the loss of passive attenuation due to the added electronics is a more important issue in
ANC hearing protectors, it is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
A hearing protector may be used for as much as 8 hours a day and so must be comfortable to
use. An already comfortable passive hearing protector was chosen as a starting point for the
design process. Special focus of this work is on making the electronics as unobtrusive as
possible and comfortable on the ear. From the electronic design point of view, the audible
frequency range, the parameters of the filters, noise performance, and the quality of the
components are the most important factors affecting perceived sound quality. To achieve natural
and non-irritating sound, the fine-tuning of the electronics must be performed using listening
tests. Different kinds of filter can be designed for different environments. For example, in
industry the user needs to hear alarm signals and the speech of co-workers. In this case only
speech frequencies need to be transmitted to the ear. Hunting is a different case: It is good to
hear all sounds, even very quiet ones. Quiet sounds can be amplified easily by electronics. It is
difficult to make inaudible sounds (sound with Lp less than 0 dB SPL) audible because of the
noise floor of the system. However, for a person with a NIPTS, it is possible to hear normally
inaudible sounds when using an amplifying AST hearing protector.
To further improve comfort and flexibility, an additional audio input is added to the
AST hearing protector. The external device can be a com-radio, cellular phone, pocket radio
MP3-player etc. When connecting a two-way communications device such as a com-radio,
a boom microphone is also fitted to the hearing protector. A radio receiver or a portable music
player can improve enjoyment when working alone in noisy conditions for long periods.
The performance of the prototype was measured and compared with three equivalent products.
The developed prototype clearly outperformed the competitors [P2]. The developed AST
hearing protector transmits speech frequencies through the earcup and limits the sound pressure
level of the electronically transmitted sound at a level of 82 dB SPL. The electronics of the
prototype is sufficiently fast to prevent noise impulses from being transmitted to the ear [P2].
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Fig. 6.2 The hardware block diagram of the Bluetooth hearing protector. The system consists of radio frequency,
baseband and codec blocks.

Whereas the AST HPD enables short-range communication, a Bluetooth HPD makes it possible
to use a cellular phone or a com-radio while the hearing protector is being worn. A prototype of
a wireless headset-type hearing protector was implemented. The developed Bluetooth hearing
protector can be used as a wireless headset with a cellular phone. In the Bluetooth hearing
protector, noise is attenuated by passive methods. The developed prototype consists of a passive
hearing protector, a Bluetooth PCB inside the earcup, one loudspeaker in each earcup, and
a boom microphone positioned in front of the mouth. In addition, a microstrip inverted-F
antenna (IFA) was developed for the device. The Bluetooth function is based on an off-the-shelf
Bluetooth module, which was mounted on the same circuit board with the IFA [P6]. The block
diagram of the hardware is shown in Fig. 6.2. The measurement results confirmed that the
antenna was correctly tuned and that the device worked properly with three different Bluetooth
GSM phones [P6].
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7 The developed ANC hearing protector
As noted in Chapter 4, a trade-off exists between low frequency performance and the comfort of
a passive hearing protector. ANC methods can improve low frequency performance without
sacrificing comfort. Because ANC methods perform well at low frequencies, passive methods
are needed to attenuate high frequency noise. Thus, by combining an ANC system with
a high-performance passive hearing protector, very high attenuation in the whole audio
frequency region can be obtained. A very good passive hearing protector is needed as
a foundation for the design since it would be fruitless to improve a poor passive hearing
protector with an ANC system.
The developed prototype consists of a passive hearing protector and an analog feedback-type
ANC system. The control system consists of an enclosure-mounted actuator, an error sensor,
and an analog controller. The plant consists of the earcup, the air inside the earcup, the ear and
the skin and hair around the ear. The cushion between the earcup and the head plays a very
important role because its purpose is to prevent air leaks between earcup and head. The
controller consists of a microphone preamplifier, an automatic gain control circuit, filters and
a loudspeaker driver. The controller is installed inside one earcup, and a cable is connected
between the earcups. There is one loudspeaker-microphone assembly in each earcup. To ensure
good passive attenuation, there is a sufficient amount of sound absorbing material inside the
earcups.
Because the plant is fairly uncomplicated, a relatively simple controller is adequate. First,
a single channel for each ear is enough because the space inside the earcup is small compared to
the wavelength of the noise. It cannot be assumed that the noise is periodic or narrowband noise
because the hearing protector may be used in a variety of conditions. Thus there is no reason for
using feedforward control. Feedback control is a better solution for a general purpose hearing
protector because it attenuates wideband random noise better than a feedforward control system.
The control system consists of several feedback loops. In addition to the main feedback loop,
some of the amplifier stages have local feedback. A system level presentation is shown in
Fig. 7.1. The disturbance d(t) is added to the controller output signal y(t), and an error signal
e(t) remains. The error signal is the input of the controller. First, the signal is low-pass filtered
and then the amplitude is adjusted in such a way that the system does not get saturated. This is
accomplished by a level detector and a voltage controlled amplifier (VCA). After the amplitude
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Fig. 7.1 The developed ANC system. On the basis of error signal e(t), the controller produces the anti-noise signal
y(t), which attenuates the disturbance d(t).

adjustment has been made, the signal is high-pass filtered, amplified, and fed to the loudspeaker.
The actual circuit was implemented using transistor and operational amplifier circuits, some of
which can be found in the literature [47], [87], [88], [89].
Because there are delays and time-variance in the plant, an input-output model is better suited to
characterizing the plant than a state variable model [59 p.272]. Based on a well-known theory of
feedback amplifiers, the frequency domain transfer function HE(jω) from disturbance d(t) to
error signal e(t) can be derived. This is shown by Eq. 7.1. This transfer function is also known as
the sensitivity function of the system [59 p.274]. The maximum achievable active noise
attenuation Amax can be can be calculated from the absolute value of the characteristic equation
of the system, as shown in Eq. 7.2.

H E ( jω ) =

1
1 + H C ( jω ) ⋅ H P ( jω )

Amax = 20 ⋅ log10 (1 + H C ( jω ) ⋅ H P ( jω ) )

(7.1)

(7.2)

where HC(jω) and HP(jω) are the frequency domain transfer functions of the controller and the
plant, respectively. In this case, HC(jω) consists of the transfer functions of the amplifiers and
filters. HP(jω) was measured, and the result is shown in Fig. 7.2. This conforms to the theory in
that the amplitude response is more or less constant in the frequency range below the resonance
frequency, which is about 700 Hz [P8]. The sound propagation delay can be seen in the
measured HP(jω) as a negative slope of the phase response at high frequencies. Though not
measured at higher frequencies, HP(jω) can be assumed to be strictly proper because, for
example, of the inductance of the loudspeaker’s voice coil and the mass of the loudspeaker’s
diaphragm.
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Fig. 7.2 Transfer function of the plant.

Fig. 7.3 Transfer function of the controller with maximum gain.

The transfer function of the controller, HC(jω) is shown in Fig. 7.3. Based on these results, Amax
was calculated and the result is shown in Fig. 7.4. The same result can be obtained either using
Eq. 7.2 or the equation of noise cancellation ratio (NCR) in [P7]. A waterbed effect, caused by
Bode’s sensitivity integral, can be seen in Fig. 7.4 as noise amplification at certain frequencies.
It should be noted that the calculated Amax is the absolute maximum value that can be achieved
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Fig. 7.4 Calculated maximum achievable active noise attenuation.

in theory. In terms of actual real-life conditions, there are several practical limitations which
restrict the attainment of active attenuation. One inevitable limitation is the distance between
error sensor and ear. When comparing Fig. 7.4 with the measurement results [P8], it can be seen
that the measured active attenuation complies with the calculated Amax approximately at
a frequency range of 20 Hz to 200 Hz. At higher frequencies, however, the calculated
performance is not achieved. The calculation of Amax is not precisely accurate for a number of
reasons. First, the transfer function of the plant can vary significantly if there is an air leak in the
earcup [P7]. Secondly, the sound absorbing material between the error sensor and ear is not
included in the calculation. In addition, at higher frequencies the model is not accurate because
the loudspeaker enters its acoustic radiating region and acoustic modes can build up inside the
earcup. However, despite these inaccuracies, the peak of calculated Amax is located at the correct
frequency and its magnitude also complies with the measurements. In conclusion, though the
calculation of Amax does not describe the operation of the system completely, it does give
a rather good indication of the kind of performance expected.

7.1 Design challenges
Despite its relatively simple structure and the very simple idea, the design of an ANC hearing
protector is by no means straightforward. In terms of the control system design, the two most
important physical constraints are causality and coherence [90]. However, when implementing
practical systems, there are several additional constraints. An ANC hearing protector is an
electro-mechanical device in which several factors must be in balance. The design process of an
ANC HPD involves many compromises. The most important of these are presented in Fig. 7.5.
Firstly, the frequency range and amount of active attenuation must be matched to the
performance of passive noise attenuation. With proper matching, good overall wideband
attenuation will be achieved. The amount and frequency range of active attenuation cannot be
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Fig. 7.5 Some challenges and tradeoffs in ANC system design.

chosen arbitrarily. Instead, they must be chosen to ensure that the system remains stable in every
situation. Stability is achieved partially at the expense of ANC performance because the gain of
the controller affects both.
A high performance ANC system could be implemented easily if there was more space inside
the earcup and there was no limit to the weight of the ANC system. The small space inside the
earcup imposes limits on the size of the ANC system. Nowadays, the electronic ANC controller
can be packed into a very small space. Instead, the most bulky components of the ANC system
are the battery and the loudspeaker enclosure. The demand for a long operation times means
a large battery. Fortunately, modern lithium-ion batteries provide excellent capacity in a small
space, and their 3.6 V voltage is adequate for modern electronics. Not all the available space
inside the earcup can be devoted to the ANC system because some free volume is needed for the
passive attenuation. On the other hand, the loudspeaker enclosure should be large to obtain good
ANC performance. The effect of the loudspeaker enclosure volume versus the free volume
inside the earcup was analyzed in [P7]. The result was that the integration of the ANC system
inside the earcup inevitably degrades the passive attenuation of an equivalent intact passive
hearing protector. This is due to the smaller free volume and the holes that were drilled in the
earcup for the user interface. Very good ANC performance was achieved with a prototype that
consumed half the available space for the loudspeaker enclosure. However the passive
attenuation was very poor at low frequencies. Thus the real advantage of the ANC system was
almost unnoticeable. In conclusion, the space inside the earcup must be carefully divided for
active and passive attenuation purposes.
To retain all round comfort of the passive hearing protector, the ANC system must not produce
any additional sound in any situation. Operation of the device should be as effective and
unobtrusive as possible. Additional sounds may be caused by instability or non-linear operation.
Good stability is achieved by proper design of the plant and the controller. It is desirable that the
device operates permanently in its linear region. The most likely component to behave
non-linearly is the loudspeaker. Small loudspeaker elements must be used because of the
confined space inside the earcup. However, small loudspeakers cannot move air enough to
produce sufficiently loud low frequency sounds. The reason for this is the limited supply voltage
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and the limited force factor of the magnet [P8]. Unwanted sound disturbance can also be caused
by other factors such as improper PCB design or poor supply voltage regulation. In PCB design,
special attention must be paid to ground and supply voltage lines [91]. In addition, temperature
drift can cause malfunction or other unexpected phenomena, unless taken into account.
Non-linearity is not a severe problem when the ANC hearing protector is positioned on an
artificial head in the laboratory. Good performance may be achieved and measured rather easily.
However, linearity problems arise when the ANC HPD is worn on the human head outside the
laboratory in real-life situations. The reason for this is that the transfer function of the plant
varies constantly. If the seal between the earcup and the head is not tight enough, an air leak
may occur when the head or jaws are moved. In addition, because the cushion compresses, the
pressure inside the earcup varies as the head is moved. Large pressure variations may overdrive
the ANC system and generate audible distortion causing malfunction of the ANC system.
Fortunately, transfer function variations and pressure variations can be measured and the system
can then be adjusted to operate well even in the worst cases. Thus there is no need for a digital
controller because the signal processing can be kept quite simple. To solve the linearity problem
an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit was developed [P4]. The idea of a controlled leak was
also examined but later abandoned due to the loss of passive attenuation [P4]. Adaptivity, which
is needed to keep the system in linear operation region, can be implemented by using analog
electronics, as was done in [P4]. The developed AGC-circuit keeps the system in its linear
operating region. This improves the dynamic range of the device and ensures that operation is
unobtrusive. In future, programmable analog circuits, such as FPAAs, could make the system
even more flexible and adaptive.
Although the linearity issue can be overcome by means of electronics, the mechanical design of
the ANC HPD must also be considered. Variations in the plant should be minimized by tight fit
between the head and the earcup. On the other hand, too tight a fit will cause discomfort because
of excessive pressure against the head. Weight of the hearing protector is also an important
comfort factor. To retain the comfort of the passive hearing protector, the ANC hearing
protector must not weigh more than a passive hearing protector with equal low frequency
performance. Thus, it is clear that the acoustic, mechanical and electronic details must all be
designed with great care.

7.2 Measurement results
Measurement results of early prototypes are reported in [P3], [P5], [P7], and [P8].
A combination of AST hearing protector and an early prototype of ANC hearing protector is
presented in [P3]. Active noise attenuation of 20 dB was achieved at a frequency of 80 Hz.
Though not measured, it was later demonstrated that the passive attenuation of the prototype
was degraded because the earcups were packed full of electronics. In the next prototype [P5],
usability in practical situations was the main focus and in-ear measurement results were carried
out to test the operation in loud noise. The degradation of passive attenuation was analyzed and
measured in [P7], and then the device was optimized for both active and passive attenuation.
The measurement results of the most recent prototype are contained in [P8]. A photograph of the
device is shown in Fig. 7.6.
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Fig. 7.6 Photograph of the developed ANC hearing protector in action.

Sound pressure level inside the earcup was measured with the ANC system both on and off, and
the result is shown in Fig. 7.7. The measurement method is described in [P8]. In addition, the
performance of the ANC system was compared with an equivalent intact passive hearing
protector, and the result is shown in Fig. 7.8. The results show that the system attenuates 63 Hz
tonal noise by 13 dB, and the real noise attenuation improvement is about 6 dB at a frequency of
63 Hz. Comparing the dash lines of Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.8 shows the loss of passive attenuation
due to the integrated ANC system. This loss is approximately 5.5 dB at a frequency of 125 Hz.
This conforms closely to the simulation result shown in Fig. 4.13.

Fig. 7.7 Sound pressure level inside left earcup with 63 Hz tonal noise.
ANC on (solid line) and ANC off (dash line).
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Fig. 7.8 Sound pressure level inside left earcup with 63 Hz tonal noise.
ANC on (solid line) and equivalent passive earcup (dash line).

High sound pressure level capability is a very important factor in practical situations. This was
measured in [P8] and the result demonstrated that the system is able to attenuate noise until
a sound pressure level of 118 dB SPL inside the earcup at a frequency of 50 Hz. Walking causes
mechanical shocks to the hearing protector and these generate pressure variations inside the
earcup. The sound inside the earcup was recorded while the test individual was walking and the
results are presented in Figs 7.9 – 7.11. In these figures the magnitude of the pressure variation
is normalized so that 15 percent of full scale equals 94 dB SPL. Fig. 7.9 shows that walking
causes a pressure variation of over 90 dB SPL at a frequency of 20 Hz. This is beyond the
operating frequency range of the ANC system. However, the ANC system must tolerate such
a signal. Fig. 7.10 shows that at moderate signal levels, the ANC system can handle the
mechanical shocks caused by walking. As the magnitude of mechanical shock increases, the

Fig. 7.9 Pressure variation caused by walking. ANC system off.
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Fig. 7.10 Pressure variation caused by walking, sample 1. ANC system on.

Fig. 7.11 Pressure variation caused by walking, sample 2. ANC system on.

ANC system will at some point produce a sharp disturbance in sound, which is illustrated in
Fig. 7.11. Even though the amplification of the ANC system is low at 20 Hz, a very strong
signal may saturate the first amplifier stage creating distortion.
The measurement results presented above demonstrate that the developed ANC hearing
protector performs as it should. Subjective impressions indicate that the developed system
significantly improves the low frequency performance of a passive hearing protector. The device
is quite comfortable to use, though strong mechanical shocks may generate sound disturbance.
Though the developed ANC hearing protector fulfils the objectives set for this project, there is
scope for further research. It would be interesting to find a means for discriminating between
mechanical vibrations and acoustic vibrations. In addition, the mechanical structure of the
system could be fine-tuned to achieve more robust operation in practical situations at extremely
high noise levels. A programmable analog circuit could provide the means for implementing
this.
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8 Summary of publications
The research began by developing an AST hearing protector. An AST hearing protector makes
short-range communication possible. Publication [P1] provides an introduction to the
problematic field of electronic hearing protectors and presents the developed AST hearing
protector. The requirements for the device were defined on the basis of the operation of the
human ear. The developed prototype was designed to transmit human speech frequency range
through the earcup, while limiting the sound pressure level at a safe level. The results proved
that the developed prototype functions as desired. Active noise cancellation methods were
mentioned as a future research subject.
Publication [P2] describes the design of an active sound transmission hearing protector in more
detail. The performance of the developed prototype was measured and some performance
figures were compared with contemporary equivalent commercial products. The results show
that the developed prototype outperformed competitors.
Publication [P3] describes the combination of the AST hearing protector and an early
ANC hearing protector prototype. The structure of the system was presented in block diagram
level. The operation of an ANC system is described and some design issues are discussed. Such
a combination is highly innovative and has success potential in many areas. The performance of
the prototype was measured, and an active attenuation of 20 dB at maximum was achieved in
laboratory conditions. The results confirm that the noise attenuation of a passive hearing
protector is significantly improved by ANC methods.
The main focus of this research has been improving the usability and comfort of the device in
practical situations. As soon as the first prototypes were constructed it became clear that
saturation of the system is a serious problem to be overcome. A solution to this problem is
presented in publication [P4]. The performance and usability of the ANC hearing protector was
greatly improved by introducing a novel AGC circuit. The AGC circuit reduces the gain of the
controller when saturation needs to be avoided. Though it is electrically quite a simple circuit, it
provides adaptivity to the system, and thus has scientific novelty value. Publication [P4]
presents the developed AGC circuit in detail, along with the simulation and measurement
results. The AGC circuit is an essential design detail since it improves usability in practical
situations.
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Practical design issues and trade-offs are discussed further in publication [P5]. The AGC circuit
was integrated into the previously developed ANC hearing protector. The performance of the
developed prototype was measured using a human head and ear. A measurement microphone
was placed at the opening of the ear canal and the signal was amplified and recorded. One of the
noise samples was recorded inside a moving tank. The results show that the noise attenuation is
still 20 dB at maximum, as it was with the previous non-AGC prototype, however, distortion
caused by saturation is now significantly lower.
Publication [P6] is concerned with the communication aspects of this thesis. At the time of
publication of [P6], applications of Bluetooth were especially interesting to the scientific
community. A Bluetooth radio link was implemented to the hearing protector. This wireless link
provides a connection between the hearing protector and a cellular phone, thus enabling
communication while also providing hearing protection. Cable connections between hearing
protector and cellular phone have already been available in earlier prototypes, but cables are
sometimes inconvenient and problematic. To overcome this, a wireless connection was
developed.
A number of prototypes of an ANC hearing protector have been constructed during the period of
this research. The first prototypes performed rather satisfactorily when only the active
attenuation was measured. However, on closer inspection it was seen that the passive attenuation
of the hearing protector was almost completely destroyed. The integration of the electronic
systems inside the earcup caused some loss of passive noise attenuation. Publication [P7]
discusses this trade-off between active and passive attenuation. This is an essential trade-off that
is always present in electronic hearing protector design and it is especially important in the case
of ANC hearing protector. Three different prototypes with different mechanical constructions
were implemented and their active and passive noise attenuation performance was measured.
This experimental work confirms the results predicted by the model presented in this thesis. The
real advantage of ANC was calculated on the basis of the results. The results showed that the
passive attenuation is inevitably degraded when electronics are incorporated inside the earcups.
Solutions for minimizing this degradation are discussed. Additional design issues, such as delay,
stability and air leak are also considered in [P7].
In the early decades of the ANC era, the lack of technology prevented the implementation of
ANC systems. Even nowadays there are still certain challenges, such as performance in high
sound pressure levels. This is analyzed in [P8]. A closed-box mounted loudspeaker inside an
earcup is analyzed in detail and the relation between maximum achievable sound pressure level
and loudspeaker parameters is derived. Experimental measurements were carried out to confirm
the theoretical calculations. As a result, it is shown that the maximum achievable active noise
attenuation is limited by supply voltage limits and the force factor of the magnet structure.
Because of the practical nature of this thesis, the developed device was tested out in practice
[P8] as well as in the laboratory. As expected, the system also operates well in authentic
situations.
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9 Final remarks and conclusions
In the last few centuries technological development has been so rapid that human evolution has
not been able to keep pace. The human ear has not adapted to the increased noise levels of
modern life. Hearing protectors have been developed largely to overcome this situation. Despite
the fast development in electronics in recent decades, the basic structure of a passive hearing
protector has remained much the same. The two main drawbacks of a passive hearing protector
are the sense of isolation and the low frequency booming sound caused by poor attenuation of
low frequencies. Both of these problems can be overcome with aid of electronics.
It is over fifty years since the application of active noise control methods was first proposed for
hearing protectors. It might well be asked why such devices are still not in widespread use. For
a long time, the main reason was the lack of technology and then later it was cost. Nowadays
electronics can be manufactured in a very cost-effective way, as exemplified in the case of
cellular phones.
However, as this thesis has shown, development of a perfectly working ANC system is not as
straightforward as might at first appear. It is not easy to design an electronic system that meets
the requirements set by the human ear. To accomplish this goal, many fields of science must be
studied. The designer need not be expert in all fields, but a basic knowledge is needed of
electronics, signal processing, control system theory, acoustics, mechanics, physiology, and
ergonomics. The understanding of the feedback control systems is the key to the solution.
Electronics is merely a means for implementing the required control system or signal processing
system. When designing hearing protectors, the fields of acoustics and mechanics cannot be
ignored even though it would make the design process considerably easier. Lastly and
importantly, the head between the earcups must be also taken into account and this involves an
appreciation physiology and ergonomics. Fortunately, most of the knowledge needed is
available in the literature. Indeed, it was very interesting during the period of this study to
combine the various fields in the natural sciences with the human factor. On the basis of the
theories presented here, it is possible to develop a working ANC system for a hearing protector.
However, the design work is about making the right compromises and this is not always easy.
This thesis shows that by making the right compromises, it is possible to achieve very
satisfactory results. The right compromises can be found by combining several existing theories
of different fields of science, and in such a way to create new scientific knowledge. An effective
tool for modeling ANC hearing protectors was developed in this thesis.
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As a result of this work, a series of electronic hearing protectors has been developed.
Communication solutions for both short range and long range communications were developed.
The developed AST HPD outperformed many commercial products available at the time. The
performance of the ANC system has been tested with wideband noise and tonal noise and
performs equally well in either case. Thus, the developed device can be used in a variety of
environments and situations, such as heavy vehicles, airports, and industry. The improved low
frequency noise attenuation is valuable in very loud environments and communication will also
be possible in conditions where hearing protection is necessary. In addition to developing these
communication and noise control systems, combinations of them have also been implemented
successfully. For example, a combination of AST and ANC has been implemented and also
a combination of FM radio, AST system, and Bluetooth has been implemented.
The developed device is not merely electronics incorporated in a hearing protector. It provides
a significant improvement to the performance and comfort of hearing protectors. The
measurement results demonstrate that it is possible to achieve 15 – 20 dB low frequency noise
attenuation in addition to the passive attenuation. Such an improvement is difficult to achieve
using passive structures. This is a significant result in the history of the development of hearing
protection: It is now possible to eliminate the annoying low frequency boom inside the hearing
protectors and to hear important communicative sounds when wearing the hearing protector.
Despite the significant achievements presented in this thesis, some further research ideas
remain. These include air leaks between the cushion and head, and their effects on the
performance and stability of the ANC system. Another interesting subject is the structure-borne
noise caused by walking and other activity. In addition, the size and shape of the quiet zone
would be an interesting future research subject.
In the near future, active control of sound will certainly become increasingly better known.
Active noise and vibration control systems are already being developed in a number of areas
such as the automotive industry. ANC systems are also likely to be found increasingly in
consumer electronics and domestic appliances. In the modern world people are familiar with
electronics and are ready to invest in silence and a comfortable sound environment both at work
and home. After seven decades of research and development, ANC techniques are now
beginning to be adopted widely in everyday applications.
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ABSTRACT
The comfortableness and performance of a passive hearing protector can be improved
by means of electronics. A passive hearing protector can be uncomfortable because it
prevents the user from communicating with co-workers and hearing useful sounds, such
as speech and alarm signals.
An active sound transmission hearing protector transmits part of the noise through the
earcup. The sound pressure level inside the earcup must be kept at a safe level. Because
hearing protectors can be worn even eight hours a day, one of the design objectives is to
make the device comfortable to use. The properties of a passive hearing protector are
discussed and the implemented active sound transmission hearing protector is presented.
Measurement results of the designed device are presented.
Another way to improve a passive hearing protector electronically is to improve the
attenuation of low frequencies by active noise cancellation. Active noise cancellation
systems are discussed briefly.
KEYWORDS: Active sound transmission hearing protector

1 INTRODUCTION
Comfort, safety, speech audibility and low frequency performance of a passive hearing
protector can be improved by electronics.
A passive hearing protector is considered uncomfortable to use because it attenuates
also useful sounds, such as speech and alarm signals and therefore isolates the user from
the environment. An active sound transmission hearing protector transmits these useful
sounds through the earcup. The sound pressure level inside the earcup must be kept at a
safe level by a limiter to prevent hearing loss. The operation of the limiter should be
unnoticeable. This paper focuses on the design of an active sound transmission hearing
protector.
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The performance of a passive hearing protector is at its best at high frequencies. The
low frequency performance can be improved by active noise cancellation.
In industry it is often necessary to wear hearing protectors and to be able to
communicate with co-workers over long distances at the same time. Also
communication capabilities can be added to hearing protectors.
Hearing and psychoacoustics are discussed in Chapter 2. An active sound transmission
hearing protector is introduced and measurement results of the implemented prototype
are presented in Chapter 3. Active noise cancellation systems are discussed briefly in
Chapter 4.
This work was done in co-operation with Oy Silenta Electronics Ltd.

2 HEARING AND PSYCHOACOUSTICS
The human ear can hear sounds over a wide frequency range, from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
Human speech is located approximately at the frequency range 300 Hz – 3 kHz. [5]
The human ear is able to adapt to noise. However, the aural reflex is slow and loud
noise can reach the inner ear, especially in the case of strong impulse noise. The latency
of the aural reflex is about 35 – 150 ms, depending on the intensity of the stimulus.
Further, the muscles cannot attenuate noise infinitely. The relaxation time after an
impulse of noise is about 2-3 s for complete relaxation [1].

Fig. 1. Damage-risk contours for one exposure per day to full octave bands of noise. Risk of hearing loss
exists if a person is exposed to 85 dB noise for 8 hours in a day. [1]

In a noisy environment the threshold of hearing will rise. If the magnitude and duration
of the noise are at a safe level, the threshold shift is temporary and the threshold will
return to its original level. The threshold shift can also be permanent if the sound
pressure level and duration of the noise exceed safe levels. A risk of permanent
threshold shift exists when the sound pressure level exceeds 85 dB for 8 hours or 110
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dB for 3 minutes. [1] A risk of hearing loss exists also outside work. For example, tools,
guns and vehicles can cause hearing loss.
Despite hearing protection, the threshold of hearing shifts naturally with aging. [4] This
natural threshold shift is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The natural threshold shift with aging in men. Hearing loss is dominant at high frequencies. [4]

3 ACTIVE SOUND TRANSMISSION HEARING PROTECTOR
An active sound transmission hearing protector is a passive hearing protector with
electronics that transmits part of the noise through the earcup. The noise attenuation
function is performed by passive structures. The construction of a passive hearing
protector is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The construction of a traditional hearing protector. The earcup and the sound-absorbing material
attenuate the noise and the cushion prevents air leaks between earcup and head.
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The earcup and the sound-absorbing material inside the earcup attenuate the noise. The
cushion prevents air leaks between earcup and head. As the sound wave encounters the
earcup, part of the sound reflects back, part of the sound is absorbed in the cup and a
part goes through the cup [2]. Passive noise control performs best when the wavelength
of the noise is small compared with the thickness of the sound absorbing material. [3]

3.1 Requirements and objectives for an active sound transmission hearing protector
An active sound transmission hearing protector must not disturb working. Therefore, it
should be unnoticeable in use and the sound should be natural. Unnoticeable operation
can be achieved by fast reaction time. In addition, the device must not produce any
additional noise.
The block diagram of an active sound transmission hearing protector is shown in Fig. 4.

Microphone

External
input

Microphoneamplifier

Limiter

Band passfilter

Volume
control

Speakeramplifier

Speaker

Fig. 4. The block diagram of an active sound transmission hearing protector. The sound outside the
earcup is picked up by the microphone and the electric signal is fed to the limiter after amplification.
After limiting, the signal is filtered, amplified and fed to the speaker, which is located inside the earcup. If
there is an additional input, its signal must also be limited.

Not the whole audio frequency range needs to be transmitted through the earcup. In
most situations the speech frequency range contains most of the audible information. To
protect the ear from loud noise, the sound pressure level is limited to a safe level by
compression. The safe level was chosen to be 82 dB, slightly below 85 dB, which is the
limit of risk of hearing loss with exposure for eight hours a day.
Some amplification can be useful to compensate the natural threshold shift. The external
input can be used for connecting a portable communication device. For example, factory
employees need to communicate over long distances and wear hearing protectors at the
same time.
The operation of the limiter is based on compression. The compression ratio (CR)
determines the change in output signal level as the input signal level changes. The
expression for CR is given in Eq. (1). In Eq. (1) ∆Sin is the change in input signal level,
and ∆Sout is the change in output signal level. If the compression ratio is for example
3:1, a 3 dB change in the input signal level causes a 1 dB change in the output signal
level. With compression ratios greater than 1 the dynamics of signal will be diminished.

CR = ∆ S in / ∆ S out

(1)
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To effectively protect the ear, the reaction time of the compressor has to be faster than
the latency of the aural reflex. Also, the compressor has to recover faster than the aural
reflex after a loud sound so that the user does not notice the operation of the
compressor.

3.2 Results
A prototype of an active sound transmission hearing protector was constructed. The
prototype amplifies the speech frequencies and limits the sound pressure level inside the
earcup to 82 dB.
The reaction time of the limiter was measured by connecting a digital oscilloscope to
the speaker connector and feeding 2 kHz sine wave bursts into the microphone
connector. The limiter starts to react in less than 0.5 ms after the input changes and the
time constant of the limiter is 1,35 ms. The signal level has completely settled after 20
ms. When the noise level decreases, the limiter recovers completely in 200 ms.
The SPL inside the earcup was measured with a measuring microphone of an SPL meter
placed inside an artificial head. A 1 kHz sine wave was fed to the microphone connector
and the output voltage at the speaker connector was measured by an oscilloscope. The
measurement was repeated at several SPLs. The SPL inside the earcup was calculated
from the input voltage according to Eq. (2). The result is shown in Fig. 5.
Lin = 20 ⋅ log(vin / 200nV )

(2)

Equation 2 was obtained by measuring the microphone’s output voltage at an SPL of 94
dB and estimating the microphone’s output voltage at 0 dB assuming that the voltage
depends linearly on sound pressure level.

Fig. 5. The SPL inside the earcup as a function of SPL outside the earcup. The device amplifies sound by
10 dB. The SPL inside the earcup remains below 82 dB until the SPL outside the earcup reaches 104 dB.
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The amplitude response was measured in a similar manner as SPL inside the earcup,
despite the fact that the input signal was white noise and the output was measured by a
spectrum analyzer. The amplitude response is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The frequency response of the active sound transmission hearing protector.

The device is very unnoticeable and comfortable to use compared with similar existing
products because its self-noise is nearly unnoticeable and the limiter reacts very fast to
changes in the sound pressure level. The fast reaction also makes the device effective in
protecting the ear from impulse noise. Because high-quality components are used and
the compression ratio is low, the device sounds very natural.
Total harmonic distortion (THD) was measured by connecting a spectrum analyzer to
the speaker connector and feeding a 1 kHz sine wave to the microphone connector. The
THD was below 0.06%. Only three distortion components are above the background
hiss, so the THD can be considered good.
The current consumption was measured by connecting a current meter in series with the
power source. The current was 25 mA, which is almost constant regardless of the SPL
outside the earcup. Thus, the device operates 24 h with a 600 mAh battery.

4 ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION TECHNIQUES
The performance of the passive hearing protector is at its best at high frequencies. At
low frequencies passive methods would require very thick barriers. The poor low
frequency performance of a passive hearing protector can be improved by active noise
cancellation techniques.
Active noise cancellation is based on destructive interference. Noise can be cancelled by
anti-noise. The generated anti-noise signal has to be equal in amplitude, but out of phase
compared with the original noise signal.
There are basically two ways to implement the active noise cancellation system, i.e.
using a feedback or feedforward system. The block diagrams of the feedback and
feedforward systems are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.
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Fig. 7. The block diagram of a feedback active noise cancellation system.

Fig. 8. The block diagram of a feedforward active noise cancellation system.

In the feedback system the location of the quiet zone is known and fixed, but instability
is a problem associated with feedback systems. The feedback loop compensates the
frequency response of the loudspeaker element, which makes the choice of the
loudspeaker element less critical.
The system’s time delay causes phase shift between noise and anti-noise signals, which
degrades the cancellation efficiency and may lead to instability in feedback systems.
The system’s time delay consists of the electronic controller’s time delay and sound
propagation delay, of which the latter is dominant. The sound propagation delay can be
minimized by placing the microphone close to the loudspeaker.
Theoretically instability is not a major concern in feedforward systems, because no
feedback is present. However, in practice the microphone picks up at least part of the
sound produced by the loudspeaker when both are installed inside the same earcup. In
the feedforward system the location of the quiet zone cannot be determined exactly.
Because of the feedback system’s immunity to loudspeaker non-idealities and its known
quiet zone location, current research concentrates on analog feedback systems.

5 CONCLUSIONS
An active sound transmission hearing protector transmits the sound from outside to
inside of the earcup and limits the audible sound pressure level to 82 dB. The purpose of
this is to improve the comfort and safety of the traditional passive hearing protector.
The principles of an active sound transmission hearing protector were discussed in this
paper and a prototype was designed. Measurement results of the device were presented.
The implemented device improves the speech audibility of a passive hearing protector
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and it was considered very comfortable and unnoticeable in use. Active noise
cancellation techniques were discussed briefly.
Future research plans include research on and development of an analog feedback active
noise cancellation system and integrating it to the active sound transmission hearing
protector.
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ABSTRACT
Passive hearing protectors are often considered uncomfortable and they also attenuate useful sounds. In addition to
this, low frequency noise cannot be attenuated efficiently by passive noise control methods. These two problems of a
passive hearing protector can be solved by electronics. This paper presents a theoretical approach to active hearing
protectors and an implementation of a noise-canceling active sound transmission hearing protector. The prototype
consists of a feedback-type active noise cancellation system and an active sound transmission system. The prototype
was implemented using analog electronics. The measurement results show that an additional noise cancellation of 20
dB can be achieved by the active noise cancellation. The active sound transmission system transmits sound through
the earcup so that the useful sounds such as speech and alarm signals can be heard. The sound pressure level inside
the earcup is limited to 82 dB, which does not cause a risk of hearing loss. Thus, the constructed prototype
significantly improves safety and comfortableness of a hearing protector.
1. INTRODUCTION
The human ear has a very wide dynamic range. The ratio of threshold of pain and threshold of hearing is as high as
140 dB. In a noisy environment the threshold of hearing will shift upward to protect the ear from loud sounds. If the
sound pressure level (SPL) and the duration of the noise are at a safe level, the threshold of hearing will return to its
original level. This is called temporary threshold shift (TTS). If the threshold does not return to its original level,
noise-induced hearing loss has occurred. This is called permanent threshold shift (PTS). A risk of hearing loss exists
when the sound pressure level exceeds 85 dB and the exposure time exceeds 8 hours. Fig. 1 presents the threshold of
hearing, the threshold of pain, the discomfort threshold, and the damage-risk contour for an 8-hour exposure [1], [2].
In a traditional hearing protector noise is attenuated by passive methods. Passive noise control methods perform
properly when the wavelength of the sound is short compared to the thickness of sound-absorbing material [3]. For
maximum attenuation of noise, the volume of the earcup should be as large as possible and the earcup should have
substantial mass. The attenuation of low frequencies is controlled by the stiffness of the cushion. A higher spring
constant of the cushion leads to better low frequency attenuation [4]. Because of these facts, it is difficult to make a
passive hearing protector both comfortable and efficient at low frequencies. In practice, passive noise control methods
are appropriate at 1 kHz and higher frequencies. Another weakness of a passive hearing protector is that it also
attenuates useful sounds, such as speech and alarm signals.
These two weaknesses of a passive hearing protector can be improved by electronics. The active sound
transmission circuit can transmit part of the noise through the earcup. This makes it possible to hear speech and other
important information. The poor low frequency attenuation can be improved significantly by active noise cancellation
methods. In the following chapters the active sound transmission and the active noise cancellation circuits are
discussed and a prototype that combines these two techniques is presented.

2. ACTIVE SOUND TRANSMISSION HEARING PROTECTOR
A passive hearing protector attenuates useful sounds, such as speech and alarm signals, and therefore isolates the user
from the environment. An active sound transmission (AST) hearing protector transmits these useful sounds through
the earcup. In an AST hearing protector the noise attenuation function is performed by passive structures [5]. To
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prevent hearing loss, the AST circuit must not produce too loud sound. In general, the sound pressure level inside the
earcup must be limited to a safe level. The limitation of sound pressure level is illustrated in Fig. 2. When the sound
pressure level outside the earcup is below a certain threshold point Lth, the SPL inside the earcup linearly follows the
SPL outside the earcup. When the SPL outside the earcup exceeds Lth, the SPL inside the earcup stays constant. Thus,
the sound pressure level inside the earcup is limited at a safe level.

Fig. 2. Threshold of hearing, threshold of pain, discomfort threshold, and a damage-risk contour for an 8-hour
exposure.

Fig. 2. The operation of the limiter.
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Fig. 3. The block diagram of the active sound transmission circuit.

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of an active sound transmission hearing protector. The sound outside the earcup is
picked up by the microphone and the electric signal is fed to the limiter after amplification. The microphone is located
outside the earcup. After limiting, the signal is filtered, amplified, and fed to the loudspeaker. The signal of the
external input is also limited. To protect the ear from loud noise, the sound pressure level is limited to 82 dB. The
operation of the limiter is based on compression. The sound signal can be amplified to compensate the natural
threshold shift and to improve speech intelligibility. The external input can be used for connecting a cellular phone or
a communications radio to the hearing protector. For example, factory employees need to communicate over long
distances and wear hearing protectors at the same time.
The active sound transmission hearing protector which was developed by the authors has natural sound and is
comfortable to use. Its performance was compared to three equivalent products, and the developed prototype has
fastest reaction time and lowest noise density. [6] The prototype was implemented according to the block diagram
shown in Fig. 3.

3. ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION HEARING PROTECTOR
Passive noise control performs best when the wavelength of the noise is small compared with the thickness of the
sound absorbing material [7]. Thus, at low frequencies passive methods would require very thick barriers, which
would be impractical and uncomfortable in a personal hearing protector. The poor low frequency performance of a
passive hearing protector can be improved by active noise cancellation (ANC) techniques. [5]
An active noise cancellation system can be implemented in various ways. In this implementation, analog
electronics and a feedback structure were chosen because of the simplicity of the structure and the low frequency
weighted spectrum of the noise. A relatively simple ANC system can be used because the space inside the earcups is
confined and the characteristics of the plant are known, or at least can be measured.
A feedback analog active noise cancellation system was originally presented by Paul Lueg in 1936. Active noise
control is based on destructive interference between the original noise and the electronically generated anti-noise.
Active noise control works best on low frequency sounds whose acoustic wavelengths are large compared to the zone
in which the noise is cancelled [3]. In a personal hearing protector active noise cancellation can be used to attenuate
low frequency noise which is difficult to attenuate by passive methods.
The block diagram of a feedback-type active noise cancellation system is shown in Fig. 4. The system consists of
an error microphone, an electronic ANC controller, and a loudspeaker. A quiet zone is generated around the error
microphone. One advantage of a feedback system over a feedforward system is simpler filter design [8]. A practical
feedback active noise cancellation system can be constructed with amplification [9]. However the frequency response
of the controller must be carefully designed to ensure stable operation. Fig. 5 shows a more detailed block diagram of
the ANC controller. The output signal of the error microphone is amplified and filtered and fed to the power
amplifier. To achieve large active noise attenuation, lot of gain is needed in the amplifiers. The total open loop gain of
the system is equal to the sum of the desired gain and the sensitivity difference of the loudspeaker and the
microphone. The filter block of Fig. 5 contains both low pass and high pass filters.
The delays associated with the system cause phase shift, which in turn may lead to stability problems. The major
source of delay is the sound propagation delay. The distance between the microphone and the loudspeaker must be
kept small to minimize the delay caused by sound propagation. The sound propagation delay (∆ts) is determined by
the velocity of sound in air (vs) and the distance between the loudspeaker and the error microphone (d). The sound
propagation delay is expressed in equation 1. The phase shift caused by sound propagation delay is expressed by
equation 2.
A loudspeaker element is a dipole radiator and it must be transformed into a monopole radiator [8]. This is
achieved by attaching the loudspeaker element in a baffle or in a box, which isolates the forward- and backwardradiated sound waves and thus prevents acoustic shortcut at low frequencies.
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Fig. 4. The block diagram of a feedback-type active noise cancellation circuit.

Fig. 5. The block diagram of the ANC circuit.

∆t s =

d
vs

φ s = 2π ⋅

(1)

∆t s
d
= 2πf ⋅
t
vs

(2)

4. CONSTRUCTED PROTOTYPE
A prototype combining the active sound transmission and the active noise cancellation circuits was implemented. The
ANC and AST circuits were installed inside a high-quality passive hearing protector. The AST and ANC circuits
were implemented according to Fig. 3 and Fig. 5, respectively. The AST and ANC circuits were combined by
summing the output signals of both circuits, as shown in Fig. 6. The signals can be summed directly if the frequency
range of the AST signal is above the frequency range of the ANC signal. In this case, the ANC circuit operates
approximately at frequencies below 300 Hz and the AST circuit transmits speech frequencies through the earcup.
Because the overlap of AST and ANC frequency ranges is relatively small, compensation filters are not necessary.
The design of the analog signal processing circuits, AST and ANC, is based on operational amplifiers and other offthe-shelf analog components.
The loudspeaker was enclosed in a box to prevent acoustic shortcut between front- and backside of he loudspeaker
element. The box was made of circuit board and had a volume (VA) of 18 cm3. Both earcups contain a boxed
loudspeaker, an error microphone for ANC, and a microphone outside the earcup for AST. The PCB of the ANC
circuit was installed inside one earcup, and the PCB of the AST circuit was installed on the other earcup. The
mechanical construction of the prototype is shown in Fig. 7.
The volume of the earcup (VB), excluding the loudspeaker box and battery, is 115 cm3 and the ratio between the
volumes VA and VB is 6.4. The volume VB is one of the factors that affect the passive noise attenuation. In general, the
passive attenuation is dependent upon 20⋅log(VB) [8]. Also the volume of the loudspeaker box, VA, must be large
enough to achieve adequate ANC behavior at low frequencies. Thus, there is a trade-off between active attenuation,
passive attenuation and total volume of the earcup. In this case the loudspeaker box was made relatively small to
reserve the passive attenuation of the hearing protector.
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Fig. 6. The block diagram of the constructed prototype.

Fig. 7. The mechanical construction of the prototype.

5. THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The performance and characteristics of both ANC and AST circuits were measured. The frequency response at the ear
was measured in every operation mode. An additional sound pressure level measurement was made to confirm the
operation of the AST circuit.
The performance of the prototype was analyzed by measuring the sound pressure level (SPL) inside the earcup in
passive mode, ANC mode and ANC+AST mode. The hearing protector was placed on a support inside a rectangular
wooden box having a length of 330 cm, a height of 70 cm, and a depth of 70 cm. The support had an integrated
measurement microphone. The box has sound-absorbing material on the inside surface and a loudspeaker mounted on
one end. The distance between the loudspeaker and the hearing protector was 210 cm. Pink noise was fed to the
loudspeaker using a Brüel & Kjaer Noise Generator Type 1405, a Technics SH-8065 Stereo Graphic Equalizer, and a
Luxman M-02 Stereo Power Amplifier. The sound picked up by the measurement microphone was amplified by a
Brüel & Kjaer Microphone Amplifier Type 2603. The SPL was plotted as a function of frequency using a Brüel &
Kjaer Band Pass Filter Type 1618 and a Brüel & Kjaer Level Recorder Type 2305. The measurement setup is
illustrated in Fig. 8.
The measurement result is shown in Fig. 9. The solid curve shows SPL inside the earcup with the ANC function
on, the dash curve shows the SPL inside the earcup with passive attenuation (ANC and AST off), and the dash-dot
curve shows the SPL inside the earcup with both ANC and AST functions on. The active attenuation performed by
the ANC circuit is directly the difference between the solid curve and the dash curve. From Fig. 6 can be seen also the
amplitude response of the AST circuit.
The SPL inside the earcup was measured with a measuring microphone of a Brüel & Kjaer SPL meter placed
inside an artificial head. A 1 kHz sine wave was fed to the microphone connector from a Kenwood CS-4125 function
generator and the output voltage at the speaker connector was measured by a Kenwood CS-4125 oscilloscope. The
measurement was repeated at several SPLs. The SPL inside the earcup was calculated from the input voltage
according to (3). The result is shown in Fig. 10. Fiq. 10 shows that when the SPL outside the earcup is below 80 dB
SPL, the SPL inside the earcup is the same. When the SPL outside the earcup exceeds 80 dB, the SPL inside the
earcup is limited.
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Fig. 8. The measurement setup.

Fig. 9. SPL inside the earcup with ANC on (solid curve), with ANC off (dash curve), and with both ANC and AST on
(dash dot curve).

Fig. 10. The SPL inside the earcup as a function of SPL outside the earcup.

Lin = 20 ⋅ log(vin / 200nV )

(3)
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6. DISCUSSION
The measurement results shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 confirm that the developed prototype operates as expected.
From the dash curve in fig. 9 can be seen the noise attenuation of the prototype in passive mode. The passive
attenuation is at its best at frequencies of 1 kHz and above. The passive attenuation is quite poor at frequencies of 400
Hz and below. The effect of the ANC circuit can be seen as the difference between the dash curve and the solid curve.
The ANC circuit improves the noise attenuation between frequencies 20 Hz and 400 Hz. The maximum improvement
of 20 dB is achieved at 80 Hz. At frequencies of 400 Hz and above the noise is attenuated in practice only by passive
structures. There is a minor “waterbed effect” visible at frequencies from 400 Hz to 3 kHz. In this frequency range the
ANC circuit actually degrades the noise attenuation. However this is a minor drawback when compared with the
significant improvement in low frequency performance.
The frequency response of the ANC controller can be considered very good for two reasons. First, the total noise
attenuation (shown by solid curve in Fig. 9) is relatively flat from 200 Hz to 20 kHz. Because of the relatively flat
attenuation curve, the sounds that go through the earcup are heard quite naturally. Second, there is virtually no sign of
instability in any circumstance. An ANC hearing protector is especially useful in environments with loud low
frequency noise. Such environments are e.g. military vehicles, industry and propeller aircrafts.
The dash dot curve in Fig. 9 shows the amplitude response of the AST circuit, which is relatively flat from 500 Hz
to 2 kHz. This is a good result because the AST circuit transmits the most important speech frequency range through
the earcup. Thus, the AST circuit makes it possible to hear speech and other important information while wearing the
hearing protector. Relatively good sound quality can be expected because the amplitude response is quite smooth. The
peak in the amplitude response at 5 – 10 kHz is caused by the loudspeaker element and the acoustic environment of
the earcup.
Fig. 10 confirms the operation of the AST circuit. The SPL inside the earcup follows the SPL outside the earcup
until the AST circuit activates. The AST circuit activates when the SPL outside the earcup reaches 80 dB. When the
SPL outside the earcup is greater than 80 dB but less than 104 dB, the SPL inside the earcup is below 82 dB. This
measurement result is very satisfactory because it resembles the theoretical curve which was shown in Fig. 2. The
sounds with SPL of 80 dB and below are heard at natural level, which makes the device comfortable to use. Also the
mechanical construction of the device contributes to the comfortableness because the force caused to the head by the
hearing protector is distributed quite evenly by the cushion. In subjective listening tests the speech intelligibility and
sound quality were considered very good. Also the operation of the AST circuit is almost unnoticeable because of fast
operation.
The combination of active noise cancellation and active sound transmission makes a significant improvement in a
passive hearing protector because it brings a solution for two main weaknesses of a passive hearing protector. Fig. 11
illustrates the operation of the developed noise canceling active sound transmission hearing protector. There are three
sound signals present outside the earcup, low frequency (LF) noise, speech and high frequency (HF) noise. In this
case LF means a frequency below 200 Hz and the HF means a frequency above 4 kHz. The earcup and the sound
absorbing material inside the earcup attenuate the high frequency noise, the AST circuit makes speech audible and the
ANC circuit cancels the low frequency noise that goes through the earcup.

Fig. 11. The operation of the noise-canceling active sound transmission hearing protector.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the importance of hearing protection and the weaknesses of a passive hearing protector were discussed.
A passive hearing protector attenuates useful sounds and the noise attenuation is poor at low frequencies. A noisecanceling active sound transmission hearing protector was introduced as a solution for these problems associated with
a passive hearing protector.
A prototype of a noise-canceling active sound transmission hearing protector was implemented. The active sound
transmission system transmits part of the noise through the earcup electronically. This makes it possible to hear
speech and alarm signals and to protect the ear from loud noise at the same time. In an AST hearing protector the
sound pressure level inside the earcup is limited to a safe level to prevent the risk of hearing loss.
The poor low frequency attenuation of a passive hearing protector was improved by active noise cancellation
methods. The active noise control system can improve the noise attenuation of a passive hearing protector by as much
as 20 dB at a frequency of 80 Hz.
The implemented prototype combines the AST and ANC functions and thus improves the user’s comfort and
safety of a passive hearing protector. The prototype prototype protects the ear from loud low frequency noise better
than a passive hearing protector. The noise-canceling active sound transmission hearing protector can be used for
example in noisy heavy vehicles and in industry. Further research plans include e.g. further development of the filters
in the system and making the device more usable in practical situations.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method to improve the performance and usability of a feedback-type active noise cancellation
hearing protector in practical situations. There is a trade-off between linearity and performance in the design of a
feedback-type active noise cancellation hearing protector. Unwanted loud low frequency sound signals such as
mechanical shocks produce audible distortion because the maximum linear cone excursion of the transducer is
exceeded, or the supply voltage limits the signal level. As a solution for this, an automatic gain control circuit was
developed. The circuit reduces the active noise attenuation of the system when a loud signal is present. Thus, the
distortion is reduced and the device is usable over a larger sound pressure level range. The circuit was implemented
using discrete analog components. The simulation results show that the automatic gain control circuit makes the
device more usable in practical situations. The measurement results for the implemented circuit confirm the
simulations.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since its invention in the 1930s, the active noise control has been researched a lot, and in the 1980s the digital signal
processing made it possible to implement adaptive active noise control (ANC) systems. Whether digital or analog,
there are physical limitations on the performance of the ANC system. Several aspects must be taken into account to
make an ANC hearing protector usable. First of all, global attenuation is not possible. The space must be small when
compared with the wavelength of the noise. Thus, the ANC suits well to situations where low frequency noise is a
dominant problem [1]. Second, the upper frequency limit is set by the inevitable phase shift. The instability can be
overcome by proper design of a compensation filter [2], [3]. Also the variations in the plant must be taken into
account. For example the movement of the earcup against the head will cause air leaks and large low frequency
signals.
The prototype of an active noise cancellation hearing protector, which was previously developed by the authors,
attenuates noise 20 dB electronically. This result has been measured in a laboratory environment, not in a real life
situation. The prototype generates audible distortion when a very loud signal or a mechanical disturbance is present.
For example, if the hearing protector moves in the head of the user, such loud signals may be generated. The supply
voltage sets the absolute peak limits for the voltage swing and consequently for the signal level. As the signal level
approaches the maximum peak values, the signal becomes distorted. An electronic hearing protector is typically
powered by a battery. Thus, the maximum voltage swing is at most few volts. Large and bulky batteries with a higher
voltage are not convenient in a hearing protector, as they make the device heavier and thus more uncomfortable to
wear. Also the noise attenuation decreases as the volume inside the earcup is reduced. [2]
To make the prototype usable in practical situations, an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit must be added to
the device to minimize distortion. The purpose of the AGC circuit is to reduce gain as the sound pressure level
increases. If the AGC circuit is properly adjusted, the signal will not become distorted because of the supply voltage
limits. Low distortion is very important factor that affect the comfortableness of the device because the distortion is
heard as unwanted and annoying noise.
In the following chapters the feedback-type ANC system and the AGC are discussed, the simulation results for
the developed AGC circuit are presented and the implemented prototype and its measurement results are presented.
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of a feedback active noise cancellation system.

2. FEEDBACK-TYPE ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION SYSTEM
One weakness of a passive hearing protector is the poor noise attenuation at a frequency of 500 Hz and below. The
low frequency noise attenuation can be improved by the active noise cancellation methods. The active noise control
methods work best on low frequency sounds, whose acoustic wavelengths are large compared to the zone in which
the noise is cancelled [4]. Canceling the sound pressure at the microphone position in a diffuse field creates a zone of
quiet that is spherical and has a diameter of about one tenth of an acoustic wavelength [4]. If the microphone is
placed e.g. less than 1.7 cm away from the entrance of the ear canal, sounds having a frequency of 1 kHz and less
can be attenuated. In a personal hearing protector active noise cancellation can be used to attenuate low frequency
noise, which is difficult to do with solely passive structures.
A feedback-type active noise cancellation system consists of an error microphone, an electronic controller and a
loudspeaker, as shown in Fig. 1. Basically only a high gain amplifier is needed to implement the electronic
controller. [5] In practice the gain must be controlled and the frequency range must be adjusted properly to keep the
device stable. The bandwidth over which noise attenuation can be achieved is limited by the delays associated with
the system [4]. The main source of delay in an analog ANC system is the distance between the loudspeaker and the
error microphone. The delay causes phase shift to the signal, which may lead into stability problems. Thus, gain must
be decreased at higher frequencies to ensure a sufficient phase margin. However, the gain must be kept as large as
possible at lower frequencies because the active noise attenuation is directly proportional to the gain of the amplifier.
3. AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
The maximum signal level is limited by the voltage swing of the electronic controller. When the signal approaches
these limits, the nonlinear distortion increases dramatically. This distortion problem can be solved by an automatic
gain control circuit. An automatic gain control circuit reduces gain, when such a loud signal which normally would
cause distortion, is present. The delay of the AGC circuit must be as small as possible. The AGC circuit was
implemented by using discrete analog components to keep the delay small.
The circuit is based on a variable gain amplifier (VGA) and the gain of the VGA depends on the current Icontrol.
The block diagram of the device is shown in Fig. 2. The peak detector converts the input signal into a slowly varying
DC-voltage Vpeak. The output voltage of the peak detector is converted to current Icontrol in the control block. The gain
of the differential amplifier is directly proportional to the Icontrol.
The control block was the most challenging part to design in the circuit. Ideally, the device has a constant gain,
G0, with an input signal level Sin below a threshold point Sth. When the input signal level reaches this threshold point,
the gain is reduced in such a way that the output signal level Sout is kept constant, Smax. In this region, the gain is a
function of the input signal level. The operation of the AGC circuit can be defined in two pieces, as expressed in
Equations 1 and 2:

S out = G0 ⋅ S in ,

S in ≤ S th (1)

S out = G ( S in ) ⋅ S in = S max ,

S in > S th

(2)
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Fig. 2. The block diagram of the automatic gain control circuit.

To make the gain curve continuous, the Sout-terms Equations 1 and 2 must equal at Sin = Sth. This gives

S max = G0 ⋅ S th

(3)

Solving Equation 2 for G(Sin) and substituting Equation 3 into it gives

G ( S in ) =

G0 ⋅ S th
S in

(4)

To keep Sout constant when Sin > Sth, the gain must be inversely proportional to the Sin, as expressed in Equation 4.
Fig. 3 shows Sout and G(Sin) as a function of Sin.
From Fig. 3 it can be seen that the gain is reduced abruptly above Sth. This kind of a curve can be approximated
by a properly biased PNP-type bipolar transistor. A more detailed block diagram of the control block is shown in Fig.
4. When the base voltage of the PNP bipolar transistor T1 increases, the collector current IC1 decreases approximately
at the desired rate. The collector current IC1 is added to a small constant current IR and fed into the current mirror
circuit. Thus, the output of the current mirror is the sum of these two currents, which is nominated as Icontrol. The
Icontrol controls the gain of the VGA circuit. The VGA is a current controlled difference amplifier. One input of the
VGA is grounded and the signal is fed into the other input.

Fig. 3. The output signal level and gain as a function of the input signal level.
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Fig. 4. The simulated control block of the AGC circuit. The Vpeak is the output voltage of the peak detector circuit.
Vpeak is directly proportional to the peak value of the input signal level. The current Icontrol controls the gain of the
VGA).
The control block is driven by the peak detector circuit. Thus, the gain of the VGA depends on the level of the
input signal. The peak detector consists of an active half-wave rectifier and a RC circuit with an appropriate time
constant. The output voltage of the peak detector circuit, Vpeak corresponds to the peak value of input signal. When
Vpeak is below a certain threshold point, Vth, the transistor T1 is saturated and thus IC1 and Icontrol are constant. When
Vpeak increases above Vth, the transistor T1 is driven to its linear region and IC1 starts to decrease abruptly. As Vpeak
increases further, the transistor T1 is forced into cutoff region. In this region Icontrol = IR1. This small constant current
is needed to keep difference amplifier in its linear region.
4. THE SIMULATION RESULTS
The circuit shown in Fig. 4 was simulated and the results are shown in the following figures. The component values
were adjusted several times during the simulations and the measurements. In the beginning, the circuit was designed
in such a way that the Sout/Sin and G/Sin curves resemble the curves shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 5 shows the simulated gain,
G, as a function of Sin. The gain can be adjusted from -10.5 dB to 8.3 dB. The output signal level Sout is shown in the
Fig. 6 as a function of input signal level Sin. The differences between simulated gain and ideal gain cause the
fluctuations in the Sout/Sin curve. If the fluctuations are ignored, the simulated curve in Fig. 6 resembles the
theoretical curve shown in Fig. 3.
The circuit with the simulation results shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 was implemented and tested. Despite the
satisfying simulation results, the device was not comfortable to use. The operation of the AGC circuit was clearly
audible because of the abrupt change in the gain. The activation of the AGC circuit produced audible clicks. Next,
the Icontrol/Vpeak curve was smoothed to achieve more unnoticeable operation. This was accomplished by redesigning
the bias network of T1 and some other circuitry. The simulation results for the redesigned circuit are shown in Fig. 7
and Fig. 8. Fig. 7 shows the G/Sin curve and Fig. 8 shows the Sout/Sin curve. The G/Sin curve is smoother than the one
shown in Fig. 5. The gain adjustment range is -1.7 dB to 7.7 dB The fluctuations in the Sout/Sin curve are much
smaller than in Fig. 6. The redesigned circuit was also implemented and it was quite comfortable to use because it
did not produce additional sounds. The measurement results for the implemented device are shown in the following
chapter.
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Fig. 5. The simulated gain as a function of the input signal level, first circuit.

Fig. 6. The simulated output signal level as a function of the input signal level, first circuit.

Fig. 7. The simulated gain as a function of the input signal level, smoothed circuit.
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Fig. 8. The simulated output signal level as a function of the input signal level, smoothed circuit.

5. THE IMPLEMENTED PROTOTYPE AND THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The AGC circuit was implemented and integrated into an existing prototype of an active noise cancellation hearing
protector. The prototype consists of a passive hearing protector and an analog feedback-type ANC system. Both
earcups contain an error microphone and a loudspeaker. The loudspeaker was enclosed by a box having a volume of
18 cm3. The loudspeaker must be enclosed to prevent acoustic shortcut. The ANC controller was installed inside one
earcup and the battery was installed inside the other earcup. The earcups were connected by a cable.
The ANC controller is completely analog. The filters of the ANC controller were adjusted properly to avoid
stability problems. Part of the amplifier section of the ANC system was replaced by the now developed AGC circuit.
Both of the simulated circuits were implemented and measured. The operation of the circuits was measured by
feeding a sine signal to the input from a Kenwood FG-273 signal generator and measuring the output voltage with a
Kenwood CS-4125 oscilloscope. The measurement results are shown in Fig. 9 to Fig.12. Fig. 9 shows the Sout/Sin
curve and Fig. 11 shows the G/Sin curve of the first prototype. Fig. 10 shows the Sout/Sin curve and Fig. 12 shows the
G/Sin curve of the second prototype with smoother curves. The absolute values between the measurement result and
the simulation results are different because the peak detector was redesigned too.

Fig. 9. The measured gain as a function of the input signal level, first circuit.
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Fig. 10. The measured output signal level as a function of the input signal level, first circuit.

Fig. 11. The measured gain as a function of the input signal level, smoothed circuit.

Fig. 12. The measured output signal level as a function of the input signal level, smoothed circuit.
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6. DISCUSSION
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show that the first prototype controls the gain as expected. The gain begins to decrease
abruptly when the input signal level Sin exceeds 10 mV. There is some undulation in the output signal level Sout, as
was expected on the basis of the simulations. The difference between the maximum and minimum of the signal level
is 4.4 dB, which is the same as the total output signal level undulation.
The listening tests proved that the distortion caused by an extremely loud sound or a mechanical disturbance was
considerably lower with the AGC circuit. The negative side was that the operation of the AGC circuit was clearly
audible. The activation of the AGC circuit produced audible clicks and in some cases the active noise cancellation
system got completely inactivated because the gain was reduced too much. Obviously the designed AGC circuit was
too close to ideal for this application because of its abrupt change of gain and too large gain adjustment range.
The control block was re-designed to make the activation of the AGC circuit smoother and the gain adjustment
range smaller. The saturation current of T1 was decreased and IR was increased to decrease the gain adjustment range.
Also the shape of the Sout/Sin –curve was smoothed to achieve a more unnoticeable AGC operation. Fig. 11 shows the
G/Sin curve and Fig. 12 shows the Sout/Sin curve of the smoothed circuit. Though the G/Sin curves have similar kind of
shape, the Sout/Sin curve of the smoothed circuit has a smaller difference between Speak and Smin, which is only 2.3 dB.
The total difference between the maximum and minimum of the signal is 3.8 dB. The listening tests showed that the
operation of the AGC circuit was considerably smoother than with the first circuit. The activation of the AGC circuit
was almost unnoticeable. When the input signal level is low enough the ANC circuit operates as well as without the
AGC circuit. When the AGC circuit is activated the active attenuation is reduced in a controlled way and audible
distortion is prevented. Thus, the developed circuit makes the ANC hearing protector more usable in practical
situations.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The performance of a previously developed active noise cancellation hearing protector was improved. An automatic
gain control circuit was added to the previously developed active noise cancellation hearing protector. The developed
AGC circuit improves the usability of the active noise cancellation hearing protector. The AGC circuit reduces gain
when a loud signal is present. The loud signal can be e.g. a mechanical disturbance caused by walking. Such loud
signals cause distortion because the maximum linear voltage swing is exceeded. The maximum linear voltage swing
is determined by the supply voltage.
With the developed AGC circuit the supply voltage limits will not cause distortion because the gain is reduced
when a loud signal is present. Two different AGC circuits were simulated, constructed and measured. The first
circuit is closer to the ideal model but it produces audible signs of the AGC operation. The second circuit had a
smoother operation and it was considered more comfortable to use.
When a loud signal is present the AGC circuit reduces gain 15 dB at maximum, which reduces audible distortion
considerably. When the AGC circuit is inactive it does not affect the normal operation of the ANC circuit. Thus, the
AGC circuit improves the user’s comfort and usability of the device because distortion is lowered and the device will
tolerate greater sound pressure levels.
Further research plans include extending the operation range towards higher sound pressure levels.
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ABSTRACT
Low frequency performance of a passive hearing protector can be improved significantly by active
noise control methods. In a laboratory environment, the low frequency attenuation of a passive hearing
protector can be improved by as much as 25 dB. However, when the device is used in real-life
situations, several usability aspects must also be considered. A prototype of an active noise
cancellation hearing protector was constructed. The main goal was to achieve comfortable and
unnoticeable operation. Stability issues were also taken into account. The developed prototype is
comfortable to use because of its improved stability and reduced nonlinear distortion.
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INTRODUCTION
With a passive hearing protector, noise attenuation decreases at frequencies lower than 500 Hz.
However, it is relatively easy to attenuate noise having a frequency of 500 Hz or less by implementing
active noise control (ANC) methods. Thus, it is possible to construct a very efficient hearing protector
by combining an active noise cancellation system with a high-quality passive hearing protector.
Active control of sound is based on destructive interference. When two sound waves of equal
magnitude but opposite in phase interfere, they cancel each other out. A personal hearing protector is
well suited to the application of active noise control, because the space is confined and the
characteristics of the plant are known, or at least can be measured. A relatively simple system can be
used. For example, a feedback system implemented by means of analog electronics can be used for
generating a quiet zone near the ear. When designing an active noise cancellation hearing protector, it
is relatively easy to achieve good performance in a laboratory environment. For practical purposes,
there are several design aspects that must be taken into account. First, there is a trade-off between
active attenuation, usability, and the operating frequency range. A large amount of active attenuation
requires a large amount of gain, which may lead to stability problems and increased distortion.

Fig. 3. The block diagram of the feedback-type active noise cancellation system.
The transfer function of the acoustic environment (the plant) must also be taken into account when
designing the filters that define the operating frequency range. In the present case the plant consists of
the earcup, the mechanical construction of the hearing protector, the microphone, the loudspeaker, and
the head and ear of the user. As with any system with negative feedback and high gain, the active noise
control system may become unstable under certain circumstances. A block diagram of an active noise
cancellation system is shown in Figure 1. Sn is the noise signal, M(s), F(s), -A and L(s) are the transfer
functions of the error microphone, the filter, the amplifier, and the loudspeaker (the secondary source),
respectively.
A loud low-frequency signal can saturate the amplifier. When this occurs, no signal can pass through it
without becoming distorted. For example, when a low frequency tone saturates the amplifier, a higher
frequency tone also becomes distorted. For example, head movement and walking cause changes in the
pressure of the air inside the earcup. These infrasound pressure variations can be extremely large in
magnitude when compared with audible sounds. The microphone also converts these strong infrasound
signals into electric signals, which may get distorted because of the supply voltage limitations. The
movement of the earcup may also cause instability. For example, an adaptive ANC headset developed
by Rafaely maintained stability during minor changes in the fit, but became unstable when the headset
was suddenly moved or subjected to an impact (Rafaely 1997).
In addition, the sensors of an active noise control system may be saturated if the noise level exceeds
the dynamic range of the sensors. The saturation generates harmonic distortion (Kuo 2004). However,
in the present case the only sensor is located in the quiet zone. It is, therefore, unlikely that the sensor
will be saturated. Instead, the loudspeaker and amplifiers are more likely to be saturated because of the
higher signal level.

THE IMPLEMENTED PROTOTYPE
A prototype of an active noise cancellation hearing protector was implemented according to the block
diagram shown in Figure 1. The prototype was implemented using analog feedback-type system. The
operating frequency range is defined by high-pass and low-pass filters. The low-pass filter was
designed in order to ensure stable operation at the upper end of the frequency range, whether the
earcup is tightly fit, partially open, or fully open.
An electronic solution to the saturation problem described in the previous chapter was developed. An
automatic gain control (AGC) circuit, which adjusts the amount of active attenuation, was developed
(Oinonen 2004). When a loud low frequency signal is present, the amount of active attenuation is
reduced in order to avoid saturation.
Stability at higher frequencies was ensured by careful design of the low-pass filter and acoustic plant.
The filter was adjusted so that the device will be stable with tight or loose fit. The goal in designing the

acoustic plant was to avoid sharp resonance peaks in the transfer function. Any cavities, which could
store acoustic energy were avoided.
The developed prototype was installed inside a high-quality passive hearing protector. The secondary
source was installed in a small enclosure, and the error sensor was placed near the secondary source.
The complete secondary source and error sensor –assembly was installed so that it is located near the
ear. The assembly described above was installed in both earcups of the hearing protector. A 3.6 V
lithium-ion –battery was installed inside one earcup and the ANC controller was installed inside the
other earcup.

IN-EAR MEASUREMENTS
The performance of the implemented prototype was measured using in-ear method. The sound
pressure level at the entrance of the ear canal was measured without hearing protection, with passive
hearing protection and with active hearing protection.
A Sennheiser KE 4-211-1 electret microphone capsule was placed at the entrance of the ear canal. The
microphone was connected to a self-made battery-powered microphone pre-amplifier. The amplified
signal was recorded by a Sony DCD-D8 portable DAT recorder and analysed using a Brüel & Kjaer
2260 Investigator sound level meter. Fast time constant and A-weighting were used. The
measurements were made in a room equipped with sound-absorptive material covering the walls and
ceiling. Two different kinds of noise stimuli were used. The first stimulus was a 30-second sample of
pink noise generated by a self-made digital pink noise generator. The other stimulus was a 30-second
sound recorded inside a moving tank, and it was played by a Sony ZA5ES DAT player. The signal
sources were connected to an active speaker system via an AMC Stereo Preamplifier 1100. The active
speaker system consists of two Genelec 1030A two-way monitors and one Genelec 1092A subwoofer
unit.
The first stimulus was pink noise. The sound pressure levels without hearing protection (solid line),
with passive hearing protection (dotted line) and with active hearing protection (dash-dot –line) are
presented in Figure 2a. A sound sample of a moving tank served as the second stimulus. The sound
pressure levels without hearing protection (solid line), with passive hearing protection (dotted line) and
with active hearing protection (dash-dot –line) are shown in Figure 2b.
The dynamic range of the device was also tested. Pink noise was used as a stimulus and the sound
pressure level was increased gradually from 80 dB SPL to 100 dB SPL. It was clear that the effect of
a)
b)

Fig. 2. Third octave band levels of the noise with pink noise (a) and tank noise (b).

the active attenuation gradually disappeared when the AGC circuit reduced the gain of the controller.
Audible distortion was not detected until the sound pressure level reached 97 dB SPL inside the
earcup. However, with loose fit between the hearing protector and the head, distortion could be heard
at lower sound pressure levels.
The in-ear measurement results show that the developed device is able to actively attenuate low
frequency noise up to a maximum of 20 dB. This is a significant improvement in the low frequency
performance of a hearing protector. The measured active attenuation is almost same for both stimuli.
The automatic gain control circuit reduces the active attenuation when needed, which makes the device
more usable in high noise level environments. The drawback of the gain reduction is that active
attenuation performance is reduced at the same time. The device also improves comfort and speech
intelligibility because it reduces significantly the low frequency boom, which is typical of passive
hearing protectors due to their poor low frequency attenuation. Because the prototype improves low
frequency noise attenuation, it reduces the risk of hearing loss and thus improves safety. Although the
AGC circuit reduces distortion and extends the dynamic range of the device, further research is still
needed for very high SPL environments.

CONCLUSIONS
One problem associated with active hearing protectors is that a loud low frequency sound can saturate
the system, which is heard as distortion. A prototype of an active noise cancellation hearing protector
had been developed earlier, and now special attention was paid to improving the comfort and stability
of the device. As a solution, an automatic gain control circuit was incorporated, and both acoustical
and electrical designs were improved in order to ensure stability. In-ear measurements were made. The
measurement results show that the developed prototype significantly improves the low frequency
attenuation of a passive hearing protector. The listening tests demonstrated that the AGC circuit makes
the device more comfortable to use. Further, there was no sign of instability.
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Abstract
In today’s mobile world, it is important to be
easily accessible via a cellular phone. It is also
important to protect the hearing in noisy environments.
Often these two requirements must be fulfilled
simultaneously.
As a solution, a prototype of a Bluetooth hearing
protector was constructed. A microstrip antenna was
designed using a trial-and-error method. The device
was installed inside a high-quality passive hearing
protector and a boom microphone was attached to the
earcup.
The developed Bluetooth hearing protector enables
both wireless communication and hearing protection
while also eliminating the need for inconvenient
cables, thereby improving safety and accessibility.
Keywords:
Wireless
communication,
Bluetooth, hearing protection, safety, wearable

Introduction
Hearing protection is vital in noisy environments.
Strong impulse noise, especially, is hazardous and can
cause permanent hearing loss. Traditional passive
hearing protectors attenuate noise efficiently and
protect the inner ear from loud noise. However, one
weakness of a passive hearing protector is that it
prevents communication with others. When wearing a
traditional passive hearing protector, it is almost
impossible to use a cellular phone, and important calls
may be missed if the ringing tone is not heard.
It is possible to transmit useful sounds through the
earcup electronically. Such a device is called an active
sound transmission hearing protector. An active sound
transmission hearing protector makes it possible to
communicate with co-workers while also providing ear
protection. [1]. Such a protector transmits part of the
noise through the earcup safely. A com-radio or a
cellular phone can also be connected to this kind of
hearing protector by a cable. While this provides
communication and hearing protection at the same
time, the cable can be inconvenient in many work

tasks. Also active noise control methods can be applied
in hearing protectors [2].
In this paper, the benefits of the Bluetooth
connection will be discussed and the developed
microstrip antenna will be presented. Measurement
results of the antenna will also be shown.

Cable Replacement with Bluetooth
During the last few years, the wireless Bluetooth
radio link has been replacing cables, e.g. in computer
products. Bluetooth connection can also be used to
replace the cable between the cellular phone and the
hearing protector, provided that the cellular phone
supports a Bluetooth connection. The idea of Bluetooth
is to provide an affordable universal short range radio
link, thereby making it a very suitable application for
hearing protectors. In 2002, the eventual cost of
Bluetooth was estimated at $10 per unit [3].
A Bluetooth radio link between the cellular phone
and the hearing protector makes it possible to
communicate with others and work in noisy
environments without inconvenient cables. Unlike an
infrared link, a Bluetooth radio link does not require a
visual connection. The cellular phone can be kept in
the pocket and incoming calls can be answered simply
by pressing a button on the earcup when the ringing
tone is heard inside the earcups.
Bluetooth is a short-range radio link, which
operates in the globally available licence-free 2.4 GHz
ISM band. The ISM band is reserved for general use by
industrial, scientific and medical applications.
Bluetooth is capable of supporting up to 3 full duplex
audio channels simultaneously. Audio data is carried
via synchronous connection-oriented (SCO) channels
and through the use of several coding schemes. The
audio data rate is 64 kb/s, as in the GSM system. [4]
One strength of Bluetooth is the ability to
simultaneously handle both voice and data [3]. Risk of
interference with other devices is minimized by the use
of a frequency-hopping spread-spectrum transmission
scheme. The band is divided into 79 channels, and the
system is able to switch frequency 1600 times per
second. [5]

Bluetooth profiles are defined in the Bluetooth
specification. The profiles describe how a particular
application can be implemented, and which parts of the
core Bluetooth protocol should be used to support the
profile [4]. The Bluetooth audio connection between a
cellular phone and a headset can be realized by using
either the headset- or handsfree- profile. To operate
with all Bluetooth mobile phones, the headset must
support both profiles. The lower layers of the Bluetooth
stack are beyond the scope of the present work.
To establish a wireless connection between a
cellular phone and a hearing protector headset, they
must be paired. Once paired, the Bluetooth hearing
protector and the cellular phone form a Bluetooth
piconet. A piconet is a group of communicating
Bluetooth devices [5]. The cellular phone acts as a
master and the hearing protector headset acts as a
slave. The master is the device that initiates the
establishment of the piconet [5]. Bluetooth also defines
a structure called scatternet to facilitate interpiconet
communications [6].
Nowadays there are several kinds of Bluetooth
chips and modules available from various
manufacturers. Many of the off-the-shelf modules
adapt themselves directly to headset-type applications.
In a headset application only a fraction of the
capabilities of Bluetooth is utilized.

The Microstrip Antenna
The inverted-F antenna (IFA) is a compact antenna
with a height of about one tenth of the wavelength [7].
The layout of the developed IFA antenna is shown in
Fig. 1. The IFA antenna consists of two sections: the
inverted-L radiating section (a-b-c) and the matching
section (b-d-e). The antenna is fed at point a and
grounded at point e. [7] The smaller the spacing
between points a and e, the lower the resonant
frequency and the higher the impedance [8].

Fig. 1. The layout of the inverted F-antenna. The initial
measurements were d-c = 27 mm, d-b = 5.0 mm and
a-b = 6.7 mm. The grey area depicts the ground plane
on the bottom side of the PCB.

The Constructed Prototype
A prototype of a Bluetooth hearing protector was
constructed. The prototype PCB includes an
Avantwave BTR110B v0.2 class 2 Bluetooth
transceiver module, a number of additional electronics
and a microstrip inverted F-antenna (IFA). There are
loudspeakers in both earcups and a single boom
microphone. The microphone is directional and
insensitive to background noise, which makes it
practical in noisy environments. A lithium-ion
rechargeable battery provides the 3.6 V supply voltage.
The construction of the prototype is shown in Fig. 2
The Avantwave BTR110B module includes all the
Bluetooth software, and supports both headset and
handsfree profiles. The prototype is compatible with
virtually any Bluetooth cellular phone. The module is
based on CSR BlueCore2™ Flash –chip.
The layout of the inverted F-antenna with initial
measurements is shown in Fig. 1. The final layout was
obtained through trial and error. Some copper was
removed from the copper plane and the length of the
antenna, a, was shortened. The final measurements are
d-c = 24.5 mm, d-b = 5.0 mm and a-b = 6.8 mm. The
antenna is connected to the Bluetooth module by a
50 Ω transmission line. The thickness of the FR4
circuit board is 1.5 mm. The designed antenna was
integrated on the same printed circuit board as the
Bluetooth module and the additional electronics. The
printed circuit board has a length of 35 mm and a width
of 31 mm. Thus, the device was relatively easy to
install inside the earcup.

Fig. 2. The construction of the prototype.

The Measurement Results
Performance of the developed antenna was
measured. The reflection coefficient of the antenna was
determined, and the antenna was fine-tuned on the
basis of this. The radiation patterns were measured in
all three directions. Finally, the antenna was integrated
on the same PCB as the Bluetooth module and the
device was tested with three different GSM cellular
phones.
The reflection coefficient of the antenna (S11) is
shown in Fig. 3. The S11 was measured with a Hewlett
Packard 8722D 50 MHz – 40 GHz network analyser.
S11 is less than –10 dB in the frequency range of 2320 –
2560 MHz. S11 has a minimum of –12.5 dB at 2450
MHz. The quality factor (Q) of the antenna is 10.4.
which means that the designed antenna functions well.
The radiation patterns of the microstrip antenna
were measured in a radio anechoic chamber at
Tampere University of Technology. The microstrip
antenna was attached to a wooden rod, which was
placed on a turntable. The antenna was placed at a
height of 120 cm. A sine signal with a frequency of
2.45 GHz and amplitude of 0 dBm was fed to the
microstrip antenna from a Rohde & Schwartz SMR-20
signal generator. The radiation pattern was measured
with HP 11966E double-ridged waveguide horn
antenna, which was placed at a height of 120 cm and at
a distance of 3 m from the microstrip antenna. The
signal from the HP horn antenna was analysed using a
HP 8539A spectrum analyser with 85712D EMC automeasurement personality.

First, the radiation pattern was measured in the XZplane (refer to Fig. 4) and the antenna was fully rotated
counter-clockwise around the Y-axis. Next the
radiation patterns were measured in ZY- and YZplanes in a similar manner. The measurement results
are shown in Fig. 5, 6, and 7, respectively.
The prototype was tested in operation using three
GSM cellular phones from different manufacturers, and
employing both headset and hands-free profiles. The
phones

Fig. 5. The radiation pattern of the antenna in the XZplane.

Fig. 3. The S11 of the antenna.

Fig. 4. The antenna axes

Fig. 6. The radiation pattern of the antenna in the ZYplane.

The sound quality was rated quite good, and
speech intelligibility also improved because the hearing
protector attenuates noise disturbance. When a
directional noise-cancelling microphone is used, no
background noise is transmitted.
Conclusions
For most people, nowadays, a cellular phone is
indispensable. However, in noisy environments its use
can be severely restricted, especially if a hearing
protector is being worn.
A prototype of a Bluetooth hearing protector was
developed to overcome this problem. The developed
device provides hearing protection while also
permitting communication via a cellular phone without
the need for inconvenient cables. A microstrip antenna
was also developed for the device. The antenna was
measured and performed well. The prototype supports
both headset- and hands free profiles. In tests it was
shown to be functional with three different cellular
phones.
Fig. 7. The radiation pattern of the antenna in the YZplane. This measurement was made also with the
antenna inside the earcup (dash line)
were Sony Ericsson T68i, Nokia 3650, and Siemens
SX-1. The prototype worked well with every phone
and with both profiles. The operating range of the
device was approximately 10 m, and the sound quality
was rated good. The current consumption of the device
was measured. The supply current was 4 mA in
standby mode and 40 mA in transmitting mode.
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Abstract
The modest low-frequency attenuation of the
conventional passive hearing protector can
be improved electronically by active noise
cancellation techniques. This paper presents
the theory and some of the actual limitations
of an active noise cancellation hearing
protector. Three prototypes with similar
types of controller, but with different
mechanical construction were made and their
performance was measured. The electronics
of the system were implemented using
analog electronics and feedback
construction. The measurement results were
compared with the results of an equivalent
passive hearing protector with no internal
electronics and with an intact earcup. The
results show that the integration of the
controller inside the earcups degrades the
passive attenuation of the hearing protector
at frequencies below 200 Hz. With proper
design, an active noise cancellation hearing
protector can still have 15 dB more noise
attenuation at 100 - 200 Hz range than an
equivalent passive hearing protector.

1. Introduction
The principles of active noise control (ANC)
have been known for decades. Paul Lueg’s patent
from 1936 describes a technique for controlling
sound by the introduction of additional sound
[1]. In 1956 Harry Olson suggested that active
noise reduction could be applied to a headset or
a helmet [2]. Olson’s idea was implemented by
P.D. Wheeler, whose exhaustive work in the field
of active noise reduction is summed up in his Ph.
D. Thesis of 1986 [3].
Active noise control is based on destructive
interference between two sound fields, i.e. the
original noise and the anti-noise. Active noise
control works best on low frequency sounds,
whose acoustic wavelengths are large

compared to the zone in which the noise is
cancelled [4]. In a personal hearing protector
active noise cancellation can be used to
attenuate low frequency noise, which is
difficult to do with solely passive structures.
Thus, the active noise cancellation system
improves noise attenuation of a passive
hearing protector at low frequencies.
Active noise cancellation hearing protectors
can be used in such fields as industry, aviation
and in military vehicles. For example, the
noise in a propeller aircraft has pronounced
peaks in the 80 – 200 Hz frequency band [5].
An active noise cancellation system can be
implemented in numerous ways. The two basic
techniques are feedforward control and
feedback control [4]. Depending on the type of
noise, a narrowband or broadband system can
be used. The active noise control system can be
implemented using analog or digital signal
processing (DSP). In the 1980’s, development
of digital signal processing chips enabled lowcost implementation of powerful adaptive
algorithms and encouraged the widespread
development and application of ANC systems
[6]. Most papers on active noise cancellation
systems deal with digital systems. In hearing
protector applications analog systems are more
appropriate thanks to their low cost and small
size. According to Leventhall, analog
electronics works well in the small enclosed
volume [7]. In a hearing protector application
the size of the quiet zone is small, and thus
there is no need for large signal processing.
2. Theoretical analysis of an analog
active noise cancellation hearing
protector
Fig. 1 presents a feedback-type active noise
control system consists of an error
microphone, an electronic controller and a
loudspeaker. One advantage of a feedback
system over a feedforward system is simpler
filter design. [3]
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Figure 1. A Feedback active noise cancellation
system consists of an electronic controller, a
loudspeaker, and an error microphone.

Cancelling the sound pressure at the
microphone position in a diffuse field creates a
zone of quiet that is spherical and has a
diameter of about one tenth of an acoustic
wavelength [4]. If the microphone is placed
less than 1.7 cm away from the entrance of
the ear canal, sounds with a frequency of 1
kHz and less can be attenuated.
For the system to be stable and operate
well, the distance between the loudspeaker
and the error microphone must be small
compared with an acoustic wavelength. This
arrangement, in which the microphone and
loudspeaker are placed very close, is called a
tight-coupled monopole (TCM) [8]. TCM has
been used for attenuating noise in ducts, but
thanks to its simplicity it is also ideal for use
in hearing protectors. A practical tightcoupled monopole attenuator can be
constructed with amplification. [8]
The delays associated with the system are
important non-ideal characteristics of the
active noise cancellation hearing protector.
The controller’s time delay depends on the
implementation. A digital controller needs
some time to process the signals. Increased
delay reduces the bandwidth. To a certain
extent this can be overcome by sampling at a
higher rate, which requires faster and more
expensive signal processors. [4]
Adaptive digital filters can be used to
compensate for variations in the acoustic
environment [6]. These variations may cause
instability, which can be heard as squealing or
other kind of unwanted noise.
In a hearing protector application, an
analog controller is more appropriate due to
its smaller size and lower power consumption.
Moreover, there is no need for analog to
digital converters, digital to analog converters
or signal processors.
2.1 Analysis of an ideal system
Fig. 2 shows a feedback ANC system. The
system consists of an error microphone, a
band-pass filter, an inverting amplifier and a
10
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loudspeaker, which have transfer functions
M(s), F(s), -A and L(s), respectively. The noise
signal is denoted as Sn and the anti-noise
signal as San. The microphone picks up the
noise Sn and transforms it into an electric
signal. The electric signal is filtered and
amplified. The loudspeaker transforms the
electric signal into a sound wave San. The
sound waves Sn and San sum in the air and,
ideally, they cancel each other out. In practice
some residual noise Sres remains. The residual
noise Sres can be defined as
Sres = S n + S an

(1)

Figure 2. The block diagram of a feedback active
noise cancellation system.The microphone, filter,
amplifier and loudspeaker have transfer functions
M(s), F(s), -A, and L(s), respectively. The anti-noise
signal San attenuates the noise signal Sn. In
practice, small residual noise Sres remains.

On the basis of Fig. 2, the anti-noise signal
San can be presented as

(2)

The open loop gain HOL is
(3)

The transfer function from San to Sn can be
derived as follows:

(4)

and it can also be presented as

(5)

H0 is the gain of the closed loop, which can
be expressed as
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(6)

Solving eqns (1 – 2) for Sres:

(9)

On the basis of eqn (9), noise cancellation
ratio (NCR) can now be defined:
(7)

On the basis of eqn (7), if

(10)

(8)
then Sres ≈ 0
From eqn (8) it can be seen that when the
product of the individual transfer functions is
large enough, noise will be cancelled. The loop
also compensates the irregularities in the
frequency responses of the loudspeaker and
microphone, providing there is enough
amplification.

In the ideal case, H0 = 1, φ = π, and thus
NCR is infinite. A positive value for NCR
means that the system cancels noise while a
negative value means that it amplifies noise.
The target value for NCR is 25 dB, which is
approximately the SNR (Single Number
Rating) value of a good passive hearing
protector. In practice, open loop gain HOL
cannot be set to infinity and the phase
response cannot be set to zero over the entire
audio frequency range.
On the basis of eqn (12), the effect of phase
shift and finite open loop gain is examined in
Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 4 the NCR is shown as a
function of open loop gain HOL. The phase
response varies from 180 to 360 degrees. Fig.
4 shows that when HOL > 10 dB, the
maximum achievable NCR, NCRmax, is
approximately HOL. In Fig. 5 the NCR is
shown as a function of the phase error of the
system. The open loop gain HOL varies from 0
dB to 30 dB.

Figure 3. The noise signals presented as phasors.
When a noise signal Sn and an anti-noise signal
San interfere, only a small residual noise signal
Sres remains.

2.2 Non-ideal transfer function of the
ANC controller
In practice, total cancellation of noise is
unachievable, and some residual noise Sres
remains. In Fig. 3 Sn, San and Sres are presented
as phasors having amplitudes of Sn, San and
Sres and phases αn, αan and αres, respectively.
The length of Sres can be derived on the
basis of the cosine statement:

Figure 4. Noise cancellation ratio as a function of
open loop gain HOL

Fig. 5 shows that the phase response of the
system must be close to the ideal value for the
system to operate properly. For example, a phase
error of 3.6˚ results in an NCRmax of 24 dB. A
phase error of 60˚ leads to an NCRmax of 0 dB.
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Similar results were also shown in [1], which
refers to the work done by Mangiante [9].
The system attenuates noise provided there
is gain in the loop and the phase error is less
than 60˚. One source of the phase response
deviation is the sound propagation delay (∆ts).
If HOL is large, then the value of φ will not be
critical [1].

Figure 6. The phase shift as a function of
frequency and distance d between the
loudspeaker and the error microphone.

Figure 5. Noise cancellation ratio as a function of
phase error φ.

2.3 Delay and stability in an ANC
system
The bandwidth over which noise attenuation
can be achieved is limited by the delay of the
environment [4]. The delay consists of the
electronic controller’s delay and the sound
propagation delay of the acoustic
environment. The sound propagation delay is
caused by the distance between the error
microphone and the loudspeaker.
The velocity of sound (vs) is generally
known and it determines the sound
propagation delay between the loudspeaker
and the microphone (∆ts):
(11)

where d is the distance between the
loudspeaker and the microphone measured in
the direction of the sound wave propagation.
The phase shift caused by sound
propagation delay is

(12)

The effect of sound propagation delay on
the phase shift as a function of frequency and
distance between loudspeaker and error
microphone is shown in Fig. 6.
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It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the phase shift
increases as a function of frequency and
distance between the loudspeaker and the
microphone, d. Thus the NCRmax degrades
as the distance d increases. The sound
propagation delay sets the upper limit for the
bandwidth. To attenuate frequencies below
500 Hz effectively, the distance d between the
loudspeaker and error microphone should be
less than 5 mm.
In addition to causing sound propagation
delay, the microphone and loudspeaker also
cause phase shift. The total phase shift created
by the system is

(13)
where φM, φL and φF are the phase shifts
caused by the microphone, the loudspeaker
and the band-pass filter, respectively.
A band-pass filter is needed to ensure the
system’s stability. Basically, a low-order filter
must be used to keep φF small. For the system
to be stable, the open loop gain must be less
than unity, as φtot reaches ±180°. This fact sets
the limit to the maximum achievable NCR
and to the operating frequency range.
However, it is possible to extend these limits
by a transfer function compensation method
introduced by Wheeler [3]. Large gain and
phase margins are needed to keep the system
stable in practical situations. The transfer
function of the acoustic plant changes
considerably as a result of a small air leak, as
will be shown in the next section.
3. The mechanical construction of
the ANC hearing protector
The development of an ANC hearing
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protector involves not only electronics but also
mechanical and acoustical factors.
A loudspeaker element is a dipole radiator
and it must be transformed into a monopole
radiator [3]. This is achieved by placing the
loudspeaker element into a baffle which
isolates the forward- and backward-radiated
sound waves. Without the baffle the two outof-phase waves would cancel each other at
least partially. The baffle divides the earcup
into two separate cavities. A drawback of the
baffle is that it reduces the passive
attenuation, because it decreases the free
volume inside the earcup.
The double-cavity system was analysed by
Carme [10]. The system was represented by two
rectangular cavities divided by a baffle, as
illustrated in Fig. 7. Cavity A consists of the
earcup and cavity B consists of the ear canal.
Cavities A and B have volumes VA and VB,
respectively. The loudspeaker is presented as a
piston mounted on the baffle. The transfer
function of the loudspeaker is given by eqn (14).

Figure 7. The model of a double-cavity system
according to Carme [10].

(14)
where V(ω) is the speed of the membrane
displacement, E(ω) is the input voltage of the
loudspeaker, B is the magnetic flux density in
driver air cap, l is the length of voice coil
conductor in magnetic cap, Ze is the electrical
impedance of the loudspeaker and Zm is the
mechanical impedance of the loudspeaker.
When a loudspeaker is mounted on a double
cavity system, the transfer function can be
expressed by

(15)
and

(16)

where s is the area of the piston, k is the wave
number (k=ω/c) lcA is the length of cavity A, lcB
is the length of cavity B, ScA is the section of
cavity A and ScB is the section of cavity B. [10]
The double-cavity system was also studied
by Shaw and Thiessen [11]. The volume of the
earcup was divided equally between cavities A
and B. The results show that when the
mechanical resistance between the earcup and
the baffle is large, the effective volume is
reduced to half of the original volume at all
frequencies. Thus, the passive noise
attenuation decreases by 6 dB and the
loudspeaker sensitivity increases by 6 dB
compared with a system with no baffle [11].
In general, the passive attenuation is
dependent upon 20·logVB [3].
3.1 Out of the laboratory and into
practice: The effect of a leak.
When the ANC hearing protector is moved
out of the laboratory and used in practical
situations, several new issues arise. For
example, the transfer function of the plant is
not constant in practical situations.
A leak in the earcup or bad fit degrades the
noise attenuation [11]. The effect of a leak in
the earcup was measured and the result is
shown in Fig. 8 The sound pressure level
inside the earcup was measured using a solid
earcup, a vented earcup and a drilled earcup.
The drilled earcup had a 3 mm diameter hole
on the earcup. The vented earcup had a pipe
in the hole on the earcup. The pipe had an
inner diameter of 1.5 mm and a length of 3
cm. The result is shown in Fig. 8. The
measurement shows that a hole on the earcup
degrades the passive attenuation too much,
especially at frequencies less than 100 Hz. The
pipe, however, has a significantly smaller effect
on passive attenuation.

Figure 8. Sound pressure level inside the earcup:
___ solid cup, _ _ _ vented cup, and . . . drilled cup.

The pipe or hole cause dramatic changes in
the transfer function of the plant, which lead
to stability problems in the feedback ANC
system. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, which
shows the transfer function of the plant with
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tight fit and with a small leak in the earcup.
Fig. 9 shows that the transfer function of the
plant changes considerably if there is a leak in
the earcup. The more zeros and poles there are
on the transfer function of the plant, the more
difficult it is to compensate them by means of
an analog controller. Loose fit also has a
similar effect to a leak. With a small leak, the
amplitude response of the plant is
substantially reduced within a frequency range
of 50 Hz to 200 Hz. The total phase shift also
increases considerably. This is an important
result because the device must not become
unstable even with loose fit. Because of the
large variations in the transfer function, the
controller must be designed with very large
gain and phase margins. This means that some
performance must be sacrificed in order to
ensure stable operation in all situations. [12]

Figure 9. The transfer function of the plant: . . .
tight fit, ___ with a 1 mm hole on the earcup.

Thus, a leak degrades passive attenuation
and varies the transfer function of the ANC
plant. Proper fit is very important and should
be given careful consideration when designing
the mechanical construction of the hearing
protector.
4. The implemented prototypes and
the measurement results
Three prototypes of an active noise
cancellation hearing protector were
implemented according to the block diagram
shown in Fig. 2. The construction of the
prototypes is shown in Fig. 10. All the
prototypes have a loudspeaker and a
microphone inside both earcups. In prototype
A the electronic controller is mounted inside a
separate box, which is connected to the
hearing protector with a cable. In this
prototype the volumes of the cavities are
equal, VA = VB = 100 cm3, and the
loudspeaker is mounted on a baffle, which is
attached rigidly to the earcup. The distance
between the microphone and the membrane of
the loudspeaker is 4 mm. In prototype B, the
electronic controller is installed inside the
14
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Figure 10. The construction of the implemented
prototypes. In the prototype A, the loudspeaker is
mounted on a rigidly attached baffle. In the
prototypes B and C the loudspeaker is mounted
on a small closed box.

earcup and the loudspeaker is mounted on a
small box, which floats inside the earcup. The
volume of the box is 20 cm3 and the volume
VA = 165 cm3. Prototype C is similar to
prototype B, the only difference being that in
prototype C the controller was installed inside
an external box. Thus, the volume VA is also
slightly larger, 180 cm3. Prototypes B and C
contain an automatic gain control (AGC)
circuit to improve the usability of the device
under practical conditions. An automatic gain
control circuit has been developed to keep the
loudspeaker within its linear cone excursion
region [13]. In addition, the earcups of
prototype A were shaped differently from
prototypes B and C.
The final frequency range and the amount
of active attenuation were found after a series
of iterations. The filters were designed
carefully to achieve good performance and to
ensure stable operation.
The performance of the prototype was
analysed by measuring the sound pressure
level (SPL) inside the earcup with the active
noise cancellation system on and off. In
addition, the performance of equivalent intact
passive hearing protectors was measured. The
purpose of this is to discover the extent to
which the electronic and mechanical
construction of the ANC system degrades the
passive performance of the hearing protector.
The hearing protector was placed inside a
rectangular wooden box with a length of 330
cm, a height of 70 cm and a depth of 70 cm.
The box has sound-absorbing material on the
inside surface and a loudspeaker mounted at
one end. The distance between the
loudspeaker and the hearing protector was
210 cm. Pink noise was fed to the loudspeaker
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using a Brüel & Kjaer Noise Generator Type
1405, a Technics SH-8065 Stereo Graphic
Equalizer, and a Luxman M-02 Stereo Power
Amplifier. The sound pressure level outside the
earcup was 93 dB SPL. The sound picked up
by the measurement microphone was
amplified by a Brüel & Kjaer Microphone
Amplifier Type 2603. The SPL was plotted as
a function of frequency using a Brüel & Kjaer
Band Pass Filter Type 1618 and a Brüel &
Kjaer Level Recorder Type 2305. The
measurement set-up is illustrated in Fig. 11.

Figure 11. The measurement setup.
a

b

c

Figure 12. Measurement results: (a) prototype A,
(b) prototype B, (c) prototype C. ___ SPL inside
the earcup with the ANC system on, _ _ _ with
the ANC system off, and . . . with an equivalent
intact empty earcup.

The measurement results are presented in
Fig. 12. The solid curve shows SPL inside the
earcup with the ANC system on, and the dash
curve SPL inside the earcup with the ANC
system off. The dotted curve shows the SPL
inside the earcup of an equivalent passive
hearing protector. The NCR is indicated
directly by the difference between the dash and
solid curves. The difference between the dotted
and dash curve shows how much the passive
attenuation is degraded when the ANC system
in integrated inside the earcups. The difference
between the dash and dotted curves shows the
actual improvement that the ANC system can
bring to the passive hearing protector.
5. Discussion
Prototype A has the best NCR of the three
prototypes. The noise cancellation ratio has a
maximum of 25 dB SPL, which was
considered the target value. For example, the
pronounced peaks in the noise spectrum of a
propeller aircraft, which are located in the
frequency range 80 Hz – 200 Hz [5] can be
attenuated 15 – 25 dB. Prototype A has a very
good noise cancellation ratio in the frequency
range 20 Hz – 100 Hz, compared with
Wheeler’s results [3], for example. The ANC
system produces a clearly audible effect when
it is switched on and off. The improvement in
low frequency noise attenuation is useful in
such fields as aviation, military and industry.
The drawback of prototype A is that the large
volume VB degrades the passive performance.
Prototype B also produced a noticeable
effect when the ANC was switched on.
However, when the measurement results for
prototype B are compared with the results of
an equivalent passive hearing protector, it can
be seen that the integration of the ANC system
totally eliminates the passive attenuation. This
is due to three factors: Reduced volume, leak
caused by the holes, and the mechanical
construction of the prototype. There are holes
for a power switch and for a cable that
connects the earcups. In addition, the actuator
was not completely floating because the earcup
contained so much electronics.
Better results were achieved with prototype
C. Here the attenuation with ANC off is the
best of the three prototypes. Prototype C also
has the best noise attenuation improvement
compared to the passive hearing protector.
This is due to the large volume VA and small
leaks in the earcup.
In some frequency regions the noise
attenuation is actually worse with the ANC
system on. This is, unfortunately, inevitable in
a feedback control system. This is because the
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Bode sensitivity integral must be zero, which
means that the sensitivity function in some
parts of the frequency range must be less than
one. As a consequence some amplification of
the noise disturbance must be allowed on
some parts of the frequency range. [14]
A summary of the measurements is
presented in Table 1. The frequency range of
actual improvement in noise attenuation is in
the range where the ANC hearing protector
has better performance than an equivalent
intact hearing protector. Prototype C proved
to be the best solution in terms of real
improvement in noise attenuation and
degradation of passive attenuation.
In conclusion, there is a trade-off between
passive and active attenuation: Good active
attenuation can be achieved with a large
loudspeaker box. However, it is difficult or
impossible to retain good passive attenuation
with a large box. The inevitable result is that
the integration of an active noise control
system inside the earcups degrades the passive
attenuation. This is because of two factors:
first, the volume inside the earcup is reduced,
and secondly, the holes on the earcup cause
leakage.
6. Conclusions
The principles of an active noise cancellation
system were discussed and the performance of
a feedback-type system was evaluated. The
effect of a leak on active and passive
performance was measured. Three prototypes
with different mechanical constructions were
tested using analogue electronics and
feedback-type construction. The measurement
results show that when the ANC system is
switched on, the audible noise attenuation can
be as much as 25 dB at maximum. However,
it was shown that the integration of the ANC
system inside the earcups degrades the passive
attenuation by 17 dB at maximum. This is
obviously unacceptable. With the best
prototype, the degradation of passive

attenuation was only, at most, 11 dB. Based
on the results, the only way to achieve real
improvement in noise attenuation performance
is to use a small loudspeaker box and
minimize the number of holes in the earcup.
The holes should also be well sealed.
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How does Heathrow compare?
Since 1996 the Metropolitan Airports
Commission – the body set up to run
the Minneapolis St Paul International
Airport – has spent $330 million on
noise mitigation for local residents
experiencing the worst noise effects of
the airport. In many cases, expenditure
has worked out at roughly
$45000/dwelling.

Noise rules too broad?
Indianapolis’ noise ordinance is so
broad that it interferes with free
speech, the Indiana Civil Liberties
Union claims in a federal lawsuit. The
ICLU maintains city officials
unconstitutionally used the noise
ordinance to silence protesters from a
janitors union who have been picketing
for months in the downtown area .
“The Indianapolis Noise Ordinance is
so overbroad and vague that it
prohibits a great deal of speech that is
protected by the First Amendment,”
ICLU attorney Jacquelyn Bowie-Suess,
who filed the suit on behalf of the
union, said recently in a news release.
“The city’s use of the ordinance
against the “Justice for Janitors”
campaign prevents the janitors from
effectively delivering their message.”
The ICLU is asking Judge John Tinder to
declare the ordinance unconstitutional
and grant a preliminary injunction
blocking the city from enforcing it. The
ordinance prohibits “loud, unnecessary
or unusual noise,” including yelling or
the use of musical instruments.
Members of Local 3 of the Service
Employees International Union have
been demonstrating at various
downtown sites since June, using bells,
drums and other noisemakers. Police
have issued protesters several
citations for violating noise
ordinances, according to an affidavit
filed with the court by union organiser
Rebecca Maran. Similar cases last
year in other states had contrasting
results. In Tulsa, Okla., a federal judge
granted an injunction preventing the
city from enforcing a noise ordinance
against a anti-abortion protester,
ruling it was unconstitutionally vague.
A federal judge in New York, however,
dismissed a preacher’s complaint that
Ithaca authorities selectively used the
noise ordinance to silence him in
violation of his constitutional rights to
free speech, equal protection and
freedom of religion. The judge ruled
the ordinance was not related to
content but served to protect people
from excessive noise.
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ABSTRACT
When designing an active noise cancellation
hearing protector, it is relatively easy to
implement a laboratory prototype with high
performance. However, when the device is
taken out of the laboratory into real
extremely noisy situations, it must be
capable of producing very high sound
pressure levels. In this paper, the factors,
which limit the low frequency performance
and dynamic range are analysed. The results
show that the voltage swing of the
loudspeaker amplifier and the force factor of
the loudspeaker are two important limiting
factors in extremely loud situations. A
prototype of an active noise cancellation
hearing protector was implemented and its
performance was measured in an authentic
noisy situation. The developed device
attenuated 125 Hz tonal noise by 18 dB. The
active noise cancellation system attenuated
noise even at a sound pressure level of 118
dB SPL. This can be considered sufficient for
most situations.

INTRODUCTION
There are two basic problems with a personal
passive hearing protector. First, it attenuates
all sounds, including useful sounds such as
speech and alarm signals. Secondly, due to
physical factors, low frequency performance is
poor. The communication problem can be
solved by electronics. For example, a comradio or a cellular phone can be connected to
the hearing protector by a cable or by a
wireless Bluetooth radio link [1]. In addition,
for short-range communication, an active
sound transmission hearing protector can be
used to communicate with co-workers [2]. The
low frequency performance of a passive

hearing protector is poor,
because good passive attenuation at low
frequencies calls for large volume, large mass,
and a tight fit. All the factors listed above
degrade the comfort of the hearing protector.
A comfortable hearing protector must be
lightweight and should not exert excessive
pressure on the head. As a solution, the low
frequency attenuation of a passive hearing
protector can be improved by active noise
cancellation (ANC) methods. The theory of
active noise cancellation has been known for
decades and has been implemented on many
devices, including hearing protectors. In the
case of a hearing protector, an analog
feedback ANC system is appropriate. One
single-channel system for each ear is required.
A feedback ANC system consists of an
error sensor, an electronic controller and a
loudspeaker, as shown in Figure 1. The system
minimizes the sound pressure level at the
microphone location [3]. The output signal of
the error sensor is processed by the electronic
ANC controller, and fed to the loudspeaker.
The feedback must be kept negative in the
operating frequency range to attenuate noise.
If the feedback becomes positive, noise is
amplified [4]. It is relatively easy to implement
a feedback ANC system into a hearing
protector, and to achieve good performance in
laboratory. However, there is a long way from
laboratory to practice. Some factors and tradeoffs, which limit the performance of an ANC
hearing protector will be discussed next.
Despite its apparent simplicity, an ANC
hearing protector is a rather complex electroacoustic-mechanical system with many
possible weak links. The most critical single
component is the loudspeaker, which converts
the electrical signal into sound. The
loudspeaker must be able to produce strong
low-frequency sounds without notable
APRIL 2006
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Figure 1. A block diagram of a single-channel feedback ANC system.

distortion. This would be easy to realize if
weight and volume of the system were not
critical. However, it is clearly impractical to
install a 10-inch hi-fi loudspeaker element
with a 2 kg magnet inside a personal hearing
protector. In practice, the usability of the
device must be taken into account and very
small loudspeakers must be used, which sets
certain inherent edge conditions for the design
of an ANC hearing protector.
Like any system with feedback, the
feedback ANC system may become unstable
under certain conditions. Sufficient gain and
phase margins must be ensured for stability.
The delays associated with the system limit the
frequency range in which noise attenuation
can be achieved. The delay causes phase shift,
which turns negative feedback into positive
feedback at a certain frequency. To move the
instability border frequency out of the
operating frequency range, the sound
propagation delay must be minimized. To
accomplish this, the distance between the error
sensor and the loudspeaker must be kept
small. In practice, instability may be
manifested as squealing, rumble, or a
malfunction of the system. The acoustic
properties of the environment, or in other
words the transfer function of the plant, have
significant effects on stability. The same
problems apply also for more complicated
applications. For example, in the case of a car,
when the door is opened, the transfer function
changes dramatically. Stability can be ensured
by reducing the gain of the controller when
the door is opened [5].
There is a trade-off between active and
10
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passive performance, which is caused by two
factors [6]. First, passive noise attenuation
depends on the free volume inside the earcups.
When an ANC system is installed inside the
earcup, certain amount of the free space is
inevitably consumed. Thus, the passive noise
attenuation performance is degraded. As a
solution, the size of the ANC system should be
kept as small as possible. Secondly, user
interface and cabling between the earcups
require holes on the earcup. Obviously the
amount and size of holes should be kept as
small as possible to retain the passive
performance. Air leaks between head and
earcup must be avoided, since they cause two
unwanted phenomena. First, the passive
attenuation is degraded, and secondly air leaks
cause dramatic variations in the transfer
function of the plant. To avoid air leaks, a
proper combination of compression force, and
cushion material must be chosen. These have
also an influence on comfort, which is of
course another important factor.
The properties of the human ear set some
strict requirements for the signal processing
section of the ANC hearing protector. First,
the ear is quite sensitive to distortion. Because
of this, the ANC system should not produce
audible distortion in any circumstance.
Sufficiently linear operation is easy to achieve
with moderate signal levels, but good linearity
at high sound pressure levels is a serious
design issue, especially at low frequencies.
Secondly, the dynamic range of the ear is very
wide. Because of this, the operation of the
system must be silent and unnoticeable, and
on the other hand, the system must be capable
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of producing very high sound pressure levels
when needed. Sufficient dynamic range is
important, because when it is exceeded,
audible distortion is produced and the ANC
system performance degrades. Thus, linearity
issues and dynamic range are crucial, because
they can ruin an otherwise good design. These
important issues will be discussed in more
detail in the next sections.
2. Modelling of an earcup-mounted
loudspeaker
In this section, a theoretical approach is taken to
practical problems. The operation of a closedbox mounted loudspeaker inside the earcup is
analysed. The factors limiting low frequency
performance and dynamic range are analysed.
The secondary source, a dynamic
loudspeaker element, must be installed on a
closed box to prevent cancellation of the
forward and backward radiated sound waves
[7]. At low frequencies a closed box mounted
loudspeaker acts like a rigid piston. As the
frequency increases, the loudspeaker enters the
acoustic radiation region. The corner
frequency f0 between piston region and
acoustic radiating region depends on the
dimensions of the loudspeaker. Considering,
that the practical maximum for the diameter
of the loudspeaker is approximately 45 mm,
the loudspeaker operates in its piston range
when the frequency is less than 2.7 kHz.
Acoustic modes can build up inside the earcup
when half of a wavelength is equal to or
greater than the longest dimension of the
earcup. The longest dimension d of a typical
earcup is approximately 10 cm. Thus, the
lowest acoustic mode of an earcup is 1.7 kHz.
The highest operating frequency of an ANC
hearing protector is less than 1 kHz. Thus, it
can be assumed for simplicity that the
loudspeaker operates in its piston range and
acoustic modes do not build up in the
operating frequency region. These two
assumptions simplify the analysis significantly.
When a loudspeaker is mounted on a closed
box, it forms a spring-mass system, which has
a transfer function similar to that of a secondorder electronic high-pass filter. The moving
parts of the loudspeaker form the mass, and
the spring is formed by the compliance of the
loudspeakers and the air spring enclosed by
the box. The free air resonance frequency frf of
such a system is given by eqn (1).

f rf =

1
2π

1
C MT ⋅ mm

(1)

where CMT is the mechanical total
compliance of the actuator suspension and the
loudspeaker enclosure, and mm is the moving
mass of the system, including air load and
masses of the diaphragm and the voice coil.
The mechanical total compliance consists of
mechanical compliances of the air in
loudspeaker box, loudspeaker suspension, and
the free volume inside the earcup. When the
loudspeaker is installed inside a closed box,
which is mounted inside the earcup, the
system acts like a pressure type headphone [8].
The resonance frequency of the boxed
loudspeaker frb is higher than the free air
resonance frequency frf. When f < frb, the
loudspeaker is stiffness-controlled. Now the
sound pressure pa produced by the
loudspeaker is given by eqn (2), assuming that
the system is adiabatic.

pa = −

p ⋅ γ ⋅ s a ⋅ xa
VA

(2)

where p is the static pressure of air, g is the
adiabatic constant, sa is the cross-sectional
area of the actuator, xa is the cone
displacement,and VA is the free volume inside
the earcup. As can be seen from eqn (2), with
a given loudspeaker and box parameters, the
sound pressure depends only on the voltage
applied to the loudspeaker. Thus, the
loudspeaker produces a flat response below
frb.. Thus, frb should be located above the
operating frequency region to obtain a flat
response in the operating frequency region.
However, if there is a leak in the box, the
sensitivity decreases at frequencies lower than

fL =

1
2πR ABL C AF

(3)

where RABL is the acoustic resistance of a
leak in the box, and CAF is the acoustic
capacitance of the free air inside the earcup.
2.1. Maximum achievable linear sound
pressure level
When an ANC system is overdriven, it
saturates and generates audible distortion. The
most likely parts to saturate are the
loudspeaker and the electronic controller. The
error sensor is located in the quiet zone and
thus high sound pressure levels should not be
present. The loudspeaker saturates when its
linear cone excursion is exceeded, or when the
magnet structure is not capable of generating
sufficient force to deflect the cone linearly. The
APRIL 2006
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electronic controller may saturate, for
example, because of supply voltage limits. The
loudspeaker saturates, when its linear cone
excursion xmax is exceeded. The cone
displacement xa can be calculated using eqn (4).

xa =

Bl ⋅ e ⋅ C MT
ZE

(4)

where B is the magnetic flux density in the air
gap, l is the length of the voice coil, e is the
voltage applied to the loudspeaker, and ZE is
the electrical impedance of the loudspeaker.
Assuming that the earcup fits tightly and the
volume of air enclosed by it is constant, the
maximum sound pressure level Lpmax
produced by a cone displacement of xmax can
be calculated using eqn (5).

L p max

⎛ p ⋅ γ ⋅ sa ⋅ xmax
⎜
VA
= 20 ⋅ log⎜
⎜
20 µPa
⎜
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(5)

It can be seen from eqn (5) that the
maximum sound pressure level is produced,
when sa and xmax are as large as possible. In a
personal hearing protector, the diameter of the
loudspeaker is limited by the available space
inside the earcup. The practical maximum of
the diameter is 45 mm. In addition, the free
volume inside the earcup decreases when the
diameter of the loudspeaker is increased; this
degrades the passive attenuation of the hearing
protector at low frequencies. Thus, the only

real solution to increase Lpmax is to increase
xmax. Lpmax as a function of xmax was
simulated and the result is presented in Figure
2. For example, with xmax = 0.1 mm and
loudspeaker diameter of 45 mm, Lpmax is 135
dB SPL. Based on this simulation, in practice
xmax itself is not likely a limiting factor.
However, in practice it might not be possible
to achieve xmax fully, because it is limited by
other factors. It can be seen from eqn (4), that
the cone displacement xa is limited by force
factor Bl and loudspeaker voltage e. The latter
is in turn limited by the supply voltage. Lpmax
as a function of Bl was simulated. In this
simulation, the size loudspeaker was 17 cm3,
and loudspeaker impedance was 32 W . The
result is shown in Figure 3. This result shows
the relation between loudspeaker diameter,
force factor and Lpmax. A loudspeaker voltage
of 2V was chosen because it is the practical
maximum RMS-value with a single-cell
lithium-ion battery. Figure 3 shows, that the
force factor of the magnet structure is an
important factor, when high sound pressure
level capability is wanted.
In this analysis it has been assumed that the
diaphragm of the loudspeaker is rigid.
However, this is not usually the case with small
headphone-oriented loudspeaker elements.
Though the feedback loop compensates small
non-linearities automatically, the signal very
likely becomes distorted before the calculated
Lpmax. The calculated values can be regarded as
absolute maximum linear sound pressure level
limits. These values cannot be exceeded,
because the system saturates when supply
voltage limit or maximum linear cone

Figure 2. Maximum sound pressure level as a function of maximum cone excursion. Loudspeaker diameter
is 25 mm (solid line) and 45 mm (dotted line).
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Figure 3. Maximum sound pressure level as a function of force factor. Loudspeaker diameter is 25 mm
(solid line) and 45 mm (dotted line).

excursion is reached. Thus, the electronics
must be designed in such a way that it will not
overdrive the loudspeaker. An automatic gain
control circuit can be used to decrease the gain
of the feedback loop when a loud signal is
present [9].
3. Case study: An earcup-mounted
loudspeaker
The theories presented in the previous section
will be verified experimentally next. The ANC
system must be installed inside an earcup of a
passive hearing protector. This sets the limits
for the size of the system. With modern
technology, the electronic ANC controller can
be packed into a very small space but the
loudspeaker, its enclosure, and the battery are
the most space-consuming components.
Modern lithium-ion batteries provide long
operation time in a space-saving package. The
loudspeaker inevitably consumes space
because small loudspeakers cannot move
enough air to produce sufficiently loud low
frequency sounds.

A compact loudspeaker element with
promising specifications was chosen for the
prototype. The specifications provided by the
manufacturer can be used as a guideline when
comparing loudspeakers from the same
manufacturer. However, on the basis of this
data, it is not self-explanatory how the
loudspeaker will perform when it is mounted
on a closed box inside the earcup. Thus, more
parameters of the loudspeaker were measured
to estimate its suitability as an actuator. The
manufacturer-specified and calculated
loudspeaker parameters are shown in Table 1.
The effective piston area and the linear cone
excursion were measured with a slide gauge.
The linear cone excursion was calculated by
subtracting the air gap height from the voice
coil height. The free air resonance frequency
was measured by connecting a 10 W resistor
in series with the loudspeaker and feeding a
sine wave from Kenwood FGE1202 signal
generator to the circuit. The voltage across the
resistor, VR, was observed with Kenwood
CS4125A oscilloscope and measured with

Table 1: Loudspeaker parameters
Nominal impedance ZE

32 Ω (spec)

Specified power P
Free air resonance frequency frf

30 mW(nom) 100mW(max)
150 Hz (spec) 140 Hz (meas)

Sensitivity S

96 ± 3 dB / 1 mW (spec)

Effective actuator piston area sa

4.9 cm3 (meas)

Linear cone excursion xmax
Force factor Bl

0.60 mm (meas)
1.4 N/A (meas)
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Kenwood DLE1041 True RMS Multimeter.
The VR had a maximum at 140 Hz. This
deviates only slightly from the manufacturerspecified 150 Hz. The force factor Bl was
measured by adding a known test mass mt on
the diaphragm and measuring the
displacement caused by the added mass. The
current i, which was needed to compensate the
displacement, was measured and the force
factor was calculated using eqn (6).

Bl =

mt ⋅ g
i

(6)

The loudspeaker was then mounted on a
box with internal volume of 20 cm3. The
enclosure-mounted loudspeaker was installed
inside an earcup with a free volume of 170
cm3. Mounting a loudspeaker on an enclosure
increases the resonance frequency of the
system and the new resonance frequency of
the closed-box mounted loudspeaker was
calculated to be 644 Hz, using eqn (1). When
calculating the resonance frequencies of the
system, the free volume inside the earcup can
be ignored providing it is large when
compared with the volume of the loudspeaker
box. This should usually be the case to retain
the passive attenuation performance of the
hearing protector. The resonance frequency
was also measured to confirm the calculations.
The same method was used as when
measuring the free air resonance. Two

resonance frequencies were found: 93 Hz and
698 Hz. The latter is the resonance frequency
of the box-mounted loudspeaker while the
former is caused by a leak in the box. By
locating the operating frequency range below
the upper resonance frequency, a flat pressure
response is, in theory, obtained in the
operating range.
Next, the enclosure-mounted loudspeaker
was installed inside an earcup and an error
microphone was installed in front of the
loudspeaker. The earcup was sealed against a
solid surface and the transfer function of the
system was measured using Advantest
R9211A spectrum analyzer. The measured
amplitude response is shown in Figure 4. As
the frequency decreases, the sensitivity
decreases only slightly below the 698 Hz
resonance. This complies with eqn (2). Below
93 Hz resonances, the sensitivity decreases
rapidly due to a leak in the loudspeaker box.
To some extent, the feedback loop
compensates this leakage-induced sensitivity
loss. The more sensitivity decreases, the more
e and Bl are needed to produce the required
sound pressure level.
By combining eqns (4) and (5), Lpmax can
be expressed as a function of e. Lpmax was
calculated using values given in Table 1, and it
was also measured. The simulated and
measured results are shown in Figure 5. Figure
5 shows that the calculated maximum Lpmax is
very close to the measured Lpmax at 400 Hz. In
theory, Lpmax does not depend on frequency

Figure 4. Amplitude response of a closed-box loudspeaker inside closed earcup
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Figure 5 Maximum sound pressure level as a function of loudspeaker voltage. Calculated sound pressure
level (dotted line), measured sound pressure levels at 400 Hz (dash-dotted line), 200 Hz (dash line), and
100 Hz (solid line).

though in practice it does decrease as
frequency decreases because of for example air
leaks. In addition, Figure 5 shows that with a
maximum voltage swing of 2Vrms, a sound
with a sound pressure level of 118 dB SPL can
be produced without severe distortion.
Finally, the theoretical maximum of
achievable active attenuation, Ractmax, will be
derived. The theoretical maximum of active
attenuation is determined at low signal levels
by the gain of the controller, Gc, and at high
signal levels by Lpmax. The theoretical
maximum of the active attenuation can be
calculated using eqn (7). A graphical
presentation of this will be given in Figure 8
along with a corresponding measurement
result.

Ract , max

⎧Gc , L p ≤ L p max
⎪
SPLmax
⎛ Lp
=⎨
20
⎜ 20
⎪ L p − 20 ⋅ log⎜10 − 10
⎝
⎩

⎞
⎟, L p > L p max
⎟
⎠
(7)

4. Measurements
Some improvements were made on a
previously developed prototype of an ANC
hearing protector [10], and its performance
was measured. The construction of the
prototype corresponds with the simulation
and measurement results presented in the

previous section. The developed feedback-type
ANC system consists of an enclosure-mounted
actuator, an error sensor, and an analog
controller. The controller consists of a
microphone preamplifier, an automatic gain
control circuit, filters and a loudspeaker
driver. Some improvements have been made to
the system to improve its temperature stability
and performance at high signal levels.
Because this work has a strong connection
into practice, the developed device was tested
in authentic noisy situations, as well. The
measurements were carried out in an
electronics testing laboratory at Tampere
University of Technology. An Espec EV-501
mechanical shaker with a VP-301 actuator was
used as a noise source. The shaker is usually
used for vibration tolerance testing, and it
generates loud noise while operating. A test
person wearing the hearing protector was
sitting at a distance of 1 meter from the shaker
actuator. A measurement microphone,
Monacor MCE-2000, was placed at the
opening of the ear canal in each ear. The sound
inside the earcup was recorded using a selfmade microphone preamplifier, a high quality
USB sound card, and a laptop computer. The
system was calibrated using Brüel & Kjaer
Type 4230 sound level calibrator. The sound
pressure level outside the earcup was measured
by calibrated Brüel & Kjaer Type 2218 sound
pressure level meter.
APRIL 2006
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First, the shaker was set to vibrate at a
frequency of 63 Hz with maximum amplitude.
Next the frequency was adjusted to 125 Hz.
The spectra of the recorded noise samples
were calculated, and they are shown in Figures
6 and 7, respectively. The results show, that

the developed ANC hearing protector is
capable of attenuating noise in the frequency
range of 20 Hz to 200 Hz, and 125 Hz tonal
noise is attenuated by as much as 18 dB.
The performance of the developed ANC
hearing protector was also compared with an

Figure 6. Sound pressure level inside right earcup with 63 Hz tonal noise with ANC on (solid line) and ANC
off (dash line).

Figure 7. Sound pressure level inside right earcup with 125 Hz tonal noise with ANC on ( solid line) and
ANC off (dash line).
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equivalent passive hearing protector. Because
the integration of the ANC system inside the
earcup causes a loss of passive attenuation [6],
similar measurements were carried out with an
equivalent intact passive hearing protector.
Measured at 125 Hz, the sound pressure level
inside the earcup is on average 2 dB lower
with the passive equivalent than with the
ANC hearing protector in passive mode. With
63 Hz the difference is on average 5 dB in
favour of passive hearing protector. This is
only a small drawback, when compared with
the significant improvement in noise
attenuation, which the ANC system brings.
Next, the performance of the ANC hearing
protector was analyzed with high sound
pressure levels. A 50 Hz sine wave was
generated using signal generator software
running in Windows 2000. The electric signal
was amplified by Pioneer SA-420 stereo
amplifier, and converted into acoustic signal
by a self-made subwoofer. The subwoofer
consisted of Peerless 840542 loudspeaker
element mounted on closed box with a volume
of 30 litres. The test person wore the hearing
protector at a distance of 5 cm from the
loudspeaker. The sound pressure level at this
location was measured using a Brüel & Kjaer
Type 2218 sound pressure level meter. The
sound inside the earcup was recorded using
the method described above. The measurement

was repeated with several sound pressure
levels between 88 dB SPL and 120 dB SPL.
The result is shown in Figure 8 together with
a corresponding simulation result. The
simulation was done using eqn (7) with Gc of
14 dB and Lpmax of 118 dB. The results show,
that the ANC system is capable of attenuating
noise well until a sound pressure level of 118
dB SPL. At 120 dB SPL the ANC system
saturates, and its performance degrades
severely. Small audible distortion was detected
at sound pressure level of 106 dB SPL. At 112
dB SPL the distortion was clearly audible, and
at 118 dB SPL it was considered disturbing.
8. DISCUSSION
Measurement results show that the developed
ANC system improves the low frequency
performance of a passive hearing protector
significantly. Such a great improvement would
be very difficult to achieve using realisable
passive structures. The operation of the ANC
system is almost unnoticeable at low signal
levels. However, at higher sound pressure
levels the performance of the system degrades
due to distortion and saturation. The
developed device attenuates noise even at 118
dB SPL, which can be considered sufficient for
most situations. When comparing the
simulated and measured results in Figure 8, it
can be seen that the measured ANC

Figure 8. Simulated (solid line) and measured (dash line) maximum active attenuation as a function of
soind pressure level inside the earcup. Gain is 14 dB and Lpmax is 118 dB.
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attenuation starts to decrease at a lower sound
pressure level than the simulated curve. The
difference between these two curves is a sum
of many factors, such as air leak between the
earcup and head, compliance of the cushion
between earcup and head, and air leak in the
loudspeaker box. However, this measurement
proves, that the calculated absolute maximum
active attenuation gives a rather good
indication of the performance of the ANC
system.
If the upper limit of the dynamic range
needs to be pushed even further, a loudspeaker
with a very strong magnet, and a loudspeaker
amplifier with a wide voltage swing are
needed. Because the voltage swing is limited
by the supply voltage, it could be increased by
using a higher voltage battery or a step-up
switching power supply. Also increasing the
area of the loudspeaker diaphragm, and
decreasing the free volume inside the earcup
could increase Lpmax. In practice, these are not
suitable options for increasing the Lpmax
because, first, the dimensions of the earcup
limit the size of the loudspeaker diaphragm
and secondly, decreased free volume decreases
the passive attenuation of the hearing
protector. It should be noted that the ANC
hearing protector must have good passive
attenuation performance, too. It would be
pointless using the ANC system to regain the
noise attenuation lost by integrating the ANC
system into the earcups.
Although the loudspeaker is very important
component in a high-performance ANC
hearing protector, it is by no means the only
one. An ANC hearing protector is a complex
mechatronical system in which all factors must
be in balance. The mechanical design must
provide an airtight seal between the head and
the earcup while also being comfortable to
use. In addition, the signal processing section
should preferably be adaptive. In future, the
electronics could be implemented using
programmable analog circuits, such as field
programmable analogue array (FPAA) circuits.
The most important benefit of FPAA
technology is easy programmability. The
implementation of adaptive structures would
also be easier with programmable analog
circuits than with traditional analog
electronics components.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Dynamic range is a very important factor in
ANC hearing protectors. When this is
exceeded, the system saturates and produces
distortion, which is heard as unpleasant
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sound. This paper analysed the factors, which
limit the maximum achievable sound pressure
level and maximum available active
attenuation. The operation of a small closedbox mounted loudspeaker inside the earcup
was analysed. A typical small loudspeaker was
chosen as a case and its parameters were
measured. The performance of the
loudspeaker system was calculated using
measured parameters, and actual performance
was also measured. The results show that a
rather good indication of maximum active
attenuation can be calculated. The most
probable bottlenecks of dynamic range are the
magnet structure of the loudspeaker the
voltage swing of the loudspeaker amplifier.
The performance of the developed ANC
hearing protector was measured in an
authentic noisy situation, and the results show
that the system attenuates tonal noise by 18
dB at a frequency of 125 Hz, and by 13 dB at
a frequency of 63 Hz. Additional
measurements showed that the ANC system
attenuates noise until a sound pressure level of
118 dB SPL. Though the dynamic range is
limited at the upper end, it can be considered
wide enough for most situations.
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Noise pollution sufferers get up to W1.34 million
People suffering from various kinds of noise pollution will be able to receive up to 1.34
million won ($1,400) in compensation, according to the Korean National Environmental
Dispute Resolution Commission. The commission has unveiled detailed standards for
compensating for environmental damage to more effectively settle disputes between
polluters and victims of a wide array of environmental pollution, including noise, water
and air pollution. If a person is exposed to noise levels of over 70 decibels, they will be
entitled to compensation ranging from 50,000 to 510,000 won, depending on the
period of exposure. Individuals will also be able to receive up to 1.34 million won, should
they suffer from noise higher than 100 decibels. According to the commission, people
can apply for compensation when they are exposed to more than 70 decibels generated
from construction sites and 65 decibels from roads and railways. Additionally, residents
of apartments can get compensation if they suffer from noise over 50 decibels from
their neighbours, while those raising livestock can take noise generators to the
commission for compensation if their livestock was exposed to noise over 60 decibels.
Those who suffer from 80 decibels of noise from construction sites can receive
between 130,000 to 840,000 won per person in compensation. When exposed to noise
over 90 decibels, one could get up to 1.34 million won in compensation. Regarding
noise from roads and railways, a person can ask for a maximum of 510,000 won when
suffering from noise levels of 65 decibels, and 1.18 million won for more than 85
decibels. The commission estimated that about 250,000 people are suffering from
various types of noise pollution across the country, who could make claims against
polluters for up to 220 billion won.

No noise complaints, now, or for the next 200 years
Disgruntled residents on Napier’s Bluff Hill (New Zealand) are being asked to sign a
document that will gag them and future residents from making noise complaints about
the Port of Napier for the next 200 years. The Port Company is being notified of building
consent applications for properties closest to the port and given the chance to object or
impose conditions on residential development. Conditions include banning noise
complaints and barring property owners from joining the residents’ group fighting the
district plan provisions.
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